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DIECAST AIRCRAFT
1.
Civil Aviation Models, A boxed
group of 1:200/400 scale diecast aircraft,
some limited edition, comprising Aviation
200, five examples including EP-IRS Iran Air,
AK 200 Models, AK015 Dan Air, and Inflight
Models, two including, IF7878001, Boeing
787 Dreamliner, together with 1:400 scale
examples by Witty Wings, four including,
4744005 K.L.M., G-E, Boxes F, (12) £80-120
2.
Hobby Master and Oxford Aviation
Models, a boxed group of military and civil
aircraft 1:48/72 scale comprising Hobby
Master HA8001 Hawker Fury and 1:72 scale
models including Oxford Aviation Frontline
Fighters AC070, AC079, AC069 together with
Oxford De Havilland series, DH84 Dragon
Coca Cola, DH 88 Comet Black Magic, DH89
Dominie Culdrose, DH 89 Dragon Rapide,
Dragon Rapide Prince of Wales and Dragon
Rapide B.E.A., G-E, Boxes F, (10) £60-80
3.
Military Aviation Models, a boxed
group of 1950s and later aircraft 1:72 and
smaller scale, some limited edition, including
Witty Wings Sky Guardians, Eurofighter and
Panavia Tornado (2), Aviation 200 Israeli
airforce Lockheed (1:200), Falcon Models
FA727002, Hobby Master HA4101, Atlas
Editions Avro Vulcan (1:144) and Jet Age
model together with two small scale Dragon
Warbird series examples, G-E, Boxes F, (10)
£80-100
4.
Witty Wings US Military Aircraft, a
boxed group of limited edition models 1:72
scale comprising, 026-006 Golden Dragons
Hornet, 009-028 F-14A Tom Cat, 006-015
F-15SG Strike Eagle, 008-010 F/A 18F Super
Hornet, 007-010 F/A 18E Super Hornet, 010034 F16C Falcon, 009-023 F14A Tomcat and
010-028 F-16C Fighting Falcon, G-E, Boxes F,
(8) £80-120
5.
Witty Wings Russian Military
Aircraft, a boxed group of five limited edition
models 1:72 scale, comprising, 014-019 SU27 Russia Knights, 014-018 SU-27 388 Blue,
030-003 SU-30MK, 014-016 SU-27 Flanker and
019-015 MIG-29 Russian Falcons, G-E, Boxes
P-F, (5) £50-80
6.
Aviation 72 Aircraft Models, a
boxed collection of vintage and modern
military aircraft 1:72 scale, including 7223006,
7221004, 722401, 7243003, 7229001,
7221002, 7221003, 7241003, 7227002,
7226004, 7242003, 7225003 and an unboxed
example, F-G, Boxes P-F, (13) £60-80
7.
Aviation 72 Aircraft Models, a
boxed collection of vintage and modern
military aircraft 1:72 scale, including 7241002,
7225004, 7225005, 7222001, 7223003,
7241003, 72FB001, 7224002, 7226006,
7223002, 7225002, 7227003 and 7222005,
F-G, Boxes P-F, (13) £60-80
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16.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed 1:48 scale model, B11F048, C47 US 1st
Air Commando, E, Box F £80-120
17.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed 1:48 scale model, B11E206, US
Marauder, Gunga Din, E, Box G-E £50-80

8.
Corgi Aviation Archive, a boxed
quartet of limited edition WWII era aircraft
comprising 1:72 scale AA38808 Dornier
Do17Z-10 Kauz Holland 1940 and 1:48 scale
examples, AA27607 Hawker Hurricane Mk.1,
AA37708 SE5a F-904 and AA38109 Sopwith
F.1 Camel, G-E, Boxes G-E, (4) £60-80

18.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed 1:48 scale model, B11B316, USAF B25
Mitchell, E, Box G-E £50-80
19.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed 1:48 scale model, B11E054, B26
Marauder, Dominion Revenge, E, Box G-E
£80-120

9.
Corgi Aviation Archive, a boxed
limited edition 1:72 scale model AA34018,
B-24 Liberator “Male Call”, 453rd BG, US
Eighth air force 1944, Jimmy Stewart, E, Box G
£50-80

20.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed duo of 1:48 scale models, comprising
B11B672 F 4U Corsair New Zealand Airforce
and 98027 US Marines F4U Corsair Korean
War, E, Boxes G-E, (2) £80-120

10.
Corgi Aviation Archive, a boxed
limited edition 1:48 scale model, AA28402,
English Electric Lightning F6, XS927/N, RAF
No 74 squadron, “The Tigers”, RAF Tengah,
Singapore 1969, E, Box G £50-80

21.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed 1:48 scale limited edition model,
B11E383, US navy F4U-1A Corsair No 576
flown by Edwin Olander ‘Black Sheep’,
641/1000, with certificate and outer box, E,
Box G-E £100-150

11.
Corgi Aviation Archive, a boxed
limited edition 1:72 scale model, AA32625,
Avro Lancaster B. Mk. III (Special), ED929/AJ-L,
“Operation Chastise”, dams raid Flt Lt Shannon
DFC, RAF No 617 squadron, Scampton May
1943, E, Box G £50-80

22.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed duo of 1:48 scale models, comprising
B11E078 P47 Thunderbolt No 132FS and
B11E064 FW 190 Focke Wulf green livery E,
Boxes G-E, (2) £60-80

12.
Corgi Aviation Archive, a boxed
limited edition 1:32 scale model, AA35509,
Hawker Hurricane Mk 1 P2970, Geoffrey Page
Battle of Britain Memorial, E, Box G £50-80

23.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed duo of 1:48 scale models, comprising
B11F013 F4F Wildcat Joe Floss (with outer
box) and B11E745 P40L Checker board E,
Boxes G-E, (2) £60-80

13.
Corgi Aviation Archive and Atlas
Editions, a boxed group of 1:144 scale civil
aircraft comprising, 47508 Constellation Pan
Am, 48501 D.H. Comet B.E.A., 47102 Douglas
DC3 American Airlines, 47607 Viscount
B.E.A. and 47601 Viscount 700 series B.E.A.
together with a boxed Atlas Editions 909301
Messerschmitt and Spitfire,G-E, Boxes F-G, (5)
£50-80
14.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed 1:48 scale model, B11F041, US PBY
Catalina Flying Boat, E, Box F £80-120

24.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection, a
boxed duo of 1:48 scale models, comprising
B11E185 SBD-3 Dauntless Yellow tail and
B11E371 FAF-4 Wildcat Operation Torch, E,
Boxes G-E, (2) £60-80
25.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed duo of 1:48 scale models comprising
B11E745 P40L Checker board and B11C998
P47 Blooms Tomb USAAF £60-80

15.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed 1:48 scale model, B11E735 US PBY
Catalina Flying Boat in yellow and grey livery,
E, Box F80-120

26.
Franklin Mint Armour Collection,
a boxed trio of 1:48 scale models comprising
B11B622 P40 Warhawk USAAF, B11B932
SBD-3 Dauntless and B11E075 DH98 Mosquito
French Airforce, E, Boxes G-E, (2) £100-150
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41.
Pre and Postwar Private and
Commercial Models, a boxed/packaged
collection 1:32 scale and smaller models,
including examples by Signature Models
(3), Saico (4), Brumm (8), Minichamps (3),
K&R Replicas KR 21 (white metal), Tin Tin
Les Cigares de Pharaon, a Testors 1935
Duesenberg white metal kit (unmade), and
others, G-E, Boxes F-E, (35+) in two boxes
£100-150
27.
Eagles International Military
Aircraft Models, a boxed group of five WWII
era aircraft comprising 10102 SNJ-4C Texan
USN gunnery trainer, 10006 P-51B Ding Hao,
10002 P-51B Patty Ann II and 10001 P-51B
Shangri La (all with outer boxes), together
with 10003 P-51B Ina the Macon Belle, G-E,
Boxes G-E, (5) £80-120
28.
Air Signature Military Aircraft
Models, a boxed group of five WWII era
aircraft comprising Mitsubishi Zeros 99068
(two in different liveries) and Messerschmitt’s,
99078 BF-109, 99098C ME-262A and 99098
ME-262A, E, Boxes G-E, (5) £60-80
29.
Air Signature Military Aircraft
Models, a boxed group of five WWII era
aircraft comprising F4U Bird Cage Corsair
99028D/99028 (2), F6F-5N Night Hellcat
99038D, P47-D Thunderbolt 99048 and
Spitfire 99088,G- E, Boxes G-E, (5) £60-80
30.
Liberty Classics Military Aviation
Models, a boxed group of six some limited
edition, comprising 47036 P51 Mustang
Shangri La, 47027 P-51D Mustang Tiger Spirit,
P-51D Mustang Swede’s Steed III, 47048 P51
Mustang Petie 2nd, 47040 P51 Mustang Man
O War and 44005 P-40C Warhawk Flying
Tigers, all factory packaged, E, Boxes G, (6)
£50-80

33.
Spec Cast Military Aircraft Money
Banks, a boxed collection of nine money
banks all in the form of WWII era aircraft, G-E,
Boxes G-E, (9) £60-80
34.
Spec Cast Military Aircraft Money
Banks, a boxed collection of eight money
banks all in the form of WWII era aircraft,
together with a 1:48 scale 42002, Sabre Jet
“Mig Poison”, G-E, Boxes G-E, (9) £80-100
35.
Atlas Editions Military Models,
a collection of WWII era models Allied and
Axis all in plastic cases with card sleeves, G-E,
Cases G-E, (26) in two boxes £80-100
36.
Corgi WWII Era Models, a boxed
group of five 1:50 scale models comprising
D-Day, CC60404 M3 Half Track and CC60305
Bedford QLD (2), together with The Push
Through Holland and Germany CC6036
Bedford QLR and CC60505 PZKPFW VI Panzer,
G-E, Boxes G-E, (5) £60-80
37.
Corgi WWII Era Models, a boxed
collection of 1:50 scale, Allied and Axis tanks
and armoured vehicles, comprising World
War 11 Collection, CC60101 (3), CC51007 and
CC60002 (3), together with World War 11
Heroes US51009, CC51004 and CC51006 (3),
G-E, Boxes G-E, (12) £100-120
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31.
Military Aviation Models, a boxed
group of five comprising Falcon Models
FA724003, Fi 156c 1944, Oxford 72AA001
Avro Anson MK 1, Sky Guardians Europe 004002 Gloster Javelin and Oxford Aviation AC046
Avenger all 1:72 scale together with a boxed
limited edition Gotha Biplane by Obsequio,
G-E, Boxes G-E, (5) £50-80
32.
Spec Cast Liberty Classics Aviation
Models and Money Banks, a boxed collection
of eight including two limited edition models
47026 P51D Mustang and 47513 FU-4 Corsair
together with six money banks all in the form
of WW11 era and later aircraft, E, Boxes G-E,
(8) £60-80

38.
Modern Military Vehicles, a boxed/
cased collection of WWII and later models
1:50 and smaller scale, including Corgi Unsung
Heroes Vietnam, Dennis Bel Castro, Forgotten
Heroes Korea US51008 and Fighting Machines
CS90080, CS90076, together with other
examples by Lledo, De Agostini, Eaglemoss
and others, G-E, Boxes G-E, (20) £60-80
39.
Brumm Competition and Land
Speed Vehicles, a boxed/cased collection of
vintage vehicles, 1:43 scale, including Ferrari,
Alfa Romeo, Lancia, Fiat, Mercedes, Porsche
and Cooper, together with AS29 Auto Union
Tipo C Streamline World Speed car 1937
Bernard Rosemeyer, G-E, Boxes G-E, (18)
£80-120
40.
Vintage Competition Vehicles, a
boxed/packaged collection of 1:43 scale
and similar models, including Brumm Oro
(9), Brumm Special (3), Quartzo (14), Solido
Reedition (3), De Agostini (or similar) 16 and
others, G-E, Boxes G-E, (45+) in two boxes
£100-150
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42.
1:16 Scale Competition and
Private Models, a boxed collection of vintage
vehicles comprising Tonka Polistil MGA twin
Cam, Porsche 911 turbo and Morgan Plus
8 together with Polistil Ferrari California,
Morgan Plus 8 and Jaguar XKE, G-E, boxes F-G,
(6) £60-80
43.
1:25/24 Scale Competition and
Private Models, a boxed group of vintage
vehicles, comprising Tonka Polistil Aston
Martin Vantage, Citroen 2CV and Jaguar XJS,
Polistil S31 Jaguar XJ 6L, 2214 Ferrari GTO and
S86 Mercedes 450SL, together with Gama
Super2103 Mercedes 450SE, CB Car (ESCI)
113, Mercedes 300sl Monte Carlo and Burago
522 Mercedes 300 SL 1954, G-E, Boxes F-G, (9)
£50-80
44.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed/
packaged collection of vintage and modern
private, commercial and competition vehicles
1:32 and smaller scale including examples by
Matchbox, Verem, Siku, (tractors 3), Jada Toy,
Corgi, Schuco, Crescent, Newray, Oxford and
others, G-E, Boxes F-G, (45+) £80-12

45.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a large
collection of mostly vintage commercial
models by Lledo and similar unboxed, and
a number of other manufacturers, a small
quantity of boxed Lledo models, and two
Matchbox 43 steam locomotives (350+ in five
boxes), together with a large quantity of boxes
many but not all associated with the unboxed
models and a Corgi Major 1111 Massey
Ferguson 780 Combine Harvester box (no
model G), contained in four boxes, P-E, Boxes
F-G, in nine boxes £150-200
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46.
Hotwheels Elite Batman, a boxed
1:18 scale limited edition BCJ99,The Dark
Night Trilogy Batmobile with authentic movie
cape material, E, Box G £80-100
47.
Atlas Editions Dinky, a boxed
group of commercial vehicles, comprising
434 Bedford Crash Truck, 514 Guy Van, 32E
Fourgon Incendie, 435 Bedford Tipper and
935 Leyland Octopus Flat Truck (2) one factory
sealed, together with a 593 Panneaux De
Signalisation Routiere (factory sealed, G-E,
boxes G-E, (7) £60-80
48.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed/
packaged collection of vintage and modern,
commercial, private and competition vehicles,
1:43 scale and smaller including Vanguards
(8), Minichamps (2), Atlas Editions, Corgi,
ERTL, Maisto, Solido, Burago and others, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (35+) £60-80

54.
Corgi Classics Buses and Coaches, a
boxed group of vintage vehicles, some limited
edition, including buses, 97198 Southdown,
97202 Maidstone, 33501 Guide Friday and
97875 Cardiff, together with coaches, AEC
Regal 97181 Timpson’s, 97180 Grey Green,
97184, 97191 Rosslyn Motor Co Leyland Tiger
(2), 97192 The Ribble and 97179 Ban fields
Coaches Burlingham Seagull, G-E, boxes F-G,
(11) £60-80
55.
Corgi Classics London Transport,
a boxed group of vintage buses, some
limited edition, including, 35101 open top
Routemaster, 35005 RM254 Set, 35004
RM1933 Routemaster, 35007 RM1818
Routemaster, 97857 Bristol K Utility, 35001
RM5 set (2) and 35201 Green Line Daimler (2),
G-E, boxes F-G, (9) £50-80

49.
OO Scale Trackside Models, a
boxed collection of 1:76 scale vintage mostly
commercial models, some limited edition,
including Intertrans (5), Gilbow Railway
Collection (3), Lledo Days Gone Trackside (10),
Corgi (4), Classix 10), and Base Toys, together
with two Oxford N gauge examples, G-E, Boxes
F-E, (35) £60-80

56.
Corgi Classics Commercial Vehicles,
a boxed group of vintage vehicles, some
limited edition, including, D15/1 GPO,
16102 Southdown Scammell Highwayman,
POV29 Royal Mail Scarab and 97329 British
Road Services Bedford together with British
Rail, 97911 Scarab, 25001 Leyland Beaver,
18401 Bedford (2), 15003 Scarab and DA6/1
Transport of the 50s/60s, G-E, Boxes F-G, (11)
£50-80

50.
Trolley Bus, Tram and Bus Models,
a boxed/packaged collection, of vintage and
modern vehicles, in various scales including
examples by, Tomica Dandy (2), Matchbox,
Golden Wheel, Atlas Editions, Brit Bus, Corgi,
Seerol and others, G-E, boxes F-E, (19)
£50-80

57.
Corgi Classics Tankers, a boxed
group of vintage vehicles, some limited
edition, comprising 24202 Power Petroleum,
97951 Foden Milk, 97930 Blue Circle Cement,
16306 Shell/BP (no petrol pump), 97367
Pointer, 97840 Shell/BP and 16302 Esso, G-E,
Boxes F-E, (7) £50-80

51.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
boxed/cased collection of vintage private
and commercial vehicles, including Oxford
Automobile (8), Oxford Commercial (2), Corgi
(5), Matchbox Models of Yesteryear (25) and
Lledo Days Gone and similar (26) G-E, boxes
P-G, (60+) in two boxes £60-80

58.
Corgi Original Omnibus, a collection
of mostly vintage buses in plastic cases twelve
with card sleeves some factory sealed, G-E,
Cases F-G, (31) in two boxes £100-120

52.
Corgi Classics and Matchbox Dinky,
a boxed collection of vintage private and
commercial vehicles,1:43 scale and larger,
including Corgi Classics (grey box) 14, Corgi
Classic Models (green box) 28 and Matchbox
Dinky (36), G, Boxes P-F, (78) £80-12

53.
Corgi Classics Trams and Trolley
Buses, a boxed group of vintage vehicles,
some limited edition, including London
Fully Closed trams, 36708 (2), CC25202 and
36708, together with trolley buses, 34701
Nottingham, 34702 Ashton Under Lyne, 97800
Reading, 97801 Maidstone and 97316 Ipswich,
G-E, boxes F-G, (9) £50-80
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59.
Corgi Original Omnibus, a collection
of mostly vintage buses in plastic cases sixteen
with card sleeves, some factory sleeves,G-E,
Cases F-G, (40) in two boxes £130-150
60.
Corgi Original Omnibus, a collection
of vintage trolley buses in plastic cases, nine
with card sleeves, together with two examples
of trams, some factory sealed, G-E, Cases F-G,
(46) in two boxes £140-180

61.
Exclusive First Editions, a group
of boxed gift sets, some limited edition,
comprising 99910 Southdown, Last Days of
the Southdown, Green Line bus set 5 (2),
London Transport set 9 and set 6, Maidstone
and District Motor Services, and a Southdown
Gift Set, G-E, Boxes G-E, (7) £80-100

62.
Exclusive First Editions, a boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage buses coaches
and commercial vehicles, G-E, Boxes G-E, (35+)
£100-150
63.
Exclusive First Editions, a boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage buses, coaches
and commercial vehicles, G-E, Boxes G-E, (40+)
in two boxes £140-180
64.
Exclusive First Editions, a boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage buses and
coaches, G-E, Boxes G-E, (40+) in two boxes
£140-180
65.
Exclusive First Editions, a boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage buses and
coaches, G-E, Boxes G-E, (35+) in two boxes
£100-150

66.
Buses and Trams, a boxed collection
of vintage and modern vehicles, comprising
Corgi Original Omnibus Blackpool trams and
buses Original Omnibus (4), Corgi City Bus,
Exclusive First Editions, including The RTL
Story (5), G-E, Boxes F-G, (16) £50-80
67.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage and modern, private
and commercial vehicles 1:50 and smaller
scale including examples by Corgi, Matchbox,
Lledo, ERTL, Exclusive First Editions, Diapet
Mitsubishi Cordia (G) and others G-E, Boxes
P-G, (75+) in three boxes £80-120
68.
Large Scale Diecast Vehicles, a
group of boxed private and commercial
models including Maisto 1:18 scale
motorbikes (4), Newray 1:12 scale BMW
motorbike, Revell 1:24 scale Peterbilt 359
truck, Burago 3513 1:18 scale Mercedes 300SL
and Franklin Mint 1:24 scale 1961 Jaguar
E-Type together with an unboxed Franklin
Mint 1:16 scale 931 Bugatti Royale Coupe De
Ville (G), F-E, boxes F-G, (9) £50-80

69.
Franklin Mint 1:16 Scale Models,
a boxed/packaged duo of vintage vehicles,
comprising 1913 Model T Ford (1991) and a
1905 Rolls Royce in green livery, first edition
1994, G-E, (2) £60-80
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70.
Franklin Mint 1:24/ 1:43 Scale
Models, a boxed/packaged group of Rolls
Royce Models, comprising, 1912 Tourer, 1925
Silver Ghost, 1907 Silver Ghost, and 1:43 scale
Phantom, G-E, (4) £60-80
71.
Franklin Mint 1:24 Scale Models,
a boxed/packaged trio of vintage vehicles
comprising 1938 Alvis, 1948 MGTC Roadster
and 1929 Bentley “Blower”, G-E, (3)
£80-120
72.
Franklin Mint 1:24 Scale Models,
a boxed/packaged duo of Packard models,
comprising 1899 A-1 (one rear hinge
detached) and 1912 Victoria, G-E, £60-80
73.
Franklin Mint 1:24 Scale Models,
a boxed/packaged duo of vintage vehicles,
comprising 1904 Mercedes Simplex and 1910
Model 30 Cadillac, G-E £60-80

74.
Franklin Mint 1:24 Scale Models, a
boxed/packaged trio of vintage and modern
vehicles comprising 1954 competition
Mercedes Benz W196R (scratch to one race
number), 1967 VW Beetle in white livery and
1989 Ferrari F40, G-E, (3) £60-80
75.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of 1:43 and similar scale private
and commercial mostly vintage vehicles,
including examples by Lledo, Matchbox, Corgi
including a 9041 1912 Silver Ghost, Onyx 5017
Damon Hill Williams and cased helmet, and
others together with two unboxed 1:18 scale
models by Burago (P-F), G-E, Boxes F-G, (40+)
£80-120
76.
Large Scale Diecast Vehicles, a
playworn collection of 1:18/24 scale and
similar vintage and modern private, sports
and competition vehicles, including examples
by Burago, Maisto, Polistil, Corgi, Solido and
others, many with damage, P-F, (75+) in four
boxes £80-100
77.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
playworn collection of 1:36 scale and smaller
vintage and modern private, competition and
emergency vehicles, including examples by
Saico, Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo, Maisto and
others, P-F, (120+) in two boxes £60-80
78.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
playworn collection of 1:36 scale and smaller
vintage and modern private, competition and
emergency vehicles, including examples by
Saico, Corgi, Matchbox, Lledo, Maisto and
others, P-F, (120+) in two boxes £60-80
79.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage
and modern commercial vehicles, including
examples by Matchbox, Corgi, Britains, Dinky
Lesney and others, P-F, (80+) in four boxes,
£60-80
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80.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage
and modern buses (4 boxed) and commercial
vehicles, including examples by Matchbox,
Corgi, Britains, Dinky, Tonka, Lesney and
others together with a group of plastic farm
animals, P-F, (80+) in three boxes, £80-120
81.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn/repainted collection of
private, commercial and competition vehicles,
including examples mostly by Dinky and Corgi,
P-F, (80+) in two boxes £100-120

82.
Dinky Toys Competition Models, a
group of five 23 series models, comprising 23F
Alfa Romeo, 23G Cooper Bristol, 23H Ferrari,
32J H.W.M and 23K Talbot Lago, F-G, (5)
£50-80
83.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of 1:64 scale
and similar vintage and modern private and
commercial vehicles, including examples by
Matchbox, Lesney, Majorette, Hotwheels,
Playart, Corgi, Polistil and others, P-G, (180+)
in two boxes £100-120
84.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of 1:64 scale
and similar vintage and modern private and
commercial vehicles, including examples by
Matchbox, Lesney, Norev, Budgie, Corgi, Triang
and others, P-G, (140+) £60-80
85.
Postwar Diecast Vehicles, a
playworn/repainted collection of private and
competition vehicles, including examples by
Dinky, Corgi, Crescent, a Schuco 1043 Micro
Racer, and others P-F, (45+), £80-120
86.
Postwar Diecast and Tin Clockwork
Vehicles, a playworn collection/repainted
collection of commercial vehicles including
diecast models by Budgie, Dinky, Corgi and
others, together with a boxed Budgie 224
Railway Engine (G), various items of road
furniture, and clockwork/ friction drive
models by Pocketoy, Brimtoy Schuco and
others, P-G, (25+) £50-80
87.
Postwar Military Diecast, a
playworn/repainted collection including
examples by Dinky, Matchbox, Lesney,
Lonestar and others P-F, (100+) in two boxes
£100-150

88.
Postwar Military Diecast, a
playworn/repainted collection of tanks and
artillery, including examples by Dinky, Corgi,
Britains, Lonestar and others, together with
a group of Triang Minic and other naval craft,
prewar lead and later plastic military figures,
and two Science Treasury plastic unmade
sealed kits US and Japanese fuel trucks both
1:72 scale, P-F, (80+) in two boxes £100-150
89.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, an
unboxed collection of 1:50 scale and smaller
vintage private and commercial vehicles
mostly buses, including examples by Solido,
Lledo, Matchbox, EFE, Corgi, Majorette
and others (80+) together with an unboxed
collection of N and OO scale diecast and
HO plastic, private and commercial models,
mostly modern, (50+), F-E, (130+) in two
boxes £80-120
90.
Playworn Diecast From TV Film
and Science Fiction, a 1960s/70s collection
of models including examples by Dinky,
Lunar Roving Vehicle, 105 Maximum Security
Vehicle, FAB 1 and others, together with
Corgi, Magic Roundabout (4), Bond Mood
Buggy, Monkee Mobile, Yellow Submarine,
Thunderbird 2 and others,P-F, (20+) £60-80
91.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of private and
commercial, vintage and modern vehicles,
1:43 scale and smaller including examples by
Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox, Hotwheels, Lesney,
Husky and others, together with three boxed
Matchbox models (G), P-G, (200+) in three
boxes £100-150
92.
Postwar and Later Military
Vehicles and Triang Minic Ships, a playworn
group of military models and figures
including examples by Britains, Corgi, Dinky,
Lintoy,Matchbox, Triang and others (30+),
together with a boxed M905 Ocean Terminal
Set (appears complete), (G), P-G, Box P-F,
(30+) £50-80
93.
Postwar and Modern Commercial
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage
and modern vehicles including examples by
Matchbox, Dinky, Corgi, Tonka and others, P-F,
(75+) in two boxes £60-80
94.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage and
modern, commercial, private and emergency
vehicles, including examples by Matchbox,
Majorette, Husky, Corgi (including Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang), Norev Guisval, Auto Pilen, Dinky,
Polistil and others, P-F, (180+) in two boxes
£80-120
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95.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage and
modern, commercial, private and competition
vehicles including examples by Corgi (including
a modern 261 Bond Aston Martin), Matchbox,
Budgie, Hotwheels, Maisto, Dinky, Majorette,
Lesney and others, P-G, (120+) in two boxes
£60-80

102.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn and spares collection
of private, military and commercial vehicles,
including examples by Dinky, Corgi, Lledo,
Lesney, Husky, Matchbox and others, together
with two boxed models and a number of
vehicle related figures, P-G, Boxes F-G, (40+)
£50-80

96.
Pre and Postwar Diecast Models,
a playworn group of aircraft, commercial,
private and competition models, mostly by
Dinky but including to larger scale saloons by
TTI Stoke on Trent and lead models, P-F, (35+)
£60-80

103.
Postwar Diecast Boxes and
Collectors Cases, a collection of original boxes
for various manufacturers including, Dinky,
Corgi, Tekno, JRD, Schuco, Matchbox and
others, boxed 1/4 Dozen 33mm Corgi Tyres,
together with two vinyl Matchbox Series 41
collectors cases each with four inner trays to
hold 48 models, and one spare tray, P-F, (25+)
£50-80

97.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, vintage
and modern, private, competition and
commercial vehicles including Ferraris,
examples by Burago 1:18 scale models
(4), 1:24 scale (Maisto/Burago 2) and
smaller models, Brumm (5), Maisto, Burago,
Hotwheels (V-Power), Corgi and others (28)
together with a group of unboxed playworn
larger scale, mostly Ferraris by Maisto, Burago
and others (10+) P-G, Boxes P-G, (40+) in two
boxes £60-80
98.
Corgi and NZG Modelle, an unboxed
group of seven articulated lorries by Corgi,
together with a boxed NZG CAT 225 Hydraulic
Bagger, G-E, Box G, (8) £40-60
99.
Modern Diecast Vehicles and Kits,
boxed vintage commercial models, including
examples by Corgi, Matchbox and Lledo (20+),
two boxed Atlas Editions steam Locomotive
models, and a small group of playworn
diecast, together with six boxed Keilcraft 1:76
unmade kits of trams and a steam wagon, an
OO scale Airfix City of Truro and factory sealed
Keil Kraft Lysander flying scale model, P-G,
Boxes P-E, (Qty) £50-80
100.
Postwar and Later Buses and
Coaches, a playworn collection of vintage and
modern vehicles, including examples mostly
by Dinky but including some others (40+)
£80-120
101.
Postwar and Later Buses, Coaches
and Trams, a playworn collection of vintage
and modern vehicles 1:64 scale and similar
including examples by Matchbox, Lesney and
Corgi, P-G, (90+) £60-80

104.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
playworn collection of vintage and modern,
commercial, private and competition,
vehicles, including examples by Matchbox,
Corgi, Polistil, Altaya, Burago and others, P-F,
(50+) in two boxes £50-80
105.
Modern Military Models and
Figures, an unboxed collection of mostly
WWII era vehicles including a Dinky Chieftain
tank and various models from kits, together
with Atlas Editions aircraft and two naval
vessels boxed, Del Prado Napoleonic soldiers
(packaged 4) and others, D-G, (20+) £40-60
106.
Modern Military Vehicles and
Other Vehicles, WWII era models including
a group of cased Atlas Editions examples
(17), unboxed Atlas Editions aircraft and naval
vessels (15), and a boxed Jet Age Avro Vulcan,
together with various other boxed civilian
vehicles including Atlas Editions Carters Foden
Low Loader, Great British Buses, Classic Sports
Cars, Classic Motorbikes and others, P-E,
Boxes F-E, (40+) in two boxes £60-80
107.
Hornby Speed Boat and Modern
Diecast Vehicles, a boxed Model 4 Hornby
Fast Patrol Launch ‘PLI’ (plastic mechanism
cover broken and glued mechanism working)
with key together with boxed vintage and
modern commercial diecast vehicles, including
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear No12, No3,
Y-1, Y-9, Matchbox 72 Hovercraft, Corgi trams
(4), Lledo and similar (9), and a Tower Trams
unmade 1:76 British Steel Tram kit, F-E, Boxes
P-G, (20) £50-80

108.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, boxed
examples of vintage and modern, private and
commercial vehicles 1:43 and smaller scale,
comprising Corgi, Lledo including a limited
edition gold plated British Motoring Classics
of the 1960s set, Oxford and others (57),
together with 6 unboxed 1:18 scale Burago
models, F-E, Boxes P-F, (60+) in two boxes,
£80-100

109.
Sunstar Morris Minor, a boxed
limited edition 1:12 scale 4781, 1956 Morris
Minor 1000 saloon in black livery, with
certificate 950/4000, (missing hood ornament)
G,Box F-G £50-80
110.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage and modern, private
vehicles, 1:43 and smaller, some limited
edition, including examples by, Corgi including
Vanguards, (18), Vitesse, Lledo, Ixo, and others
including three unboxed models, P-E, Boxes
P-G, (30+) £60-80
111.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of commercial and emergency,
vintage and modern vehicles 1:43 and
smaller scale, including EFE, Corgi including
Beatles Abbey Road Bus BT78209, CIJ Norev,
Intertrans 148, Spark, Schuco, Northcord,
Vitesse and Premium Diecast, together with
an unboxed Corgi Articulated Lorry, G-E, boxes
F-G, (23) £60-80
112.
Modern Diecast and Resin Vehicles,
a boxed collection of modern private vehicles
1:43 scale including examples by Neo,
Premium Diecast, Hotwheels, Minichamps,
Norev, Ebbro and IST, together with two cased
models minus outer boxes by Vox Xi 9 and
MDX, G-E, boxes F-E, (15) £60-80
113.
Starline and Brooklin Models,
a boxed group of vintage private and
competition vehicles, 1:43 scale including
Starline (11) one minus card sleeve, and a
Brooklin white metal LDM 93 1936 Bentley
Fixed Head Coupe, G-E, Boxes P-E, (12)
£60-80
114.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
boxed group of vintage private vehicles 1:43
scale including examples by Norev, Solido,
Minichamps, Ixo, Rio, Brumm, Trofeu, Abrex
and Premium X Diecast, G-E, Boxes F-G, (15)
£60-80
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115.
Modern Competition Models, a
boxed group of vintage and modern vehicles
1:43 scale, including examples by Corgi
including Colin McRae (1), Ixo (one with
detached wing mirror), Minichamps, HPI
Racing and Corgi F1, together with five cased
models all minus card sleeves by Trofeu,
Maisto, Vitesse and Minichamps, F-E, Boxes
F-G, (14) £50-80
116.
Britains and Other Farming Models,
a boxed group of 1:32 scale modern models,
comprising 43215 Valtra T254V tractor,
43197 Keenan Mechfiber 365 Feeder Wagon,
43205 Massey Ferguson tractor, 43218 Kane
Bale Trailer and 43141A1 Double Bale Lifter
(three loose in boxes), together with a limited
edition Universal Hobbies Case HI Agriculture
Maxxum 5100 tractor , G-E, Boxes P-G, (6)
£50-80

117.
Agricultural Models and Others, a
boxed group of vintage and modern vehicles,
comprising 1:16 scale, Spec Cast, SCT 407,
Minneapolis Moline 955 tractor, (split to
cellophane), ERTL 2253 Allis Chalmers WD45 tractor, Siku 1:32 scale 2850 Deutz-Fahr
tractor, and three other farming models by
Siku, Tim and Replicagri, together with a
Spec Cast 1:16 scale resin model of an Oliver
tractor, ERTL 2438 1:16 Caterpillar 2-ton track
type tractor, a Crown Premiums 1934 Ford
Tow Truck and Corgi 55603 Cazdow Heavy
Haulage pick-up, G-E, Boxes F-G, (10)
£140-180
118.
Oxford Diecast, a cased collection of
vintage and modern vehicles, comprising 1:76
scale Haulage (9) two minus card sleeves),
Commercials (13), Coca Cola (2), Fire (3) and
a London Fire Appliances 150yrs Anniversary
set, together with 1:43 scale Commercials (4)
one minus card sleeves, and N Gauge Haulage
(4), commercial (2) and Oxford Fire (1), G-E,
Cases F-G, (35+) £80-120
119.
Oxford Diecast, a cased collection
of vintage and modern vehicles, comprising
1:76 scale Omnibus (12), Automobile
Company (15) two minus card sleeves, Lotus,
Aston Martin(2), Military (2) Show Time (2)
one minus card sleeve, 2017 Dorset Steam
Fair, Manx Electric Tramcar 21, and 76SET57
military Landrover Set, together with 1:43
scale Automobile (2) and N gauge Omnibus,
G-E, Cases F-G, (35+) £80-120
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120.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
group of vintage and modern, private and
commercial vehicles, including Matchbox,
Corgi and others together with four unboxed
vehicles, F-E, Boxes F-G, (12) £30-50
121.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed/
packaged collection of 1:43 scale, vintage and
modern private, commercial and competition
vehicles, comprising examples by Motormax,
Corgi, Maisto, DeAgostini, Atlas Editions and
others including three 1:24 scale models,
together with two boxed resin model WWII
tanks, G-E, Boxes F-G, (50+) £80-120
122.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage commercial models,
mostly 1:43 scale but including several larger
models, including Lledo including Royal
Commemorative models 2000/ 2002/ 2003,
Corgi, Matchbox Collectibles, Brumm Mail
Coach and others together with an Atlas
Editions Memphis Belle, G-E, Boxes F-G, (45+)
£80-100
123.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage commercial models
including 1:18 scale Road Signature 20038
1914 Model T fire engine, A Hamilton
Thomas Kinkade ‘End of a Perfect Day’ 1947
Studebaker, Corgi Dibnah’s Choice 1:50 scale
CC20202 Openshaw Brewery Foden Dropside
and CC20101 Norman E Box Fowler Road
Loco, 31011 Robert Walker Low Loader and a
Eddie Stobart 25102 Leyland Beaver, together
with Lledo 1:64 Vanguards (3), and 1:43
Showman’s Range GF 1002 Scammell Ballast
Box and Helter Skelter and three boxed
vehicles, Trackside including BR2002 Railway
Depot and four boxed vehicles and two Days
Gone models, G-E, Boxes G-E, (20) £100-150
124.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
group of modern mostly commercial models,
including 1:25 scale Conrad 2983 Linde pallet
trolley, 2985 Linde E30 Fork lift, 2785 Linde
Fork lift (rear wheels detached) and 2996
Linde hand operated fork lift, together with
Corgi Super Hauler and Eddie Stobart Models
(3) Siku 3460 Hanomag tractor and 1717 Linde
fork lift (2) and four others, F-E, Boxes G-E,
(15) £50-80
125.
Modern Diecast Vehicles
and Franklin Mint Classic Cars of the
1950s, a boxed collection of vintage and
modern, private and commercial vehicles
including Lledo, Matchbox including DY902 Classic Sports Cars and Thunderbirds
Commemorative set and Corgi including 1977
Jubilee 1902 State Landau (35+) together with
unboxed 1:43 set of twelve Cars of the 1950s,
(some damage), with original boxed display
rack and literature, P-E, Boxes F-G, (45+) in
two boxes £60-80

126.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of mostly vintage and commercial
vehicles, some limited edition mostly by
Lledo including Days Gone 2000s and older,
Vanguards (8), Trackside(11), Showman’s (3),
Circus (1) and Brewing in Britain (2), Whisky
trail (3), Eddie Stobart (2) and others G-E,
Boxes F-E, (155+) in three boxes £100-150
127.
Heritage Formula 1 Models, a cased
group of 1:43 scale models by Onyx, G-E,
Cases P-F, (19) £40-80
128.
Matchbox Models of Yestyear 1st
Issue and Others, boxed models including No3
Tramcar, No6 Bugatti, Y-7 1913 Mercedes and
Y-9 Fowler Big Lion, together with eight later
models in pink/yellow two tone boxes and five
unboxed models, F-G, Boxes P-F, (17) £80-120
129.
Diecast Buses, a boxed collection of
vintage models some limited edition, including
1:76 scale EFE examples (23), Original
Omnibus (16) loose in boxes, Matchbox (3)
and Britbus (1), together with five unboxed
EFE models, G-E, Boxes F-G, (40+) £100-150
130.
Modern Diecast Vehicles and Toys,
a boxed group of commercial vehicles by
Corgi some limited edition, including Eddie
Stobart 59516 (2) and 59503, 59543 Norbert
Dentressangle, 51001 Richfield Tanker, 10001
William McEwan ERF, Vintage Glory Fowler
Super Lion, and Original Omnibus, together
with Corgi 57403 Kojak and toys including
boxed Thunderbolt Racing Cars (2), modern
boxed Schylling clockwork Atomic Robot Man
and a Thunderbirds Virgil large action figure
by Carlton, F-G, Boxes P-F, (Qty) £50-80

131.
Komatsu Power Shovel, a boxed
PEMC PC 210 Power Shovel by Komatsu Japan,
F-G, Box F £30-50
132.
Corgi Hyster Challenger 800, a 1113
Hyster fork lift loose in original box, G, Box P
£30-50
133.
Danbury Mint and Britains, a boxed
group comprising Danbury Mint 1:16 scale
Ford 1952 8N tractor, together with Britains
1:32 scale models 00174 Landrover Series 1,
9690 National Trust Landrover and 09453 JCB
1CX Skid Steer, G-E, Boxes F-G, (4) £50-80
134.
Eddie Stobart Models, a boxed
group of vintage and modern vehicles, some
limited edition, including Corgi 75804 MAN
Curtainside, 75201 cased ERF Curtainside,
59516 Volvo, 13601 Foden Mickey Mouse,
19801 Bedford Flat Trailer, 59601 Ford Cargo
Box Van, 58401 Mercedes 207D van and
31801 Model Transport Depot, together with
an Atlas Editions Volvo Fridge Trailer, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (9) £60-80
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135.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage and modern, private and
commercial vehicles, including Burago 1:20
scale 3020 Mercedes Roadster, Franklin Mint
1:24 scale Silver Cloud (fault to roof) and 1932
Ford (detached door), Burago 1:24 scale 6105
Williams FW and Revell 8613 1963 Corvette
Stingray, together with Corgi Unsung Heroes
Vietnam 50204 (2), and 901 Centurion tank,
and five others, G-E, Boxes P-E, (13) £60-80
136.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, boxed
vintage private and commercial models ,
including 1:76 scale models by EFE including
Brewery Series (8), Original Omnibus, (2)
including a Blackpool Tram, Lledo Trackside
(7), Corgi Tramway (2) and other OO scale
boxed models (8), together various unboxed
models, P-E, Boxes F-G, (30+) in two boxes
£60-80
137.
Burago and Corgi, a boxed group
comprising Burago 1:24 scale models, Jaguar
(1502 (2), 1508), Bugatti (1503, 0538), Citroen
1501, and Mercedes 1509 (2), together with a
number of Corgi 1:64 scale Cameo Collection
models, G-E, Boxes F-G, (15+) £40-60
138.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage and modern, private and
commercial vehicles and aircraft, including
Corgi articulated lorries 86801 ERF Ducati
Transporter, 5915 ERF Tanker, 59559 CS S
Ellis ERF Curtainside, 59573 ERF Curtainside
Mornflake and other Corgi models, Matchbox,
Oxford, Lledo, (35+), together with Corgi
Aviation Archive 48201 Flying Fortress, 48402
Hercules, AA36202 Gloster Sea Gladiator,
AA34302 Focke Wulf and three others, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (40+) in two boxes £100-150
139.
James Bond Models, a boxed
collection including, Corgi James Bond
including CC99193 Aston Martin DB5 Set,
96656 Special Edition Aston Martin, 96655 DB
5 reissue, 96657 DB5, CC04309 DB5, 92978
Ferrari 355, 04601 Gyrocopter (plus another in
display case), TY99132 Aston Jaguar together
with three others, Matchbox Licenced To
Kill set 1989, together with two larger scale
models by Beanstalk and Danbury Mint both
with damage, P-E, Boxes G-E, (15) £50-80
140.
Models From TV and Film and
Other Modern Diecast, a boxed collection
including Dinky 357 Klingon Battle Cruiser,
Matchbox Thunderbirds Rescue Pack, Corgi
97713 Italian Job and 94171 Special Edition
example, together with Models of Yesteryear,
ERTL Batman, and others including a Jurassic
Park TYCO Viewmaster Gift Set, G-E, Boxes
F-G, (18+) £50-80

141.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, boxed
examples of mostly vintage but including
some modern private and commercial
vehicles, including Lledo, Matchbox,
Majorette, Corgi and others together with a
UT Models 1:18 scale Racing Collection Escort
RS Cosworth (55+), and a small number of
unboxed models including two 1:18 scale, P-E,
Boxes P-F, (65+) in two boxes £60-80

148.
Matchbox and Corgi Haulage
Models, a boxed group comprising Matchbox
Superkings K-44 Bridge Layer set (appears
complete but unchecked), together with, Corgi
limited edition ERF haulage models 1:50 scale,
CC12707 Turners, CC11904 ERF Redland,
74904 W R Wood, CC12709 Blue Circle,
CC11903 British Sugar, 74903 Castle Cement
G-E, Boxes P-F, (7) £60-80

142.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of mostly commercial vintage
vehicles comprising, Matchbox Models of
Yesteryear 2000s, including Great Beers of the
World (7), 40th Anniversary Collection, and
others (44), together with Corgi Cameo Nestle
Collection (2) and Chipperfields Circus Set, and
Lledo Hamleys Set and others, G-E, Boxes G-E,
(50+) in two boxes £150-200

149.
Modern Diecast Vehicles and
Boxes, a group of boxed models including,
Corgi 97070 Silver Service, Matchbox YS-39
Passenger Coach and Horses, Atlas Editions
Jaguar (7) and Best of British Police Car
Jaguar MK II and two others, together with
six reproduction Dinky 157 Jaguar boxes in
varying colour ways, G-E, Boxes G-E, (18)
£50-80

143.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a
boxed group of 1970s and later vehicles,
private and commercial, including a group
of Routemaster and other London Buses, of
foreign manufacture, Matchbox (14), and six
1:64 scale McLaren F1 models also of foreign
manufacture (packaging poor), G, Boxes P-G,
(30+) £50-80

150.
Automobile Association Models,
a boxed collection of vintage and modern
vehicles, 1:18 scale Eagle Collectibles, 4401,
Landrover Series III, and a boxed large scale
BMW motorbike, together with various
smaller models including Corgi (23), Lledo
including Vanguards (9), and various others,
G-E, Boxes F-E, (40+) in two boxes £100-150
151.
Postwar and Later Automobile
Association Models, an unboxed group of
vintage and modern vehicles, in various
scales, including some repaints and playworn
examples by, Corgi, Lledo, ERTL, Budgie,
Matchbox, Solido, Dinky, Benbros,white metal
models and others, P-G, (35+) £60-80

144.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, boxed
vintage and modern, private, commercial and
military vehicles, comprising Corgi including
Battle of Britain 50th anniversary set and
others (24), Matchbox, Lledo and others,
(35+) together with unboxed commercial and
private models, including Tekno 302 Mercedes
Benz coach, Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky including
952 Vega coach and postwar streamline
coach, amongst others, P-E, Boxes F-E, (45+)
in two boxes £60-80

152.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
unboxed vintage and modern, private,
commercial, military and competition models,
some playworn, including larger scale models
by Polistil (5), a similar scale modern tin
friction drive Mercedes by Ichiko, and various
smaller scale models by Dinky, Playart, Corgi,
Lesney, Matchbox, Triang, Siku, Lonestar and
others, P-F, (35+) £50-80

145.
Buses and Trams, a boxed group of
vintage buses and trams 1:76 scale comprising
Corgi Original Omnibus, including a limited
edition Midland Red Centenary Set (3), Corgi
Tramlines (2) and EFE including The Tate and
Lyle Story (23) G-E, boxes F-G, (28) £80-120
146.
Corgi Classics, a collection of vintage
commercial models all in grey boxes, including
twelve OB coaches, 28, Boxes F-G, (28) in two
boxes £50-80
147.
Joal Forklift Truck Models, a quartet
of boxed models comprising Ref 200 Manitou
MSI 50, Ref 285 Nissan 20, Ref 215 Caterpillar
and Ref 196 Hyster 1.80, G-E, boxes F-G, (4)
£40-60

153.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
unboxed vintage and modern, private
and commercial models, some playworn,
in various scales including examples by
Matchbox, Dinky, Corgi, Lledo, Britains, Tonka
and others together with a quantity of vintage
Meccano and two boxes of painted Airfix
figures Waterloo British infantry and WWII
Japanese infantry, P-F, (Qty) in two boxes
£50-80
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154.
Postwar Diecast Models, a
playworn/ repainted group of private and
commercial vehicles mostly Dinky, including
982 Pullmore Transporter, 260 Royal Mail van,
Daimler ambulance, 180 Packard Clipper and
others, P-F, (15) £50-80

160.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn group of vintage, mostly private
and commercial models, including Dinky
models with boxes 253 Daimler ambulance,
141 Vauxhall Victor, 257 Canadian Fire Chief,
263 Criterion ambulance, 198 Phantom V,
186 Mercedes 220 SE, 150 Silver Wraith
(reproduction box), and a 716 Sikorsky
Helicopter (box only), together with a 267
Corgi Batmoblie (reproduction box), Matchbox
Y-5/Y-9 both boxed and seven unboxed
models by Dinky, Corgi and Joal, P-F, Boxes P-F,
(17) £50-80

166.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn collection of private, commercial,
competition and models from TV and film,
including examples by Matchbox, Corgi
including Batmobile and Magic Roundabout,
Dinky including 105 Maximum Security Vehicle
and 351 UFO Interceptor and others, P-F,
(100+) in two boxes £80-120

161.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn group of private and commercial
models mostly by Lesney, but including
Budgie, Dinky, Corgi and Schuco together with
a small group of road furniture by Dinky and
others, P-F, (Qty) £50-80

168.
Tractors, a quartet of tractors
including an ERTL, 2555, John Deere example
with trailer in green livery, a Ros Model 1:32
scale Super Landini, a 1:18 scale model of a
1930s Ferguson tractor (possibly constructed
from a kit), and similar American cast metal
model of an Oliver 70, F-G, (4) £60-80

155.
Pre and Postwar Models, a
playworn/repainted group of vintage, private
and military vehicles, mainly by Dinky but
including Tootsie Toy, and modern models
by Matchbox, Spark, Rio and a boxed ODGI
801,Toys of Yesteryear Triumph Dolomite (23),
together with a number of 1930s Meccano
magazine articles discussing Dinky toys a 1964
article History of the Dinky Toy Range by Cecil
Gibson and photographs, P-G, Box G, (Qty)
£50-80
156.
Competition and Sports Models,
a group of white metal and kit built vintage
models, including examples by Auto Replicas
a No 6 MG K3 Magnette and two others a
Merit plastic model and others by unknown
manufacturers, P-F, (14) £50-80

162.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn/repainted collection of vintage
and modern, private, commercial, competition
and military vehicles, including examples by
Dinky, Corgi, Lonestar and Lesney, P-F, (50+)
£80-120
163.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn collection of vintage, private,
commercial and military models mostly by
Lesney, P-F, (Qty) £40-60
157.
Postwar and Later Diecast and
Tin Vehicles, a playworn group of vintage
of vintage, commercial, private models and
aircraft, mostly by Dinky including a Trojan
Brooke Bond van, 260 Royal Mail van (2),
999 BOAC Comet, 283 BOAC coach, 150 Rolls
Royce Silver Wraith and others (12), Corgi
Concorde (minus nose cone), Lesney Trojan
Brooke Bond van and others (4) and a Wells
Brimtoy Pocketoy London Transport bus, P-F
(18) £60-80
158.
Dinky and Corgi Pre and Postwar
Models, a playworn group of private,
commercial and military models, including
Dinky Hudson Sedan, 172 Studebaker,
Oldsmobile, 190 Caravan, 22c truck, Buick
and 344 Plymouth, together with a Corgi
International 6X6 truck, P-F, (8) £50-80
159.
Postwar Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn group of vintage, private,
commercial and military vehicles, including
Dinky, 582 Pullmore car transporter, 944
ramp, Trojan van Chivers/Dunlop, 157 Jaguar,
660 Mighty Antar tank transporter and 651
Centurion tank and others (25), Lesney, Corgi
and Matchbox, P-F, (35) £50-80
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164.
Postwar and Later Diecast Vehicles,
a playworn/repainted collection of vintage
and modern, private, commercial and models
from TV, including Dinky 104 Spectrum
Pursuit Vehicle (4), 105 Maximum Security
Vehicle (2) and others, Corgi including Smiths
Karrier Butchers van, Lesney and others (35+),
together with a vinyl Matchbox Series 41
collectors carry case with five insert trays each
to hold twelve models, and a group of 1960s
and later toy catalogues including Triang
Hornby No 16 and others, P-G, Catalogues
F-G, (Qty) £60-80

167.
Postwar and Later Diecast
Commercial Vehicles, a playworn collection
including examples by Corgi, Dinky and
Matchbox together with an ERTL Farmall 656
International tractor with various accessories,
P-F, (35+) £60-80

169.
1:18 scale Models, an unboxed
collection of private and competition vehicles,
including Autoart Jaguars XJ13, E-Type in red
and green livery, 120 C and Bentley Speed 8,
Burago 1961 Jaguar E Type, Maisto XK 180 and
Aston Martin Vantage, Minichamps Jaguar XK
Coupe, Sunstar Jaguar XK 140, RC2 E Type in
Union flag livery and a Hotwheels Jaguar R1
F1 (damaged), F-G, (12) in two boxes
£100-150
170.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, playworn and unboxed commercial,
competition and private vehicles, including
postwar Dinky and Corgi models but mainly
modern examples including Corgi, Brumm,
Lledo, Matchbox, Solido, Vitesse and others
a reproduction Dinky AA box, Scalextric C700
footbridge and chrome Jaguar mascot bottle
opener, P-G, (35+) £50-80

165.
Modern Diecast Vehicles and
Locomotives, a playworn collection including
vintage and modern, private and commercial
models by Matchbox, Corgi, Lledo and others
(two boxed), Wiking plastic N gauge vehicles,
three N gauge Lima passenger coaches and
three GWR OO gauge tank locomotives two by
Airfix, P-F, Boxes P (Qty) £50-80
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171.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage and
modern, private, commercial and military
vehicles, including examples by Corgi, Dinky,
Matchbox, Lesney and others including a
Dinky Toys Thunderbird 2, together with
boxed modern diecast vehicles Lledo, Corgi,
Burago and others, a boxed Hornby-Dublo
L30 Bo-Bo diesel locomotive (P), boxed plastic
Hercules Power Crane (damaged) and other
items including Mickey Mouse, P-G, Boxes F-G,
(45+) £80-100
172.
Playworn Diecast Large collection
of playworn diecast from several makers, 70+
F-G £50-70
173.
Playworn Diecast Collection of
playworn diecast by several makers, 80+ F-G
£50-70
174.
Modern Diecast Collection of
modern diecast vehicles, by several makers,
mainly boxed, 50+ G, boxes, F-G. £50-70
175.
Playworn Diecast Collection of
modern playworn diecast vehicles, F-G, qty
£50-70
176.
Modern Diecast Large collection of
diecast vehicles by, Solido, Eligor, Politoys and
other brands, qty, boxes F-G. £70-90
177.
Diecast vehicle boxes Large number
of empty boxes for modern diecast vehicles,
P-G, qty £50-60
178.
Models of Yesteryear Large
collection of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear,
some in original boxes, F-G, boxes, F-G, 80+
£60-80

182.
Playworn Diecast Collection
of playworn diecast by Dinky, Corgi and
Matchbox King size, plus a number of Aircraft
and ship models, some in original boxes, F-G
boxes F, 70+ £60-80
183.
Playworn Diecast Large quantity
of playworn diecast, mainly smaller scales,
including Matchbox, Lledo and other brands,
F, Qty £60-80
184.
Playworn Diecast Large collection
of mainly playworn diecast, smaller scales,
includes, Matchbox, Husky and others, P-G,
100+ £50-70
185.
Marx Cement Mixer and Diecast
Vehicles, a boxed battery operated plastic
and metal Power Brute Cement Mixer by
Marx (fair with some rust to wheel hubs
untested), together with postwar and later
playworn/repainted vintage private, military
and commercial vehicles including examples
by Lesney, Dinky, Husky and a Japanese Alps
Over The Hill tin penny toy race car by C K
(Kuramochi), P-F, Box P, (Qty) £50-80
186.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
group of vintage private and commercial
vehicles including Atlas Editions Dinky, 32AB
S.N.C.F. Tracteur Panhard, 25 Nestle Camion
Latier, 412 Austin Wagon and 29E Autocar
Isobloc (all with certificates), and a AEC Regent
III and Greatest Show on Earth T Whitelegg
Super Dodgems both by Atlas, together with
a Corgi VA06519 Rover P6 3500 Brasilia 60th
anniversary edition, Oxford diecast Fire (3,
two minus card sleeves) and automobile and
a 2000s Model of Yesteryear, G-E, Boxes G-E,
(12) £50-80

188.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
group of vintage private and commercial
vehicles, including 1:18 scale 441700 Eagle
Collectibles BR Landrover Series II produced
for John Ayrey, Corgi including 97749 British
Rail Set, 97187 AEC Regal, 97706 Jaguar
XK120s, DT4/1 Pickfords and others, together
with a Schuco 1:43 Ferguson TE 20 tractor, a
modern larger scale metal model of a vintage
tractor and a boxed white metal Lansdowne
Models LDM 9A 1953 Austin Somerset, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (11) £60-80
189.
Postwar and Modern Diecast and
Other Models, a playworn group of military,
private and commercial, vintage and modern
vehicles, mostly 1:64 scale and smaller,
including examples by Benbros, Timpo,
Budgie, Lesney, Tootsie and others together
with plastic McDonalds vehicles and others,
P-F, (Qty) £50-80
190.
Land Rover and Range Rover
Models, boxed models of vintage and modern
vehicles, including examples by Britains
9507 Defender 90, 09483 Freelander, Corgi
including Police Gift Set 92450, 07103 gold
plated Land Rover and others (14), Newray
(2), ERTL, Matchbox (4) Solido, Majorette (4)
and Burago (2), (26), together with various
unboxed models including Britains, Corgi,
Matchbox and Lesney amongst others and
four boxed Vista assembled plastic model
Land Rovers, P-E, Boxes F-G, (Qty) in two
boxes £60-80

179.
Modern Diecast Collection of
Diecast and plastic models, some in original
boxes, G, boxes, F-G, qty. £60-80
180.
Matchbox model vehicles Large
collection of playworn vehicles, 1-75 series
and Superfast versions, P-G, Qty, 70+ £60-80
181.
Lledo and Days Gone Large
collection of diecast vehicles by, Days Gone,
Lledo and Models of Yesteryear, some in
original boxes, F-G, boxes F-G, 130+ £50-70
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187.
Atlas Editions Dinky, a boxed group
of commercial models, comprising, 920 Heinz
Guy van, 512 Guy flat truck, 917 Spratts Guy
van, 905 Foden flat truck with trains, 943 Esso
Leyland Octopus tanker, 435 Bedford TK tipper
and 588 Camion Brasseur, all with certificates,
G-E, Boxes G-E, (7) £80-120

191.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed
collection of vintage and modern private and
commercial vehicles including, NZG Nr 227
Ford Cargo truck and trailer, Schabak 1:35
scale Ford Transit, Corgi 1977 Jubilee State
Landau, 471 Silver Jubilee London Transport
and others (5), Matchbox including Yesteryear
and Superfast (10) and a 197 Dinky Silver
Jubilee Bus, F-E, Boxes P-G, (18) £50-80
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192.
Matchbox and Lledo, a boxed
collection of vintage mostly commercial
vehicles including Models of Yesteryear and
Days Gone and similar, G-E, Boxes F-G, (70+)
£60-80
193.
Corgi Original Omnibus, a cased
collection of vintage and modern buses and
coaches some limited edition, 1:76 scale,
many minus card sleeves, together with a
Southern Vectis UK Bus 3009 by Creative
Master Northcord, G-E, Cases F-G, (20+)
£50-80

200.
Corgi Aircraft Models, a boxed
group, some limited edition, comprising
Aviation Archive WWII aircraft, AA36203
Gloster Gladiator, AA36301 Swordfish,
AA31904 Spitfire and 49102 Hurricane Flying
Aces, together with WWII Legends, AA32810
Mosquito, AA32211 Mustang, AA32207
Mustang, AA33007 Corsair, all 1:72 scale, two
100 years of flight models and a Lledo vintage
car, G-E, Boxes G-E, (10) £60-80

207.
Pocher Boxed Rolls Royce Kit, a
boxed 1:8 scale unmade model of a 1932
Phantom II Sedanca Coupe, K/72 by Pocher,
inner box factory sealed with instructions, E,
Box F-G £300-400

194.
Exclusive First Editions, a boxed
collection of 1:76 scale vintage and modern
buses and coaches, G-E, Boxes F-G, (45+)
£140-180

195.
Vintage Buses, an unboxed group
of postwar and modern buses including some
playworn and repainted examples, comprising
Dinky (5), Corgi (2), EFE (3), and two others
together with six white metal kit examples,
one by Anbrico, P-G, (17) £50-80
196.
Postwar and Modern Diecast
Vehicles, a playworn collection of vintage
and modern, private and commercial models,
including Matchbox, Corgi, Lledo, Tuf Toys,
Lesney, Crescent and others together with a
plastic Husky No 2001 Multi Garage, P-F, (Qty)
in two boxes £50-80
197.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, an
unboxed group of vintage mostly commercial
vehicles by Matchbox and Lledo together with
a boxed Corgi Bedford CA Royal Mail van, F-G,
Box G, (Qty) £30-40

201.
World War II and Later Aircraft,
a group of 1:72 scale aircraft, some limited
edition, including boxed examples by Hobby
Master (4), Ixo Junior (5), Dragon (2) and Corgi
Predators of the Skies PR99417 Ace of Spades
and PR99405 LT. R.C. Best, together with two
Revell snap tite kits and a group of bubble
packed diecast aircraft by Atlas or similar, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (40+) in two boxes £120-160
202.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, vintage
and modern private and commercial vehicles,
including boxed models by Lledo, Oxford,
Matchbox, Corgi and others (30) and a group
of cased models from James Bond by De
Agostini or similar (11), together with a group
of unboxed Corgi 1950s coaches (10) F-E,
Boxes F, (50+) £60-80
203.
Dinky and Other Military Models,
a playworn group of vintage military vehicles
including Dinky (7), Astra artillery and search
light (3) and a Triang Minic US army jeep (not
working), P-F, (11) £50-80

198.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a large
boxed collection of vintage mostly commercial
vehicles mainly by Lledo, including a Rolls
Royce Collection gold plated set and a number
of other limited edition or boxed sets, military
and other, (35+) and two sets of eight boxed
giveaway plastic models Endangered Animal
(PG Tips) and Dinosaurs, G-E, Boxes P-G,
(380+) in ten boxes £200-300

204.
Dinky Commercial and Private
Models, a playworn group of vintage vehicles,
including commercial examples, 972 mounted
crane, Coles mobile crane and others (16),
a 105B wheel barrow and private vehicles
comprising, 150 Silver Wraith, Oldsmobile,
Ford Sedan and 27F Plymouth estate, P-F, (21)
£80-120

199.
Modern Diecast Vehicles, a boxed/
cased collection of1:43 scale and similar,
vintage private, competition and commercial
vehicles including examples by Starline, Solido,
Atlas, Eaglemoss, Model Best, Piaggio, eight La
Route Bleue dioramas, and others, many with
outer plastic bubble packs, G-E, Boxes F-G,
(25+) £60-80

205.
Diecast Collectors Books, a group
of nine volumes including The Ultimate Book
of Spot-On by Brian Salter 2013, Dinky Toys
by David Busfield 2013, Plastic Toy Cars and
Diecast Toy Cars both by Andrew Ralston
2007, Toy cars of Japan and Hong Kong by A
Ralston 2001, Buriki by Joe Earle 2009 and
four others, G-E, (9) £50-80
206.
Matchbox Display Stands, revolving
wire floor stand with seventy two prongs and
card header (1760mm high) dismantles into
two sections together with a 1990s DS-881
stand of dark blue wire construction with
card header and forty hangers in original box
(1530mm x 540mm) G, (2) £100-150
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208.
Pocher Boxed Mercedes Kit a boxed
1:8 scale unmade model of a 1935 Mercedes
500 K-AK Cabriolet, K/74 by Pocher, inner box
factory sealed with instructions, E, Box F-G
£300-400

209.
Pocher Boxed Rolls Royce Kit, a
boxed 1:8 scale unmade model of a 1934
Phantom II Torpedo Cabriolet, K/75 by
Pocher, inner box resealed, with instructions
apparently complete but unchecked, G-E, Box
F £300-400

210.
Pocher Boxed Bugatti Kit, a boxed
1:8 scale unmade model of a 1933 Bugatti
Type 50 T, K/76 by Pocher, inner box factory
sealed, with instructions, E, Box F-G £300-400
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211.
Tonka and Other Tin Vehicles,
Tonka models including, Mighty Crane, Mighty
Roller and Mighty Hydraulic Tipper Truck,
and smaller scale models T-6 Bulldozer, Bone
Bruzzer Jeep with trailer and sun buggy, and
a Tonka New Zealand refuse lorry, together
with a Joustra battery controlled tin Mercedes
in competition livery (unchecked) and an
unamed tin and plastic mobile crane, F-G,
(Qty) £80-120
212.
Motorbike Models, three boxed
1:18 scale models by Maisto, and a similar
Guisval Moto Guzzi model in unrelated display
case, together with three modern wrought
metal vintage motorbike models, a similar cast
metal model with rider, Avon glass motorbike
toiletry bottle and a plaster wall ornament,
F-E, Boxes F, (Qty) £50-80

FIGURES

217.
Postwar Meccano, three boxed sets
including a Mechanisms Outfit, No 2 and 2a,
all in tricolore boxes (all unchecked), together
with some loose components, and various
manuals including 2a and 3, both Dutch
language editions, F, (Qty) £50-80
218.
Postwar Meccano, a collection of
loose components including motors, plates,
wheels, brackets, and other parts mostly
in blue, red and gold, together with three
manuals, P-F, (Qty) £80-100

213.
Plastic and Metal Vehicles and
Toys, a varied collection of vehicles, including
various models constructed from kits, cast
metal vehicle ornaments, table lighter, money
boxes and others, plastic radios in the form
of cars, and other plastic vehicles including
slot cars, 1980s unboxed Transformers, and
various others, P-F, (Qty) in two boxes,
£50-80

219.
1970s Lego and Meccano, loose
Lego including technics together with a
collection of catalogues, instruction manuals
and leaflets all 1970s, together with a box of
mostly military meccano parts and a 1972
book of military Meccano models, P-F, (Qty) in
three boxes £80-120
223.
Star Wars Official Figure Collection,
an unpackaged collection of miniature
white metal figures and models (some with
stands) by De Agostini (2000s), together
with accompanying magazines and a plastic
display stand, (three models with noticeable
missing parts) (60+), together with a volume
of Star Wars Chronicles by Deborah Fine 1997
published by Virgin, F-G, Book G, (Qty) in two
boxes
£60-80

214.
Plastic and White Metal Buses and
Kits, various vintage models including buses,
trolley buses and trams, comprising Hong
Kong manufacture models, Concept Models,
and various examples constructed from
kits, similar white metal models including
Westward and Varney, and six unmade boxed
kits, four 1:76 scale examples by Tower Trams
and two Fowler engines 1:72 scale by Keil
Kraft (all appear complete but unchecked),
P-G, Boxes F, (Qty) in two boxes £50-80

224.
English Miniatures, a collection of
pewter figures, depicting traditional trades
people at work, comprising nineteen boxed
examples and four unboxed, G-E, Boxes G (23)
£50-80
225.
Britains Gordon Highlanders, a
limited edition set produced for Hamleys
1997, 250/1000, The Regimental Band of the
1st Battalion the Gordon Highlanders, G-E, Box
G £60-80

TOYS & MECANNO
215.
Bayko and Dover Patrol, a duo of
boxed Bayko No 2 building sets, all roofs good,
three base plates damaged, with one set of
instructions, together with a boxed Dover
Patrol game by H P Gibson and Sons Ltd, with
board and instructions, (all unchecked) F,
Boxes P-F, (3) £50-80
216.
Postwar Meccano and Bayko, boxed
sets including Mechanisms, 4A/5A Conversion
sets (2), and Gears, (all appear complete but
unchecked), together with 2A, a boxed Emebo
electric motor, two other part boxed sets
and various manuals, and a small quantity of
loose Bayko components and two instruction
manuals, P-G, Boxes P-F, (Qty) £60-80
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222.
Eaglemoss Dr Who Figure
Collection, a collection of miniature white
metal figures from Dr Who all in original
bubble packs with card trays, (one with
noticeable damage) 2012, together with
a plastic Tardis collectors card case, G-E,
Packaging G, (120+) in two boxes £200-250

220.
Lego Star Wars Promotional Shop
Display cardboard Arch a large modern six
part folding card display, depicting a Lego Star
Wars battle scene in the shape of an arch, G
£50-80
221.
Eaglemoss Marvel Figure Collection,
a collection of miniature white metal figures
from Marvel, all in original bubble packs
with card trays, 2012, (140+), together with
2005/2011 examples all with card sleeves (10)
and a group of 2015 models all in red boxes
(17), G-E, Boxes/Packaging G-E, (165+) in three
boxes £300-400

226.
Boxed Britains Soldiers, four
Crimean sets comprising, limited edition 5197,
Charge of the Light Brigade (glue residue to
feet/bases), 00169, British Heavy Brigade,
and 00171 Lancer duals Gunner (one minus
box inserts) (2), together with 8806 Duke of
Cambridge’s Own 17th Lancers, G-E, Boxes G,
(5) £100-150
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233.
Britains Coronation 1935, a lead
group comprising King George VI and Queen
Mary with throne and cushion (throne minus
one finial) F, (4) £30-50
227.
Boxed Britains Soldiers, a group of
four sets comprising 7303, US National Flag
and Marine Corps bearer party, limited edition
5190, Parachute Regiment standard bearer
party, 8803, British Infantry and 8835, Queens
Own Corps of Guides Cavalry, together with
a 7247, Mounted Lifeguard trumpeter, G-E,
Boxes F-G, (5) £60-80
228.
Boxed Britains Soldiers, a duo of
sets, both limited edition, comprising 5184
Mounted Lifeguards (6) with outer box and
The Band of the Royal Corps of Engineers
Centenary Set 1999, G-E, Boxes F, (2) £80-100
229.
Britains Blackwatch, a boxed duo
of sets, both limited edition, comprising,
5196, Pipes and Drums of the 1st Battalion
Blackwatch, 1995 and 1494 Colour Party and
Escort, 1997 (with outer box), G-E, Boxes G-E,
(2) £100-150

234.
White Metal War Gaming Figures,
a collection of 30mm and smaller models
of 18th and 19th century Austrian, French,
British, Prussian and Russian, cavalry and
infantry mainly painted to a good standard, G,
(400+) £100-150
235.
Pre and Postwar Lead Soldiers
and Others, hollow cast lead soldiers mostly
by Britains including mounted guards, Arab
tribesmen and others, infantry including
British and French WWI, French Foreign
Legion and others, two boxed Del Prado
mounted Napoleonic soldiers and a boxed
Britains 8900 Famous Landmarks Tower of
London model, P-G, Box G, (Qty) £80-100
236.
Lead Farm Animals and Accessories,
mostly Britains, including farm and civilian
figures, animals, vehicles, buildings and
accessories, P-F, (Qty) £50-80
237.
Pre and Postwar Lead Farm and
Others Britains Farm and civilian figures
including animals, accessories hedgerow and
fences, a leaping bull and blacksmiths both
Johilco and mounted huntsman hound and fox
by Pixyland, together with a clockwork Schuco
copy made in England streamline saloon car
(front grill detached), P-F, (Qty) £70-90

230.
Del Prado Historical Military
Figures, lead figures of 19th century soldiers
including twenty cavalry (five packaged) and
ten infantry (one packaged), F-E, Packaging
F-G, (30) £60-80
231.
Modern Lead Military Figures,
a packaged group of eighteen Del Prado
Historical Cavalry models and nine infantry,
together with unboxed infantry comprising
Britains Confederate Bandsmen (6), Almyer,
Spanish troops in desert fatigues (6) and JMH,
German Navy (9) and Britains mounted police
and guardsmen (6), G-E, Packaging F-G, (Qty)
in two boxes £100-150
232.
Del Prado Lead Soldiers and Other
Military Toys, a collection of unboxed Del
Prado WWI/WWII soldiers from various
nations, (95+) G, with literature, together
with boxed diecast military models by Lledo,
Solido and others unboxed Corgi aircraft,
two modern military action figures and other
items, F-G, Boxes F-G, (Qty) in two boxes
£80-120
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238.
Pre and Postwar Lead Figures and
Diecast Vehicles, prewar hollow cast figures
including mounted natives, guardsmen and
British infantry, sailors and others including
Britains and Johillco, together with later
and modern figures of guardsmen, airmen
and others, and a group of pre and postwar
vehicles including three Johilco Mack trucks
(repainted), and Dinky military models
including aircraft, P-F, (Qty) £100-150
239.
Pre and Postwar Lead and Plastic
Figures, hollow cast lead figures including
Britains Guardsmen and others, farm and
zoo animals and accessories and a group of
Cococubs animals some stamped Cadbury
Britains, together with later plastic figures
including guardsmen, WWII soldiers,
footballers and others, including some
Britains, P-F, (Qty) £50-80
240.
Triang Fort and Figures, a wooden
Triang fort with box, together with various
plastic figures including Cherilea guardsmen,
Crescent native Americans, Tim-Mee Germany
WWII soldiers and others, together with a
novelty nodding dog, P-F, Box P, (Qty) £50-80

241.
Britains Deetail Knights and Foreign
Legion, 1970s and later figures including
Knights and Moors, comprising fifteen
mounted and forty plus on foot many with
weapons and a group of French Foreign Legion
and Tribesmen including nine mounted and
nine on foot, many with weapons, F-G, (70+)
£60-80
242.
Castle and Knights, a 1970s wooden
castle (British Made) together with various
plastic figures including knights (five Britains)
and seventeen Britains Guardsman (five
mounted) together with later WWII soldiers (
five Britains) and others, F-G, (100+) £50-80
243.
1950s and Later Toys and Plastic
Soldiers, including a boxed Vulcan child’s
sewing machine, Mettoy Supertype type
write and Hohner Mignon child’s accordion,
together with a box of plastic British infantry
figures in Victorian red uniforms with white
helmets, including a small number by Britains
Deetail and Crescent, painted to an amateur
standard, F, Box P, (Qty) £50-80
VARIOUS TOYS
244.
Clockwork and Battery Operated
Tin Toys, a modern group of unboxed toys
comprising a Chinese battery powered egg
laying hen(untested) and clockwork models
including a somersaulting monkey, two
pecking chickens, a Chinese swimming duck
and Russian lady in national costume (all
working), together with a Chinese friction
powered chick in an egg and two others (not
working), P-G (9) £50-80

245.
Marvellous Locomotive Matchbox
and Others, a boxed Japanese battery
operated locomotive by Nomura, (working),
a boxed VEB Kunstgewerbe novelty wooden
nutcracker in the form of a guardsman made
in the GDR, and various Matchbox Lesney
models including No 8 Caterpillar tractor, No
21 milk truck, No 3 Bedford Tipper all with
boxes (poor) and N o 34 VW Caravanette, P-G,
Boxes P-F, (Qty) £50-80
246.
Postwar and Modern Toys and
Games, a varied collection including porcelain
dolls tea ware, dolls, and dolls house
accessories, boxed diecast and other vehicles,
WWE John Cena magnetic photo frames
(sealed), a boxed table football game by
Munro and various other games and toys, P-G,
(Qty) in five boxes £50-80
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247.
1980s and Later Teddies and
Dolls, a varied collection, including two
1980s Cabbage Patch Kid dolls one a talking
example, two 1980s boxed Royal Doulton
dressed Nisbet dolls Baby Prince William and
a young Prince William in a sailor suit, other
dressed and miniature dolls, six Wallace and
Gromit soft toys, including two boxed hand
puppets, four 2000s Giorgio collectors bears,
and a Harrods Christmas 2000 bear, together
with Charlie Bears 151563 Anniversary Ross,
151591 Sniffle, limited edition Wagstaff (with
bag), all by Isabelle Lee and 165119 Dray, F-G,
Boxes G, ( 25+) £100-150

253.
Pedigree Palitoy Triang and Mettoy
a group of unboxed Sindy furniture by
Pedigree, boxed Palitoy Pippa’s Bedroom Set,
Pippa’s Camper Set and Girls World make
up and hair model and a Mettoy tin Hoover
1960s washing machine (P) together with a
Triang pressed metal pull along Puff-Puff floor
locomotive (P), P-G, Boxes P-F, (Qty) in two
boxes £50-80

258.
1960s Children’s Tool Sets,
wood and metal sets all mounted on card,
comprising fourteen Fretwork Sets (six
packaged in original brown paper trade
wrapping) and five tool sets (four in trade
wrapping), F-G, (19) £50-80
259.
1960s Tin Toys, Nursery and other
toys including a trade pack of four boxed
Wee-Kin circular pile-ups, printed with nursery
rhymes by Chad Valley Pattern No 10169,
together with, a nursery field gun and a group
of eight toy pistols, P-G, Boxes G, (Qty) £50-80

248.
Melissa and Doug Jack Russell, an
unopened Jack Russell soft toy by Melissa
and Doug, 18” nose to tail, together with a
boxed Maidenhead Static Model Club 2017
Christmas Model La Salle Sedan, E, Box G, (2)
£30-50
249.
1960s Teddy Bear, a large vintage
teddy bear with jointed limbs and orange
plastic eyes and stitched nose, (28” tall) F
£40-60
250.
Modern Dolls House Furniture
and Accessories, a substantial collection
of traditional dolls house furniture and
accessories some factory sealed, together
with a display room and various modern
dressed dolls, G-E, Packaging G, (Qty)
£50-80

254.
Tonka Chiltern Britains and
Others, a Tonka Toys MR-970 pressed metal
Winnebago Indian, with various Tonka figures,
accessories and a Tonka friction drive motor
bike (not working), together with a Chiltern
Toys push along plush covered pony, and a
case containing Britains and other plastic farm
animals, figures and accessories, a wooden
farm yard, boxed porcelain dolls tea ware and
a small group of plastic dolls and accessories,
P-F, Box P, (Qty) £50-80
255.
1960s and Later Toys and Games,
Various items including a box of mostly netted
Salco Series Marbles (25+), various plastic
toys, including a boxed Fairylite Mr Potato
Head (Qty), and a box of dolls and accessories
including Rosenthal boxed dolls, boxed Chad
Valley aluminium Kiddies Kitchen Set, boxed
dolls porcelain tea ware, Codeg dolls house
items and others, P-F, Boxes P, (Qty) in three
boxes £50-80

251.
Pelham Puppets and Others, two
boxed Pelham Jumpettes donkey and calf,
and another jumpette, baby blue giraffe in
incorrect ‘boy’ box, together with three full
size Pelham puppets, a boxed Sumpette clown
and a grey mouse and negro boy , both with
incorrect boxes for Baby Giraffe and reindeer,
a Pelham Puppet boxed lightweight theatre,
Triang camel Wakouwa (minus ears) and a
printed tin Acme Toy kaleidoscope, F-G, Boxes
G, (9) £50-80
252.
Pelham Puppets Lego and Britains,
three boxed Pelham Puppets, Pinocchio,
Cinderella and Bimbo the clown, a group of
1960s and later loose Lego including a part
train, a part Britains plastic riding school
including some guardsman, and a boxed Tiger
Toys T554 wooden King Williams Castle, F,
Boxes P, (Qty) £50-80

256.
1960s and later Story Books and
Others, various volumes including The Little
Lucky Lamb (35+), Story Books with Models
Space Patrol, Our Village, Fairground Fun,
Cowboys and Indians (10+), Sleeping Beauty
(20), Gulliver’s Travels (4), Magic Tales of the
Orient (4) and others including Sooty, The
Book of Trains, Cartoons and Drawing, stencils
and two Vistascreen advertising cards, P-G,
(100+) £50-80
257.
1960s Jigsaw Puzzles, a boxed
collection, including 1967 The Monkees
Prairie Music (2), Lakeland Fun (3), Hawaiian
Holiday (1), examples by Topsail, and 1966
Avengers No Escape (1), Castle De’ath (2), In
the Basement (2), Archery Practice (2) by ABC,
a Universal example The Chuck Wagon Race,
and a group of eleven Old Master examples by
Tower Press, all unchecked, P-F, Boxes P-F, (25)
in two boxes £50-80

260.
1960s and Later Wooden Nursery
Vehicles, a collection of painted wooden pull
along toys including trucks and trailers one by
Dragon Toys, locomotives including a Dragon
Toys example, and Flyalong sets by Ridingbery
Bristol including two boxed sets one a barge
the other a train, F-G, Boxes F, (35+) in three
boxes £50-80
261.
1960s and Later Toys and Games,
a playworn collection, including a wood and
plastic International Garage by Toy Works,
Aurora AFX GX1750 24hr Race set and
accessories, boxed Tomy 1973 talking police
car and other plastic toys, together with a box
of action figures and accessories including
Star wars, Six Million Dollar Man, Lone Ranger,
Action Man, Evel Knievel, Muhammed Ali,
Batman and others, P-F, (Qty) In two boxes
£50-80
262.
Subbuteo and other Games and
Toys, a boxed group including Subbuteo World
Cup Edition, all figures present but missing
various accessories (P-F), and various other
Subbuteo team sets including C123 live action
goal keepers (1 control rod broken), C100
Ref 41, C133 Interchangeable goal keepers,
C100 Ref 318, C100 Ref 320, C100 Ref 206
(all complete G), together with other games
including MB Tank Battle, Parker Super Striker
and Airfix Super flight Deck and a 1980s
Meccano set 4, (none checked), P-G, Boxes
F-G, (3) £80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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270.
Remote Control Models and Toys,
a boxed modern collection including Nikko
1990/2 1:20 scale Cabin Cruiser with remote,
Uni-fun 508c pair of battle tanks with remotes
and two 1:72 scale Greatwall Toys Tiger tanks
with remotes, together with four Cartronic
1:24 scale sports cars all with remotes and
a Furious Challenger racing set appears
complete with cars (but unchecked), G-E,
Boxes G, (9) £50-80
263.
Diecast Vehicles and Action Man,
various unboxed postwar vehicles including
military, private and commercial models, by
Britains, Dinky (including two motorcycles
and side cars), Corgi, Matchbox, Majorette
and others (20+) together with Action
Man including two figures a small box of
accessories and an armoured car, a box of toy
soldiers including some Britains and a small
wooden garage, P-F, (Qty) £60-80
264.
Heller Kit Diecast and Others, a
boxed Heller 710 Mercedes Benz 500 Roadster
(packaged contents), Atlas Editions 1951
Bussing D2U , factory sealed a boxed ABC
Models TRA 5101 1926 Leyland Lion bus
Southport Tramways and unboxed Britains
Field Gun, together with various postwar
catalogues including Hornby and Meccano,
and a Hammant and Morgan minor control
unit, F-E, Boxes G-E, (Qty) £40-60
265.
Corgi Rockets Model Kits and
Others, a boxed Corgi Rockets No 2060,
Skypark 1970 by Mettoy and Corgi Racing
Speedset No 1926 both unchecked, Revell
1:32 scale H-250 Messerschmitt Destroyer
kit and Airfix F305s 1:600 scale HMS Fearless
both appear complete but unchecked,
together with Marx plastic GP racing car and
tin BOAC aeroplane both remote control both
poor, and a small box of plastic WWII soldiers
possibly Airfix, P-G, Boxes P-F, (Qty) £50-80
266.
Trik Trak Stunt Set, a boxed 1960s
Dare Devil Trik Trak stunt set by Spot On for
Triang, appears complete with instructions
and two boxed cars, G £30-50
267.
Micro Machines, a large 1990s
collection, including many different vehicles,
and accessories including a tank and
campervan fold out playsets, a garage and a
factory sealed Star Wats Episode 1 four piece
set, F-G (Qty) in two boxes £50-80
268.
Scalextric and Chad Valley, a boxed
duo including Scalextric Ford Focus Rally set,
including two additional smaller scale Formula
racing cars L7596 (2) and a Chad Valley diecast
emergency playset, G, Boxes , (2)£40-60
269.
Remote Control Micro Helicopter, a
boxed MCP X Blade micro helicopter bh Blade
Helis with remote, together with a Phoenix
RC 4 flight simulation DVD Rom, Ansmann
Racing power jack 6 Delta and power jack GP,
unchecked, G, Boxes F-G, (4) £50-80
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275.
Wallace and Gromit and other Kits,
a boxed group comprising Airfix examples, a
51102 Curse of the Were Rabbit Anti Pesto
Van and figures, together with three aircraft
models, 1:72 scale 09001 C-130K/E Hercules
(3) one in an earlier box and a Revell `1:32
scale 6265 Snaptite K-Mart Havoline Race
Rig, all appear complete but unchecked, F-G,
Boxes P-F, (5) £50-80
276.
Military and Other Model Kits,
a boxed group comprising Revell 1:720
scale airships 04823 Graf Zeppelin II, 04802
Hindenburg (2) and Airfix 06012, 1:72 scale
A10 Thunderbolt and 04002 Fairey Rotodyne,
together with an Italeri USSR Typhoon
Submarine No 551 box containing the
submarine kit and various part made aircraft,
(none checked for completeness), F, Boxes F,
(6) £40-60

271.
Meccano and Remote Control
Battle Tanks a boxed Meccano 09515
Meccano Army construction set with
instructions (appears complete but
unchecked and a boxed remote 1:16 scale
remote control German Battle tank by Hen
Long with accessories and remote, together
with two unboxed battle tanks also by Hen
Long with no accessories, F, (4) £50-80

272.
Wedico Remote Control Peterbilt
Truck, an unboxed constructed model of a
Peterbilt American truck and box trailer in
black livery (45”) long, with box of accessories
including electrical components and literature,
together with a Futaba FP-T6NL FM remote
control, (unchecked), F £80-120
MODEL KITS
273.
Hubley and Monogram Classic Car
Kits, a boxed trio comprising Monogram 2301,
1:24 scale 1930 Sports Roadster, together with
two Hubley 1:22 scale metal kits including
4859, 1930 Packard Sport Phaeton and 4860,
1930 Packard Roadster (factory sealed), all
appear complete but unchecked, G-E, Boxes F,
(3) £80-100

277.
Historical Plastic Soldier Models,
boxed 1:72 scale sets including, 8194 Camel
Corps, 8210 Colonial Artillery, 8181 17th
Lancers, 8202 Colonial Highlanders, 8179
Gatling Gun, 8271 Dervish, 8250 Taaishi
Camelry and Hadendowa Camelry, together
with Waterloo 1815 AP 013 Anglo Egyptian
army, AP 011 Dervish Infantry, Redbox 72003
British Army, ESCI 238 Muslim Warriors and
unboxed Moorish warriors, G-E, Boxes G (12)
£50-80

278.
Military Model Kits, a boxed duo
including Tamiya 1:25 scale DTD 111, Tiger I
German tank, together with a Revell 1:125
scale 05060, U-47 U-Boat, both with packaged
contents, appear complete but unchecked, G,
Boxes F, (2) £50-80
279.
Maritime Models, a group of
modern models of vintage sailing vessels,
including The Mayflower, Golden Hind,
Agamemnon, Victory, Revenge, Constitution
and others including one in a bottle and
another in a glass case, G, (20) in three boxes
£50-80

274.
Kenworth Truck and Trailer Kits,
a boxed duo of kits both by Monogram
including 2502, 1:16 scale Kenworth Aerodyne
Conventional American truck together with a
1:16 scale 2503 Fruehauf Flatbed Trailer, both
appear complete but unchecked, G, Boxes F,
(2) £50-80
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293.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘Orduna’ and ‘Bremen’, E € £60-80
294.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘Arandora Star’ and ‘Brengaria’
£60-80

280.
Maritime Models, a group of
modern models of vintage and modern sailing
and engine driven vessels, including H.M.S.
Beagle (2), H.M.S Victory, Cutty Sark and
various fishing vessels, R.M.S Titanic and a
plastic model of RNLB Volunteer Spirit, G, (14)
in four boxes £60-80
281.
Diecast Aircraft, A small collection
of models by Jet Wings, Skyline and others,
including VC10 40 years with the RAF and
Ansett Carvair Boeing 747 in TWA livery, with
some damage P- F, (14) £80-100
282.
WW2 Military Aircraft, A large
quantity of plastic aircraft models, from
varying eras, with some damage, P-F, (120+)
£60-80

287.
Military Aircraft, A large quantity
of plastic aircraft models, from varying eras,
includes many Spitfires, with some damage,
P-F, (150+) £60-80
288.
WW2 and later Jet Aircraft, An
interesting collection of WW2 and later
military jets including, Hawker Hunter, Sea
Venom and others, with some damage, P-F,
(60+) £50-80
289.
Military Aircraft, An interesting
collection of WW2 and later aircraft, wood,
metal and plastic construction, including Sea
Harrier, Norseman, Hawker Trainer , a Tekno
488 model and others including various
display stands, with some damage, F (14)
£60-80

295.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 ‘Normandie’
Liner waterline model, E, £60-80
296.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘Alaunia’ and ‘Ille de France’ (lacks
label and some lifeboats unatatched), G-E (2)
£60-80

283.
WW2 Military Aircraft, A large
quantity of plastic aircraft models, from
varying eras, includes many Spitfires, with
some damage, P-F, (100+) £50-80
297.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘St Louis’ and ‘Maretania’ in white, E
(2) £60-80

284.
Oxford Diecast Aircraft, A small
collection of Diecast and plastic models,
includes Dragon Rapides, Puss Moth, Dove,
Tiger Moth and others, with some damage, PF, (15) £50-80
290.
Military Aircraft WW2 and Later,
A collection of mainly Partwork collector
type aircraft, metal, and plastic construction,
includes Saab Gripen and Draken, ME163
Komet, Mitsubishi Zero and others some with
stands with some damage P-F, (50+) £60-80
291.
Large Spitfire model Aircraft A
pair of large models, a Supermarine Spitfire
constructed from wood and fibre glass (70”
wingspan), together with a smaller Vought F4
Corsair, with damage, P-F, (2) £50-60
285.
WW2 and later Aircraft, A large
collection of Military and Civil models,
including Spruce Goose, Mosquito, Buffalo
Airways, Lancaster, DC4 and others, with some
damage, P-F (Qty) £60-80

WATERLINE MODELS

298.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘Queen of Bermuda’ and ‘Maid of
Kent’ (lacks label), VG-E (2) £60-80

299.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner waterline
models, ‘Lafayette’ and ‘Georgic’ (lacks label),
VG-E (2) £60-80
300.
Wooden 1:1200 Warship Waterline
Models, I R Amis Ltd Italian Navy ‘Grecale’
and ‘Dardo, in original boxes, British Made
Warship circa 1925 , in original box with
Gamages Label and Italian Navy ‘Andrea
Doria’, in original box, VG-E, boxes F-G (4)
£80-120

286.
Military Aircraft, A large quantity of
plastic aircraft models, from varying eras, with
some damage, P-F, (100+) £60-80
292.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 Liner
waterline models, ‘Bermuda’ and Hospital
Ship ‘Brittanic’, E (2) £60-80

301.
Len Jordan wooden Ocean Liner
1:1200 Waterline Models, s316 ‘Empress of
Scotland’, ‘Media’ and ‘Remuera’, all in original
plain boxes, E, boxes G-VG (3) £60-80

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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308.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 and other
scales Navy wooden Waterline Models,
‘George the Fifth’, ‘HMS Hawkins’, Emile
Bertin’, ‘Lion’, ‘Utah’ (1:3000), ‘King George
V’, ‘HMS Devonshire’, ‘Nagato’ and ‘Malaya’
(probably not BL), generally VG (9) £80-120

302.
Wood and Metal 1:1200 Waterline
Models of Ocean Liners by various makers,
wooden, ‘Normandie’,’SS France’ (signed
by maker, not able to read name), AR
‘Berengaria’ and RMS Queen Mary, metal
Mercator M404 ‘Titanic’, AL 167 ‘Lusitania’
and smaller scale unmarked two-funnel Liner,
G-E (7) £100-120

309.
Bassett-Lowke and other makers
1:1200 Navy wooden Waterline Models,
52/185 ‘Suffrea’, King George V’, ‘HMS Eagle’,
‘Leipzig’, ‘Kent’, all with labels, without labels
‘Leipzig’, ‘Emile Bertin’, Admiral Scheer’ and
‘Canberrtes’?, generally VG,some minor
damage to masts and side guns (10) £80-120
310.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 and other
scales Navy wooden Waterline Models,
Supply Ship (1:1200), ‘Calypso’(1:1200)
‘Caroline (1:1620), ‘Fuso’ (1:1500), ‘Tiger’
(1:1500), ‘Caledon’ (1:1500), ‘Dante Alighieri’
(1:1500), ‘Iron Duke’ (1:1500), ‘Seattle’
(1:1500) and ‘Thionville’ (1:1500), all with
labels, generally VG, some minor damage to
masts and side guns (10) £80-120

303.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
Waterline Model 170 ‘Scot’, fitted (screwed)
into original blue box with remains of original
label, E, box F wear to edges £80-120
304.
Collection of slush metal Waterline
WW1 and post WW1 Navy Vessels models
possibly by Crescent or similar, various
types including 4, 3 and 2-funnel vessels,
Submarines and smaller vessels and one
Hospital ship, generally G (25) £50-80
305.
Wood and metal Navy Waterline
Models by Stewart Reidpath and other
makers, SR J20 ‘JGHA’ ? Dated 31.10.44, G12,
G15, Micronauts GHQ ‘Osteriesland’ , Emden’,
‘Von Der Tann’, ‘Derflinger’, ‘USS Baltimore’,
‘USS Atlanta’, ‘USS Lexington’, Benson Class
Destroyer and Iron Duke and GHQ 87 Aircraft
Carrier, generally VG (8) £60-80
306.
Metal and resin 1:1200 or similar
Navy Waterline Models by various makers,
WW Germany MM 125 ‘Invincible’, MM 140A
‘Cardiff’, Mountford ‘’hms Hood’, AW1224
‘Pheasant’ and AW 237 ‘Treves’, both in plain
white boxes, VG, some masts bent, boxes F (5)
£50-80

307.
Wooden and resin/ plastic 1:1200
or similar Navy Waterline Models by various
makers, WA 39 ‘Vanguard’, ‘Gneisenau’,
‘Devonshire’ (2, one in cream), Denton’?,
Ramillies’, ‘Erebus’, Royal Oak’, 52/441 Nem
‘M’ Minesweeper (scale 1:600) and an
unmarked large Battleship, generally VG, some
mast bent/damaged (10) £80-120
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311.
Bassett-Lowke and other makers
1:1200 and other scales Navy wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Duguay Trouin’ (1:1620),
‘Duilo’ (1:3000), ‘New ….’? (1:1620),
‘Oklahoma’ (1:3000), ‘Pennsylvania’ (2, both
1:1500), ‘Kongo’ (1:1500),’Kongo’ (1:1500),
‘Tiger’ (1:500), all with labels, without labels,
two Submarines and French ‘Mulhouse’ ex
German ‘Stralsund’, generally VG (12)
£80-120
312.
Bassett-Lowke and other maker
1:3000 and other scales Navy wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Fuso’ (1:3000), ‘Queen
Elizabeth’ (2, both 1:3000), ‘Chester’
(1:3000), ‘Royal Sovereign’ (1:3000), ‘Iron
Duke’ (1:3000), ‘Furious’ (1:3000), ‘Hawkins’
(1:2400), ‘South Carolina’(1:1200), ‘New
Mexico’ (1:1500) and ‘Pennsylvania’ (1:1500),
all with labels and plain label ‘Lion’ (1:2400),
genErally VG (12) £80-120
313.
Bassett-Lowke and other maker
1:1200 and other scales Navy wooden
Waterline Models, 52/190 ‘Tornado’ dated
14 Sep 1943 (1:1200), ‘Seattle’ (1:1500),
‘Quarto’ (1:1500), ‘Metz’ (1:1500), ‘Colombo’
1:1200), ‘Duquesne’ (1:1500), ‘Typhoon’ dated
14 Sep 1940? (1:1200), ‘Hirado’ 1:1:1500),
‘HMS Cambrian’ (1:1200) and ‘Tome’ (1:1500),
all with labels, unmarked Cruiser, smallerscale
Warship and unmarked vessel with remains od
BL label, generally VG, some masts/ side guns
slightly damaged (13) £80-120

314.
Bassett-Lowke and other
maker 1:1200 and other scales Navy
wooden Waterline Models, 5 164 ‘Nati’?
(1:1200)’Hood’ (1:2400), ‘Eagle’ (1:3000),
‘Argus (1:3000), ‘Chester’ (1:1500), ‘Marsala’
(1:1500), ‘Southampton’ (1:1500), ‘Furious’
(1:3000), ‘Caroline’ (1:1500), ‘Iron Duke’
(1:3000), all with original labels, without
labels ‘Royal Sovereign’ (2), ‘HMS Enterprise’
(1:1200) and un-named Submarine, generally
VG, some with minor damage to masts/side
guns (14) £80-120

315.
Len Jordan and JSL wooden Ocean
Liner 1:1200 Waterline Models, Len Jordan
Cunard ‘Lancastria’ and ‘Amarapoora’ Hospital
Ship as at 1920, JSL White Star Line ‘Oceanic’,
Canadian Pacific ‘Empress of Scotland’,
unmarked British India Line ‘Amra’ as at 1938
and Ron Hughes ‘SS Titanic’, generally VG-E (6)
£80-120
316.
NZ AL Tri-ang and other makers
resin and metal 1:1200 Waterline Models, NZ
‘Nieu Amsterdam’, AL55 ‘Arundel Castle’, Triang Minic ‘Isle of Sark’ (2, both fair and lack
masts), LDO 10/75 ‘Mauretania’, GHQ ‘Queen
Mary’ and ‘HMS Thunderer’ both presented in
plastic boxes, F-E (7) £70-90
317.
Ron Hughes built Victorian
Battleships 1:600 scale wooden Waterline
Models, five ships, ‘HMS Victoria’, ‘HMS
Collingwood’, ‘HMS Hood’, ‘HMS Benbow’, and
‘HMS Edinburgh’, all glue to a strip of balsa
wood, E, some parts may be loose (5)
£80-120
318.
Ron Hughes painted 1:1250 and
simialar mainly metal waterline Naval
Vessels by various makers, ‘Warspite’ ,
‘HMS Invincible’ Aircraft Carrier and another
Carrier, ‘HMS Dreadnought’ (2, 1:250 and
smaller scale), ‘HMS King Edward’, Cargo ship,
Tri-ang ‘Britannia’ as a Hospital ship, other
Naval vessels, Submarine , two tugs and Pilot
vessel?, generally VG-E, some with parts
unattached particularly Flags (15) £80-120

319.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Arandora’, ‘Pretoria’,
‘Montcalm’ and ‘Dominion Monarch’ (label
torn), all with original labels, VG-E (4)
£80-120
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320.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Adriatic’ (poor label),
‘Empress of Asia’, ‘SS Circassia’ (no label) and
‘Canberra’, two with good labels, one part and
other without label, generally E (4) £80-120

326.
Reginald Caarpenter 1:1200 scale
Waterline models, ‘Stirling Castle’, ‘Orontates’
and Augusta together with unmarked builder
‘Mooltan’, VG-E (4) £60-80

321.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Vandyck’, ‘Ranchi’,
‘Otranto’ and ‘Chitral’, all with original labels,
E (4) £80-120

327.
Scherbak 1:600 waterline model of
‘Dreadnought’, constructed in wood, painted
in Naval grey, presented in a wooden box with
a sliding lid, E, box VG £50-80

322.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Franconia’, ‘Strathnaver’,
‘Winchester Castle’ and ‘Homeric’, all with
original labels, E (4) £80-120
328.
Scherbak 1:600 waterline model of
‘Colombia’ constructed in wood, painted in
Colombian Lines livery, presented in a wooden
box with a sliding lid, E, box VG £50-80
329.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200
scale waterline models, L36 ‘Orcades’, L38
‘Aragon’, L17 ‘Nestor’, L37 ‘Mauretania’ and
L18 ‘Stirling Castle’, all in original plain white
boxes, one stamped Len Jordan, E, boxes VG
(5) £50-80
323.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Orcades’, ‘Viceroy of
India’, ‘Almeda Star’ and ‘Atlantis’, all with

330.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200
scale waterline models, M5A ‘Stancourt’,
M19 ‘Iinda’, M35 ‘Rochester Castle’, M87A
‘Andalucia Star’ and M103 ‘Clan Forbes, all in
original white boxes, one stamped Len Jordan,
E, boxes VG (5) £50-80
331.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200 scale
waterline models, M5 ‘Kensington Court’,
M12 ‘Tactician’, M32 ‘Brisbane Star’, M48
‘Innesmoor’ and M52 ‘Dahomey Palm’, all in
original white boxes, two stamped Len Jordan,
E, boxes VG (5) £50-80

original labels, E (4) £80-120
324.
Bassett-Lowke 1:1200 scale wooden
Waterline Models, ‘Statendam’, ‘Calgaric’,
with original labels, no labels ‘Britannic’ prob
B/L and ‘Jervis Bay’, in B/L style, VG-E (4)
£80-120

332.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200 scale
waterline models, M55 ‘Houston City’,
M55A ‘Garbeta’, M77 ‘Urbino’, M81 ‘David
Livingstone’ and M110 ‘Silverpalm’, all in
original white boxes, one stamped Len Jordan,
E, boxes VG (5) £50-80

333.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200 scale
waterline models, L10A ‘Empire Clyde’, L26
‘Empress of Britain (2) and L26A ‘Empress of
England. , all in original white boxes, one box
stamped Len Jordan, E, boxes VG (4) £50-80
334.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200 scale
waterline models, L8 ‘Lancashire’, L10
‘Cameronia’, L11 ‘Dilwara’, L23 ‘Hilary’ and L28
‘Warpath’, all in original white boxes, E, boxes
VG (5) £50-80
335.
Len Jordan or similar 1:1200 scale
waterline models, L30 ‘Reina Del Mar’,
HM287W ‘Ausonia’, T1 ‘San Demetrio’, M59
‘Loch Gowan’, M29 Lombardy’ and L35
Strathmore’, all in original white boxes, one
stamped Len Jordan, E, boxes VG (6) £70-90
336.
A well detailed 50ft-1in scale
waterline model of the White Star Liner
‘Titanic’ modelled by W. Walpole, with
masts, rigging, and radio aerials, safety valve
extension pipes,winches, capstans, bollards,
ventilators, cranes, deck rails, lifeboats and
many other details Hull finished in White
Star livery, mounted on a painted moulded
seascape, in glass display case with wooden
base, length 165mm x height 61.5mm x width
52mm, E, case G-VG £200-300

337.
Scherbak Ship Models 1:900 scale
model of ‘United States’, Ltd Ed 1/24, well
detailed model as at 1952, presented on a
wooden base with Perspex cover, built 2006,
E, case VG £60-80
338.
Scale waterline model of ‘Empress
of Russia, approx scale 1:500, presented in a
glazed case with a wooden base, model length
of model 200mm, length of case 440mm, E,
case VG £60-80

325.
Bassett-Lowke and similar 1:1200
scale wooden Waterline Models, B/L ‘Dinard’
(2) and SS ‘Lorina’, all with original labels,
‘Ville de Liege’, ‘Killarney’ and ‘Royal Archer’
similar to B/L not as detailed and four funnel
Liner in white, G-E (7) £60-80
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Lot 343

Lot 342

339.
Large scale Naval waterline
models, Guided Missile Cruiser of the US
Navy ‘Ticonderoga’, constructed in plastic
and presented on a painted moulded sea in a
Perspex display case, Length 500mm (Ship and
case), height 160mm (case) and width 160mm
(case), together with a Combine Ops Landing
Craft scale 1/16-1 in, modelled in plain grey
and presented in a Perspex display case with
a wooden base, model length 280mm, Case
length 380mm, case height 120mm and case
width 120mm, VG, case G (2) £60-80
340.
A fine detailed model of HMS
‘Dreadnought’ constructed in wood with full
detail, presented on a painted moulded sea
in a glass display case, model length 250mm,
case length 460mm, case height 170mm, case
width 160mm, E case VG £60-80

345.
A large scale wooden model of
Paddle Steamer ‘Sirus’, constructed to a good
standard and finished in red black and white,
under full sail, presented on a stand, in a glass
and wood display case, case length 690mm,
width 270mm x height 420mm, E, case VG
£80-120
346.
Two Airfix or similar constructed
and painted vessels presented in display
cases, Mauretania’, in red, white and black, in
glass/wood display case, case length 460mm,
width 160mm x height 220mm and Naval
ship ‘Markgraf’, inn glass/wood display case,
case length 720mm, width 190mm x height
290mm, both built and painted to a very good
standard , F-G, both have small amount of
damage from being dislodged from stands,
cases VG (2) £60-80

341.
A fine detailed model of HMS
‘Newfoundland’ constructed in metal with
full detail, presented in a glass display case
with wooden base, model length 240mm,
case length 340mm, case height 180mm, case
width 180mm, E, case VG £60-80
342.
A Bassett-Lowke Diorama of 1:600
scale Royal Naval vessels in a factory made
Display Case, comprising HMS ‘Kelly, HMS
‘King George V’, HMS ‘Illustrous’, HMS ‘Belfast’
and HMS ‘Trident’, all in plain light grey,
presented on a painted moulded sea, in we
believe an original Bassett-Lowke glass, metal
and wood display case with a metal name
plate along one side with all vessel’s names
and Bassett-Lowke makers label, case, length
22’’, width 16’’ x height 7’’, vessel E, case VG
£300-500

347.
A 1:700 scale model of ‘Midway’
Aircraft Carrier, constructed in resin, with
full complement of aircraft, mounted on two
pillars and presented in a wood/glass display
case, case length 580mm, width220mm x
height 260mm, E, case VG £60-80

348.
A fine 1:384 scale model of
Cruiser HMS ‘Dorsetshire’ built by P J Reed,
constructed in wood and metal, built and
painted to a very high standard, mounted on
a painted moulded sea in a glass/metal/wood
display case, E, case VG £150-200

349.
An Edwardian or later scale
model of SS ‘Paris’ formerly ‘City of Paris’,
constructed in wood, built and painted to a
very good standard, mounted on a painted
moulded sea and presented in an enclosed
wooden display case with painted sides and
back with glass front with decorative wooden
frame, case length 970mm, width 200mm x
height 400mm, VG, some ageing, case G-VG,
some wear to paper on sides and top
£300-500

Lot 345

343.
A large scale model of Motor
Liner ‘Kungsholm’ by Eric Horberg Sweden,
constructed in wood and finished in white
and green, presented in a perspex and wood
display case, case length 630mm, width
130mm x height 180mm, E, case VG £80-120
344.
A partly completed large scale
wooden model of a two funnel Liner, painted
in white, red and black, requies finishing,
presented on a fairly crude wooden stand,
length 30’’, F, lacks one propeller £30-50
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350.
A fine 1:600 scale or similar model
of HMS ‘Tiger’, constructed in wood, built
and paonted to a very good standard, in
Naval grey with varnished decking, mounted
on a painted moulded sea, presented in a
glass/wood display case, ship length 340mm,
case length 480mm, width 170mm x height
170mm, together with an HMS Tiger cap
ribbon glued to top of case, G-VG, case G-VG
£80-120

358.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Leviathan’, tied into original
plain card box, VG, box VG, £80-120
359.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Belgenland’, tied into
original blue box, E, box VG, £80-120
360.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Alsatian’, in original blue
box, E, box F-G, £80-120

351.
A Revell or similar 1:350 scale
model of RMS ‘Lusitania’, constructed from
a plastic kit, built and painted to a very good
standard, presented on pillars, in a glass/
wood display case, case length 860mm, width
200mm x height 330mm E, case VG £40-60
352.
A large scale waterline model of
HMS ‘Hood’, constructed in wood and other
materials, built to a very good standard,
painted to a fair standard, mounted on a
painted moulded sea, presented in a glass
and wood display case, ship length 700mm,
case length 820mm, width 260mm x height
280mm, G, case G £50-80
353.
Collection of 1:1200 scale or
smaller wooden Naval vessels by Stewart
Reidpath and other makers, including SR J25
JGHA dated 1944 and another with a SR label,
others embossed J9, J13 and J15, ‘Yubari’
and ‘Gorst’ (no makers ref) and nine others
without and labels or identification, P-VG,
some with seval parts missing, others near or
complete (15) £50-70

361.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel SS ‘Cape Trafalgar’, in
original blue box, E, box F-G, £80-120
362.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Hildebrand’, in original blue
box, E, box F-G, £80-120

365.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel, ‘Mariposa’ and ‘Macedonia’,
both unboxed, E (2) £80-120

355.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘New York’, in original
orange box, E, box VG £80-120

369.
Naval Waterline models by various
makers, KL-X5 ‘Charles de Gaulle’ Aircraft
carrier, Navis Neptune 1135 ‘Frobisher’ and
OPT S Nr 13 ‘Truxton’, all in original boxes, E,
boxes VG (3) £60-80

370.
Classic Ships Collection Exclusive
Ship Models and GM waterline models, CS
026 ‘Great Eastern’ presented on two pillars,
in display case, Carat 025 ‘Servia’, Galerie
Maritime ‘Kronprinz’ and GM Carat 001
‘President’, all in display cases, in original
boxes, E, boxes VG (4) £80-120
371.
Classic Ships Collection Exclusive
Ship Models, CSC058 ‘Nils Holgersson’, CSC
049 ‘Sea Venturer’ and CSC 039 ‘British
Progress’, all in individual display cases, in
original boxes, E, boxes VG (3) £60-80
372.
Classic Ships Collection Exclusive
Ship Models ‘, CSC 053 ‘British Pioneer’ and
C034 ‘’Yeoman Babk’, both in individual
display cases, in original boxes, E, boxes VG (2)
£60-80

356.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Chichibu Maru ‘, tied into
original orange box, E, box VG £80-120
357.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘HMS Hood’, tied into
original orange box, E, box F, scuffing and wear
to outer paper £80-120

368.
Wiking metal 1:200 scale
German Navy waterline models, Wiking
10 ‘Deutsshland’, 36A ‘Vineta’, 1 ‘Bayern’,
69 ‘Lubeck’, 44 ‘Pillau’, 46 ‘Karlsruhe’, 51A
‘Emden’, 50 S113, 31 ‘Scharnhorst’ and
24 ‘Tone’, generally VG, some masts bent,
unattached (10) £100-150

363.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Arandora Star’, presented
on a blue painted plinth with name and Blue
Star Luxury Liner, in an original Bassett-Lowke
box, VG-E, box F, outer paper poor, stamped
Bassett-Lowke inside of lid £80-120

364.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Titanic’, unboxed, E £60-80

354.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Ulysses’, tied into original
orange box, E, box VG £80-120

367.
Wiking and Mercator and other
makers metal 1:200 scale Passenger
waterline models, Mercator 40 ‘Kaiser
Wilhelm der Grosse’ (Navy grey)M416
‘Kaiser Wilhem II’, Wiking 53 ‘Gazelle’, 87
‘Hohenzollern’, CM-1 32 ‘Charnhors’, VG, some
bent masts (5) £100-150

366.
Bassett-Lowke 1:600 scale wooden
waterline vessel ‘Majestic’, tied into original
orange box, E, box F, scuffing and wear, box
lacks labels £80-120

373.
Classic Ships Collection ‘Titanic’ and
‘Queen Mary’, both presented on pillars , in
small display cases, in original boxes, E, boxes
G-VG (2) £60-80
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Lot 374

374.
Collection of Wiking 1:600 pre-war
waterline German Naval Vessels, consisiting
of Destroyer with a seaplane, in original box,
U Boat Flotilla comprising U7-U12 and support
vessel in original box, D73, U32 with smaller
vessels 7 and 13, in original box, E, boxes VG
(11 vessels in three boxes) £300-500
375.
Bassett-Lowke live steam three
funnel Torpedo boat Destroyer warship,
constructed in metal with wooden deck, small
guns to front and rear, removable mast, B/L
makers plate on deck, funnel and oil tray and
small plastic Sailor, original instruction, length
26ins, in a non B/L box, length 650mm, E,
appears unsteamed, £300-500

383.
Trix Twin 00 Gauge 1/333 BR
Passenger Train Set, comprising BRA green
0-4-0 Tender Locomotive and three blood
and custard coaches, 722 Lighted Signal,
Permanent Way Manual, 1955 16 page,
Catalogue and Price list, all in original box,
together with 722 Lighted Signal -Home, in
original box, VG-E, boxes VG £30-50

378.
International Model Aircraft (Triang Line Bros) Frog Puss Moth Monoplane,
in blue and orange, with copy of Catalogue
page advertising this model, together with
Interceptor Fighter, both in original boxes, VG,
boxes F-G (2) £60-80

379.
International Model Aircraft
(Tri-ang Line Bros) Frog Interceptor Fighter
in Italian markings and another repainted
model, Italian in green, cream and red,
Aeroshell and Lubricant bottles, in original
orange box, VG, box F, together with repainted
Interceptor in Swiss Livery, in original box, F-G,
box F (2) £100-140

376.
Hornby Minic ex Tri-ang 1:1200
scale waterline models, ‘Canberra’, ‘Queen
Elizabeth II’, ‘United States’, ‘ Queen Mary’,
‘Missouri’ (2), ‘Yamato’, ‘Vanguard’, ‘Bulwark’.
‘Bismark’ and ‘Scharnhorst’, all in clear plastic
boxes with all ends, E, boxes G-VG (11)
£80-120
LINES BROS FROG MODEL AIRCRAFT

380.
Four International Model Aircraft
(Tri-ang Line Bros) Frog Interceptor Fighters,
all RAF silver, one with original instructions
and some with original bottles of Aeroshell
and Lubricant, all in original boxes, G-VG,
boxes F-G (4) £80-120
381.
Four International Model Aircraft
(Tri-ang Line Bros) Frog Interceptor Fighters
and Bral kit, Frog, one in original Camouflage
VG, box G, others in original RAF silver, one
with original instructions, all in original boxes,
F-VG, boxes, one P others F-G, together
wit Italian Bral Primi Voli No 10 Aircraft kit
(sealed), in original box E, box G (5) £100-120

377.
International Model Aircraft (Triang Line Bros) Frog Mailplane Monoplane
and Interceptor Fighter, in blue, with
original instruction, Aeroshell Oil and IMA
Lubricant, spare band and slip for fitting the
undercarriage, in original box, VG, box G,
together with Interceptor Fighter, in RAF silver,
in original box, G, box F-G (2) £100-140
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OO/ HO GAUGE TRAINS
382.
Graham Farish 00 Gauge GWR
green ‘King Charles I’ Locomotive and
Tender, in original box, F-G, front bogie
unattached, part of motor cover broken and
some fatigue to motor area, a couple of paint
chips to cab side, box F, one lid corner loose
£30-50

384.
Scratchbuilt Brass body 00 and 0
Gauge Locomotives on Hornby-Dublo and Triang Chassis, 4-6-2 ‘LNER 4482 ‘Golden Eagle’
Locomotive and Tender, unpainted brass
on a motorised Tri-ang chassis, 0-6-0 Tank
Locomotive on a motorised Dublo chassis,
lower parts painted green, boiler unpainted
and 4-6-0 8301 ‘Springbok’ Locomotive and
tender, unpainted brass with unpowered
Tri-ang 00 chassis and axles adapted to 0
Gauge, all built to a good amateur standard,
together with an 0 Gauge wooden signal box
‘Farncombe’ with motor to operate a signal or
point, F-VG (6) £60-80
385.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2-Rail
repainted 2233 Co-Bo Diesel Electric
Locomotive, in BR green with full yellow ends
No D5708, G-VG, repaint to a good standard,
together with Shelter from an Island Platform
with two empty signal boxes, F (4) £30-50
386.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2-Rail
repainted and re-named Castle Class
Locomotives and Tenders, Great Western
green 5011 ‘Tintagel Castle’, G repainted
to a fair standard, some scuffing to tender
decals, GWR green 5084 ‘Reading Abbey’ with
some detailing, VG repainted to an excellent
standard, both with finescale wheels to
ocomotives and real coal added to Tenders (2)
£60-80
387.
Trix 00 Gauge 236 BR green 70000
‘Britannia’ Locomotive and Tender, metal
bodied, in original box G-VG, a few minor
chips, box F-G £30-50
388.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2230 2-Rail
Bo-Bo Diesel Locomotive, No D8017, with
instructions, guarantee slip and tested tag, in
original plain red box, VG, box F-G £40-60
389.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2-Rail
Super Detail BR green 4055 Corridor Coach
and WR Coaches, 4055 in original box, VG,
very very minor foxing on one side at one end,
box F-G, one flap torn, BR WR chocolate and
cream coaches 4050, 4051, 4060 and 4061,
all in original boxes, VG-E , 4051 with minor
foxing, others excellent, boxes F-VG (5)
£50-70
390.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2-Rail 2224
LMR 2-8-0 8F Locomotive and Tender, in BR
black, no 48073, in original red striped picture
box, E, box G £40-60
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397.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail
Passenger Rolling stock, including Royal Mail
Coach with pick-up and set-down apparatus
and switch, Main line BR blood and custard
Coaches (5, one boxed), LMS maroon Main
line coach (1), BR maroon (2), red short
Suburban coaches (6, two with plastic wheels
and cut-out windows), Gresley blood and
custard coach (1), F-G, box P-F (18)
£30-50
391.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2-Rail late
issue 2001 Starter Set, comprising yellow 0-40 Diesel Shunter (one set of steps broken), two
open trucks, red Guards van, circle of track,
transformer, transformer instructions and
tested tag, in original set box (lacks inserts),
together with unboxed blue Commonwealth
0-4-0 starter Tank engine , 4669 Starter set
wagon, in a T.Cooper repro box and 2709 eight
pieces of starter track curves, in original box,
F-VG, boxes F-G (qty) £100-150
392.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail
Locomotives, BR black, 69567 0-6-0T (2, one
poor), 80054 2-6-4T (2), repainted Duchess
of Atholl Locomotive only, body for BR green
D8000 and part of chassis, P-F (7) £40-60
393.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail
Locomotives, BR black 80054 2-6-4T, LMS
maroon 6231 ‘Duchess of Atholl’ and BR green
46232 ‘Duchess of Montrose’, F (5, including
two tenders) £50-70
394.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge late issue
3-Rail ‘Dorchester’ Locomotive and Tender,
BR green No 34042, F-G (2) £80-120
395.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge late issue
3-Rail ‘St Paddy’ Locomotive and Tender, BR
two tone green D9001, F £60-60
396.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2 and
3-Rail Crane and Goods Rolling stock, 3-Rail
Fish Van, Mineral Wagon, Royal Daylight Tank
wagon and Guards Van, in original boxes,
unboxed 4-piece Crane set (lacks string, hook
and jacks), 2-Rail wagons including Saxa Salt,
Tank wagons, flat wagons with Cable Drums
and others, 3-rail including various Vans,
Brickwagon, Well wagons, Bolster wagons and
others generally F-G (55+) £60-90

398.
Hornby-Dublo, unboxed Engine
Shed, F, lacks two windows, two 5006
Extension Sets in original boxes, VG, boxes
G-VG, boxes G £50-70
399.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 2 and
3-Rail Station Buildings and Accessories,
including D1 Island Platform, Footbridge and
ED2 Double Arm Signals (2), in original boxes,
unboxed Footbridge and part Footbridge,
Girder Bridges (3, one dismantled), various
wagon chassis, three Colour Light Signals (two
damaged), Water Crane, Loading Gauges (3),
Electric and Manual Double arm Signals and
other spares, F-G, boxes F (qty) £50-80
400.
Very large quantity of HornbyDublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail Track and Accessories,
including Turntable, Level Crossings (3), 3701
Straights (156, 16 boxed), Straight Half (30,
6 boxed), 3746 Elec Uncoupling Rails (2),
3745 manual (6), 3705 Half straight with
roadway (2), 3710 Curves (64, 8 boxed), 3711
Half Curves (26, 6 boxed), 3719 large Curves
(19, 8 boxed), and various small pieces of
track Electric Points boxed (5), manual Points
unboxed R/H (7), L/H (10), Electric L/H (2),
R/H (2), Buffer Stops (26,6 boxed) and two
maroon switches, F-VG, boxes P-G ( large qty
350+) £100-200

401.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-LMS Pacific
Locomotives and Tenders, all in BR lined
green, comprising ‘Princess Victoria’ (46205,
but without numbers applied) from a K’s kit,
unpowered 46203 ‘Princess Margaret Rose’
from unknown kit, lacks motor and one
nameplate, and 46230 ‘Duchess of Buccleuch’
on Hornby chassis with tender drive, one
driving wheel broken, one smoke deflector
detached, overall F-G, damages as noted (6 inc
tenders) £80-120
402.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER/Ex-LNER
Pacific Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
an A3 class in BR lined green with ‘German’
smoke deflectors, from unknown kit with kitbuilt chassis and non-corridor tender, name
and numbers removed, together with A2 class
no 525 ‘A H Peppercorn’ in LNER green, whitemetal body on Triang-Hornby chassis, both G
(4 inc tenders) £70-100
403.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER Fourcoupled Locomotives and Tender, comprising
an ex-NER class D21 4-4-0 and tender no
1245, in LNER green with modified TriangHornby chassis, together with an ex-NBR class
C15/16 4-4-2 Tank Locomotive in plain black,
un-numbered, both G-VG (3 inc tender)
£70-100
404.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-GCR Robinson
Locomotives and Tender, comprising an ‘ROD’
class 2-8-0 in weathered plain black with GWR
no 3049 number plates but without GWR
modifications, with tender, a little grubby, with
minor damage to handrails, together with a
class L3 2-6-4 tank in BR black as no 69052,
both G-VG, L3 with some small parts loose in
box (3 inc tender) £70-100

Lot 394

Lot 395
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411.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge GWR
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
‘Dukedog’ class 4-4-0 no 3270 ‘Earl of Devon’,
(left-side nameplate missing), in unlined postwar ‘GW’ green, together with ‘Dean Goods’
class 0-6-0 no 2573 in unlined early BR black,
body needs re-fixing and minor damage to
footsteps, both G (4 inc tenders) £70-100
405.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER Express
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising an
Ex-GNR C1 class Atlantic no 4461, from whitemetal kit with kit-built chassis, together with
A2 class no 532 ‘Blue Peter’, both in LNER
green with white-metal bodies and kit-built
chassis, both G, paintwork indifferent (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
406.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER/LNER
4-6-2 Locomotives and Tender, comprising a
Thompson A2/1 class Pacific and tender no
3698, in as-built plain wartime LNER black,
un-named, with Portescap motor/gearbox,
together with an ex-GCR class A5 4-6-2 Tank
Locomotive in lined BR black as no 69821, in
modified Triang/Hornby chassis, both G-VG (3
inc tender) £80-120
407.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LMS Tank
Locomotives, comprising ex-L&YR 4-6-4T
‘Dreadnought Tank’, in plain LMS black as no
11118, with fatigue to front bogie, together
with an ex-LNWR ‘Precursor Tank’ 4-4-2 Tank
Locomotive in unlined crimson as no 6978,
both G (2) £70-100
408.
A ‘Fictitious’ Scratch-built OO
Gauge Southern Railway 2-6-0 + 0-6-2 BeyerGarratt Locomotive, representing a ‘whatmight-have-been’, the Garratt in SR ‘sunshinelettered’ malachite green as no 960, built on
twin Hornby chassis units, G-VG, one front
buffer missing £70-100

412.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge GWR Outsideframed Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
‘Aberdare’ class 2-6-0 no 2680 from a nickelsilver kit, (backhead detail and two sandboxes
supplied loose), in unlined Great Western
green, together with outside-framed ‘Dean
Goods’ class no 2376 in Great (crest) Western
green, both G, latter with rusting to tender
wheels (4 inc tenders) £80-120
413.
Kitbuilt and Commercial OO Gauge
GWR Locomotives and Tender, comprising
Collett 0-6-0 and tender no 2260 (one
number-plate missing) and a Gaiety 0-6-0PT
no 5700, both on Triang chassis, together
with a kit-built ex-Cambrian small 2-4-0T, unnumbered, believed from a GEM body kit, all
in GWR unlined green, all G, (4 inc tender)
£70-100

418.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘T9’ and ‘D’
Class 4-4-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both
in SR ‘Maunsell’ green, comprising ex-LSWR
T9 no 338 with ‘watercart’ 8-wheeled tender,
together with ex-SECR Wainwright D class no
1746, both G-VG (4 inc tenders) £80-120
419.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Southern
Railway ‘Little and Large’ Tank Locomotives,
comprising LBSCR ‘Remembrance’ class 4-6-4T
no 2332, believed from a Wills kit, in lined SR
green livery, together with Unpowered exLSWR ‘B4’ 0-4-0T no 100, in unlined SR black,
(without motor), both G-VG (2) £80-120
420.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘H15’ and
‘S15’ Class 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
both in SR ‘Maunsell’ green, comprising exLSWR H15 no E521, together with S15 (‘King
Arthur’ class) no E771 ‘Sir Sagramore’, each
with kit-built chassis and outside-framed
8-wheeled tender, both G-VG (4 inc tenders)
£80-120

414.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-SR ‘Mogul’
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
LBSCR ‘K’ class 2-6-0 no 32338 from a K’s kit,
together with SR ‘U’ class no 31615, both in
lined BR black with late totem, both G-VG (4
inc tenders) £80-120
421.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge GWR ‘King’ and
‘Star’ Class 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
both in fully-lined GWR green, comprising no
6013 ‘King Henry VIII’, with no 4001 ‘Dog Star’
each with kit-built chassis, both G-VG (4 inc
tenders) £100-140

409.
Kitbuilt/Adapted OO Gauge GWR
4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both with
modified Hornby-Dublo bodies, comprising
Castle class no 5000 ‘Launceston Castle’, with
8-wheeled outside-framed (Collett) tender,
in unlined GWR green, together with ‘Star’
class no 4045 ‘Prince John’ in fully-lined GWR
green, both on modified H-D chassis with kitbuilt tenders, both G-VG (4 inc tenders)
£80-120
410.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge GWR 4-6-0 and
2-8-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both with kitbuilt chassis, comprising Hawksworth ‘County’
class no 1000 ‘County of Middlesex’ from a
nickel-silver kit, with double chimney, in lined
post-war ‘GW’ green, together with ‘28xx’
class no 2858 in unlined GWR green, both G (4
inc tenders) £80-120
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415.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Pre-Grouping
‘Sunny South Express’ Atlantic Tank
Locomotives, comprising LBSCR ‘I3’ class 4-42T no 24 from a Wills kit, in LBSC umber livery,
one footstep detached, together with LNWR
‘Precursor Tank’ no 784, in lined LNWR black,
from a GEM kit, both G-VG (2) £70-100

422.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Southern
Railway ‘M7’ and ‘P’ Class Tank Locomotives,
comprising ex-LSWR ‘M7’ class 0-4-4T no 241,
together with ex-SECR ‘P’ 0-6-0T no 1556,
both in lined SR green livery, both VG (2)
£80-120

416.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LSWR
Locomotives and Tender, comprising Adams
‘Jumbo’ class 0-4-2 no 534 in SR green, F-G,
tender with loose wheels and damage to coal
rails, together with Adams ‘radial tank’ 4-4-2T
no 488, nicely finished in LSWR lined green,
VG (3 inc tender) £80-120
417.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘T9’ Class
4-4-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both in SR
‘Maunsell’ green, comprising nos 305 and 312,
both with ‘watercart’ 8-wheeled tenders, both
G-VG (4 inc tenders) £80-120

423.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘Q1’ Class
0-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both in
SR unlined black, comprising no C12 with
‘sunshine’ lettering and C21 with gold decals,
appear to be from similar body kits but with
different chassis, both G-VG (4 inc tenders)
£70-100
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424.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge BR ‘Standard’
Class Locomotives and Tender, both in BR
lined ‘late-totem’ black, comprising class 4
‘mogul’ no 76063, with Portescap motor and
high-sided tender, G-VG, glue/paper residue
to left-side cylinder, together with class 3MT
2-6-2T no 82029 with Kemilway chassis, G-VG
(3 inc tender) £100-140
425.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘King Arthur’
Class 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, each
with kit-built chassis and outside-framed
8-wheeled tenders, comprising no 754 ‘The
Green Knight’ in SR light malachite green with
‘sunshine’ lettering and weathered wheels/
motion, from a Wills kit, G-VG, together with
a similar but unfinished loco and tender in
green undercoat, F-G, missing one smoke
deflector, (4 inc tenders) £70-100

426.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR ‘Lord Nelson’
and ‘King Arthur’ Class 4-6-0 Locomotives
and Tenders, comprising no 853 ‘Sir Richard
Grenville’ in SR malachite green with
‘sunshine’ lettering, from a Craftsman Models
brass kit, G-VG, together with S15 no 454
‘Queen Guinevere’ in ‘sunshine’ black, with
modified Hornby chassis and watercart tender,
G, rear tank/coupler detached from tender, (4
inc tenders) £100-140
427.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LMS ‘Jubilee’
Class 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, both
in LMS crimson, comprising no 5609 ‘Gilbert
and Ellice Islands’ with ‘sans-serif’ decals,
together with no 5660 ‘Rooke’ with yellow/
red decals, with modified Hornby cylinders,
both G, 5609’s right-side valve gear needs
adjustment, some paint loss to 5660’s wheels
(4 inc tenders) £70-100

435.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge GCR
‘Immingham’ 4-6-0 Locomotive and Tender,
nicely made and finished in lined GCR
black, (later LNER class B4) as un-numbered
‘Immingham’, from a McGowan Models kit,
VG, in original kit box £70-100

429.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LMS PreGrouping 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising LNWR ‘Experiment’ class 1400
‘Felicia Hemans’ in plain LNWR black, with
GEM kit body on Hornby chassis, together
with ex-L&YR Hughes ‘Dreadnought’ no
10455 in early LMS plain black believed from
Millholme models kit, both G-VG, (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
430.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge LMS Heavy
Freight Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
Ex-LNWR ‘Super D’ class 0-8-0 no 9432 in plain
LMS black with ivory numbers, with GEM kit
body on kit chassis, together with 4F no 3850
in LMS plain black with yellow decals, both
G-VG, (4 inc tenders) £80-120
431.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-LNER Heavy
Freight Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
Ex-GCR class Q4/2 0-8-0 no 63219 in plain BR
black with early motif (according to websites
BR colours were never carried by the real
loco), together with Ex-NER Q6 class no 63995
in BR plain black with late totem, (loco now
preserved on the NYMR), both G-VG, (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
432.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-GCR Express
Locomotives and Tenders, both in lined LNER
green, comprising class B2 (later B17) 4-6-0 no
5423 ‘Sir Sam Fay’, together with C5 class 4-42 no 5259 ‘King Edward VII’, both VG, slight
loss of red lining to 5423 (4 inc tenders)
£100-140
433.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-NER
‘Atlantic’ Locomotive and Tender, nicely made
and finished in lined LNER green, class C7/1
class 4-4-2 no 2210, from a DJH kit, VG, tender
drawbar needs repair, in original kit box
£70-100

428.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-LMS Caprotti
‘Black Five’ Variant 4-6-0 Locomotives and
Tenders, both in BR black, comprising outsideCaprotti-fitted no 44687 with early motif,
from a brass kit, together with inside-Caprottifitted no 44756 with late totems, on modified
Hornby chassis with tender-drive, weathered,
both G-VG, some small parts of 44756 need
refitting (4 inc tenders) £80-120
434.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-NER Raven
‘Pacific’ Locomotive and Tender, nicely made
and finished in lined LNER green, class A2
4-6-2 no 2400 ‘City of Newcastle’, based on
a modified Triang-Hornby chassis, VG, (2 inc
tender) £70-100

436.
A Kit/Scratch-built OO Gauge GCR
‘Robinson’ 0-8-0 Locomotive and Tender,
nicely made and finished in lined GCR green,
(later LNER class Q4, known as ‘Tinies’) as no
1052, of mostly nickel-silver construction, VG
(2 inc tender) £70-100
437.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER ‘BeyerGarratt’ 2-8-0+0-8-2 Locomotive, nicely
made and finished in plain black, un-decalled,
(though representing the unique LNER class
U1 no 2395/BR no 69999, from a DJH kit, VG,
front unit non-powered, in original kit box
£70-100

438.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge BR ‘Standard’
Class 8 ‘Pacific’ Locomotive and Tender, nicely
made from a brass kit and well-finished in
lined BR green with late totem, as the unique
no 71000 ‘Duke of Gloucester’, with Portescap
motor/gearbox, VG-E, (2 inc tender) £80-120
439.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Heavy Freight
0-8-0 Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
Ex-LMS class 7F no 49508 in plain BR black
with early motif, from a Nu-cast kit in original
kit box, together with Ex-NER Q6 class no 2254
in LNER plain black, both G-VG, 7F missing one
cab footstep (4 inc tenders) £80-120
440.
Kit/Scratch-built OO Gauge Ex-LNER
4-4-0 Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
Ex-GCR ‘Improved Director’ class D11 no
62665 ‘Mons’ in lined BR black with early
‘British Railways’ lettering, from a white metal
kit with Portescap motor/gears, together with
scratchbuilt ex-GNR Ivatt D3 (or D4) class in
plain black without decals, both G-VG, Ivatt
with body slightly loose and damage to tender
coal rails (4 inc tenders)£80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 446

Lot 445

441.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge S&DJR
and M&GNJR Locomotives and Tender,
comprising Somerset & Dorset ‘7F’ class 2-8-0
no 80 in unlined SDJR black, from a DJH kit
with K’s motor, in original kit box, together
with an ex-M&GN 4-4-0 tank in plain black
as LNER 012, from a Jidenko/Falcon brass kit,
both G-VG, (3 inc tender) £100-140
442.
Two Kitbuilt OO Gauge LSWR
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising unnamed ‘King Arthur’ class 4-6-0 no 736 in
lined LSWR light green, F-G, nicely finished
but with front bogie wheels loose, damage
to cab roof and front of tender, together
with an original-form 700 class 0-6-0 in LSWR
lined dark green as no 687, based on a Triang
chassis, VG, tender drawbar pin missing (4 inc
tenders) £100-140

443.
Kit/Scratch-built OO Gauge Great
Western Locomotives and Tender, comprising
kitbuilt Ex-Taff Vale class U1 0-6-2T no 602
in lined GWR green, from a white metal kit
with Hornby-Dublo chassis, together with
scratchbuilt ‘Kruger’ class 4-6-0 no 2601, with
Hornby tender-drive unit, in GWR green, both
G-VG, (3 inc tender) £80-120

446.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER P2 Class
Streamlined 2-8-2 Locomotive and Tender,
from a white metal kit, in lined LNER green as
no 2006 ‘Wolf of Badenoch’, G-VG, two small
chips to front valances from pony wheels, (2
inc tender)£80-120
447.
Two Kitbuilt OO Gauge 0-4-0 Tank
Locomotives, both in early ‘British Railways’
black, comprising ex-Midland Railway opencab class 1F numbered as 68086 (appears
incorrect), together with ex-NER class Y7 no
68089 from a brass kit, both G-VG, (2)
£70-100

448.
Two Kitbuilt OO Gauge PreGrouping Locomotives and Tenders, both
in early ‘British Railways’ black, comprising
Midland Railway Johnson ‘Spinner’ 4-2-2
no 672, together with an un-numbered
Caledonian Railway ‘Dunalastair’ class 4-4-0
in lined dark blue with non-authentic style
‘CR’ to tender, both G, small paint chip to
cab of 672, one footstep missing and some
discolouration to lining of CR loco (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
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451.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Southern
Railway Tank Locomotives, comprising Adams
‘Radial’ class 4-4-2T no 052, in SR olive green,
an ex-LSWR ‘G6’ 0-6-0T with Hornby-Dublo
chassis, in SR black as no 345, and ex-SECR
class R1 0-6-0T no 10 in SR green, all F, radial
has loose current collectors, others with poor
paintwork (3) £70-100
452.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Southern
Railway Tank Locomotives, comprising E5
class 0-6-2T from Wills kit with Hornby-Dublo
chassis as no 2567, in SR olive green, together
with M7 class 0-4-4T no 676 in SR malachite
green, both F-G, (2) £60-90
453.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Southern
Railway Locomotives, comprising O2 class
0-4-4T from Wills kit with kit chassis as no
209, VG, together with Unpowered D15 class
4-4-0 no E467, G, lacks motor and gears, both
in Maunsell green, (3 inc tender) £70-100

444.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge SE&CR D Class
Locomotive and Tender, from a Wills Finecast
kit, beautifully finished in lined SE&CR green
as no 489, G-VG, in original kit box (4 inc
tenders) £100-140
445.
A Kitbuilt OO Gauge LNER P2 Class
Streamlined 2-8-2 Locomotive and Tender,
from a brass or nickel-silver kit, in lined LNER
green as no 2003 ‘Lord President’, G-VG, one
small chip to right side of front valance, in
original kit box (2 inc tender) £80-120

450.
Kitbuilt EM Gauge Southern
Railway Tank Locomotives, (Note: These
Do NOT fit OO Gauge track!), comprising
Stroudley ‘D’ class 0-4-2T no B359, an ‘E4’
class 0-6-2T as no 2483 in malachite green,
together with E1 Class 0-6-0T no B143 in olive
green and another E1 in weathered ‘Sunshine’
black as no 2694, all F-G, green E1 with some
small parts detached (4) £100-140

449.
Two Kitbuilt OO Gauge L&SWR
Adams ‘Radial’ 4-4-2 Tank Locomotives, from
similar white metal kits with detail differences,
one in bright green as SR no 163, the other
rather poorly painted in olive green and black
without decals, both F-G (2) £70-100
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454.
Kitbuilt OO Gauge Ex-Southern
Railway 0-4-4 Tank Locomotives, comprising
M7 class no 30244 from Wills kit with kit
chassis, in plain ‘British Railways’ black,
together with ex-LCDR class R no 31658 in
early-emblem lined BR black, both G-VG, M7
in original kit box (2) £80-120
455.
Unmade OO Gauge LMS
Locomotive Kits, comprising a DJH Largeboilered ‘Claughton’ kit, a Millholme Models
L&YR ‘Highflyer’ 4-4-2, both including wheels
but requiring motors/gears, and a Nu-cast
L&YR 0-6-2 Tank kit, which requires motor and
wheels, all appear to be in original packaging
with instructions, not checked exhaustively, all
in original boxes (3) £80-120
456.
Unmade OO Gauge LNER
Locomotive Kits, comprising a Pro-Scale
Class P2 2-8-2 ‘Cock o’ The North’ kit, a Wills
Finecast A1/A3 ‘Flying Scotsman’ 4-6-2, both
including wheels but requiring motors/gears,
and a GEM North British ‘Atlantic’ kit, which
requires motor and wheels, all appear to be
in original packaging with instructions, not
checked exhaustively, all in original boxes (3)
£70-100
457.
Unmade and Part-made OO Gauge
LNWR Locomotive Kits, comprising a M&L
‘Premier Kits’ part-assembled brass Webb
‘Dreadnought’ 2-2-2-0 and tender (requires
motor and wheels), a GEM 0-6-0 ‘Special Tank’
Saddle Tank including part-assembled chassis
with wheels and motor, a GEM ‘Precedent’
2-4-0 with chassis and wheels but no motor,
all in original kit boxes, together with an
unboxed part-assembled ‘Coal Tank’ 0-6-2T,
lacking motor, coupling rods and some other
small parts, ‘GEM’s in original packaging with
instructions, not checked exhaustively, (3
boxed + 1 unboxed) £70-100
458.
Unmade OO Gauge LSWR
Locomotive Kits, comprising a K’s ‘Milestones’
series Beattie ‘Falcon’ Class 2-4-0 and tender,
in original blister packs, appears complete
but requires motor and gears, a Falcon Brass
body/chassis kit for Drummond’s ‘Bug’ 4-24 inspection saloon (requires wheels and
motor), and Westward Beattie 2-4-0 Well Tank
body kit (ditto), all in original kit boxes with
instructions, not checked exhaustively, (3)
£100-140

459.
Part-made Kitbuilt OO Gauge SR
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising a K’s
‘Q1’ class 0-6-0 and tender, made up and
painted in SR black as no C1, with motor but
lacking 3 driving wheels and other parts, a
Wills ex-SE&CR ‘C’ class 0-6-0, with part-made
EM gauge chassis frame, tender made up and
painted in black as no 1575, and an LSWR
class D15 4-4-0 loco and tender body, partpainted, with brass loco chassis frame but no
tender bogies, (3) £60-80

463.
Unmade and Part-made OO
Gauge LMS and LNER Tank Locomotive
Kits, comprising a Wills Ex-Caley 0-6-0T with
stripped/dis-assembled body and modified
Triang/Hornby chassis, an early K’s LMS
Fowler class 2 2-6-2T with part-made body, K’s
motor and ‘Perseverance’ brass chassis, and a
K’s LNER J72 0-6-0T body/chassis kit in blister
packs (needs motor and wheels), all in original
kit boxes with instructions, not checked
exhaustively, (3) £60-80

460.
Unmade OO Gauge LSWR
Locomotive Kits, comprising a Nu-Cast Rebuilt
T14 class ‘Paddlebox’ 4-6-0 and tender,
complete with Airfix 5-pole motor and wheels,
a Westward T9 class 4-4-0 body and tender
kit (needs motor, gears and wheels), both in
original kit boxes with instructions, together
with a K’s T9 ‘watercart’ tender kit and a
Crownline Urie tender kit, none checked
exhaustively, (4) £70-100

464.
Three Unmade OO/EM Gauge
McGowan Models Locomotive Kits, all body/
chassis kits, comprising GER 4-6-0 and tender
(LNER class B12), GER 0-6-0 and tender (LNER
class J20) and an LSWR class B4 0-4-0T, all
need motor and wheels to complete, all
in original kit boxes with instructions, not
checked exhaustively, (3) £60-80

461.
Unmade OO Gauge SR and BR
(SR) Locomotive Kits, comprising a Model
Loco Rebuilt ‘Merchant Navy’ class 4-6-2
and tender, with Portescap motor/gearbox
and wheels, with Wills ‘Finecast’ body and
tender kits for N class Mogul and ‘King Arthur’
class 4-6-0, both designed for Triang chassis
(not included), all in original kit boxes with
instructions, none checked exhaustively, (3)
£70-100
462.
Unmade and Part-made OO
Gauge GWR Locomotive Kits, comprising
a M&L ‘Premier Kits’ GWR 633 or 850 class
0-6-0 Tank loco kit with wheels (requires
motor and gears), a Wills 2-4-0 ‘Metro Tank’
with part-assembled body, chassis, wheels
and K’s motor, an early K’s outside-framed
‘Dean Goods’ 0-6-0 with made-up tender,
lacks wheels and motor, all in original kit
boxes with instructions, together with an
unboxed probably scratch-built 14xx 0-4-2T,
in GWR green as no 1420, kits not checked
exhaustively, (3 boxed + 1 unboxed)
£70-100

465.
Two Unmade OO/EM Gauge Alan
Gibson Locomotive Kits, both body/chassis
kits including wheels, comprising GER (LNER
class F7) 2-4-2T and a GWR outside-framed
4-6-0 no 36, both need motor to complete,
in original kit boxes with instructions, not
checked exhaustively, (2) £70-100
466.
Two Unmade OO/EM Gauge DJH
Locomotive Kits, both body/chassis kits
including wheels, comprising kit K46, a LSWR
Urie S15 4-6-0 and bogie tender, together
with limited edition (only 100 made) kit K69
LNER modified Raven Pacific no 2403 ‘City of
Durham’, both need motor to complete, in
original kit boxes with instructions, appear
undisturbed but not checked exhaustively, (2)
£80-120

467.
Two Unmade HO Gauge DJH/Model
Loco French Locomotive Kits, both body/
chassis kits including wheels and motors,
comprising DJH kit E115, a Nord/SNCF 231A
class (4-6-2) and 37A bogie tender, together
with Model-Loco kit ref E176 SNCF Sud-Est
240P I à 25 (4-8-0) with bogie tender, both in
original kit boxes with instructions, appear
undisturbed but not checked exhaustively, (2)
£80-120
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468.
Three Unmade HO Gauge Keyser
(K’s) Continental Locomotive Kits, all body/
chassis kits including wheels and motors,
comprising French Paris-Orleans ‘Tours’ 230G
(4-6-0) and tender, Spanish RENFE ‘Norte’
class (0-6-0) and tender, together with
German LBE (Lubeck line) streamlined 121T
type 60 (2-4-2T) locomotive, all in original
boxes with instructions, latter only in German,
all appear undisturbed with two kits in original
blister packs, but not checked exhaustively, (3)
£100-140
469.
Unmade OO Gauge Locomotive and
Railbus Kits, comprising a K’s kit L32 LMS 2-60+0-6-2 LMS Beyer-Garratt with wheels, motor
and gears, an MTK BR Standard Class 4 2-6-0
and tender, requires motor and loco wheels,
together with a Nu-cast Karrier Ro-railer bus
body kit (also needs motor and wheels), all
in original kit boxes with instructions, not
checked exhaustively, (3) £80-120
470.
Unmade and Part-made OO Gauge
LMS Locomotive and Tender Kits, comprising
a part-made K’s LMS ‘Turbomotive’ no
6202/46202, with chassis, wheels and motor,
a McGowan Models class 6P body kit for no
6170 ‘British Legion’ (designed for Airfix ‘Scot’
chassis), and a Crownline Stanier Tender kit,
all with instructions, not checked exhaustively,
(3) £70-100
471.
Unmade OO Gauge Diesel and
Electric Locomotive Body Kits, comprising
LMS Jackshaft-drive 0-6-0 diesel shunter and
NER class EE1 2-Co-2 pantograph electric
locomotive bodies by Judith Edge Kits, both
require wheels and motors to complete,
together with an A1 Models (Worksop) English
Electric type B (2) ‘Baby Deltic’, designed to
fit Lima or Hornby Bo-Bo chassis, all with
instructions, not checked exhaustively, (3)
£70-100

472.
Made-up and Part-made Kit-built
OO Gauge SR Electric Multiple Units by
MTK, comprising made-up EPB 2-car unit in
BR early NSE blue/grey as unit 6306, with
Hornby power bogie, G-VG, one horn missing
from trailer car, together with a part-made
late 2-BIL two-car unit, including various
bogie parts but lacks motor, not checked for
completeness, in original kit boxes (2 sets)
£70-100
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473.
Kit-built OO Gauge Diesel
Locomotives, comprising kit-bodied
experimental Hawker-Siddeley diesel HS2000
‘Kestrel’ on Lima Co-Co chassis, in HS brown/
mustard livery, VG-E, together with kit-built
Barclay diesel shunters 0-6-0 no 11180 in BR
green and 0-4-0 no 06 002 in BR blue, both
on kit-built chassis, and a tiny 0-4-0 DS on
Bachmann motor bogie, all VG (4) £100-140

478.
Kit-built and Modified OO Gauge
Ex-GWR 4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising a finely-made and finished ‘King’
class no 6028 ‘King George VI’ in lined BR
green, from a white metal kit with polished
brass ‘plates, VG-E, together with an Airfix
‘Castle’ class neatly refinished in BR green
with added details as no 7023 ‘Penrice Castle’,
VG, both with double chimneys and late
totems to tenders (2) £80-120
479.
Kit-built OO Gauge LNER Ex-GCR
4-6-0 Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
a finely-made and finished class B2 (later
B17) in lined LNER green as no 5423 ‘Sir Sam
Fay’, from a white metal kit with etched brass
nameplates, VG, together with an unpainted
B4 class (‘Immingham’) from nickel-silver with
early ‘Romford’-style drive unit, F, and another
incomplete B2 body/tender by K’s, P-F (3)
£80-120

474.
A Kit-built OO Gauge Great Central
Railway 2-4-2 Tank Locomotive, apparently
from an MJS kit, nicely finished in lined GCR
green as no 727 with etched numberplates
and solid brass chassis, VG-E £80-120
475.
A Kit-built OO Gauge Ex-NER/
LNER Class A6 4-6-2 Tank Locomotive, nicely
finished in lined BR early-emblem black as
no 69796 (the last of its class in service) with
brass chassis, VG-E, part of smokebox door
number missing £80-120
476.
Kit-built OO Gauge MR/LMS 4-4-0
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising ex-MR
700-class no 725 in LMS black, from a sheet
brass kit with brass chassis, G-VG, together
with unfinished white-metal versions of
another 700 class and a Midland ‘Compound’,
both substantially complete but unpainted
and lacking smaller details e.g. handrails, both
F-G (3) £90-120

477.
Kit-built OO Gauge LMS 4-6-0
Locomotives and Tenders, comprising a finelymade and finished ‘Black Five’ no 5232 in LMS
lined satin black, from a white metal kit with
Portescap motor/gearbox, VG, together with
an earlier example, possibly from nickel-silver
kit with Romford motor/gearbox, in plain
LMS black as no 5665 ‘Lord Nelson’, F, chassis
loose, one motor brush and parts of valve
gear missing, and another early locomotive
only in black as no 5285, P-F, chassis loose, no
tender (5 inc tenders) £90-120

480.
Kit-built and Modified OO Gauge
LMS Locomotives and Tender, comprising a
kit-built ex-Caledonian ‘812’ class 0-6-0 and
tender no 17642 in unlined LMS black, from
a DJH kit, VG, together with a super-detailed
Hornby ‘4P’ class 2-6-4T with etched brass
sides, neatly refinished in BR early-motif lined
black as no 42389, VG, rear buffer heads
missing (2) £80-120
481.
An Assortment of OO Gauge GWR
Kitbuilt Locomotives and Railcar, including
kit-built 4-2-2 no 3046 ‘Lord of the Isles’ in
lined green with possibly non-original tender,
an open-cabbed 2-4-0T no 1450 in green, a
brown/cream AEC railcar no 21 from K’s whitemetal kit (motor bogie loose), an unmade
M&L ‘Star’ class loco body kit (intended for
Airfix chassis), and a spare white metal tender,
mostly G (5) £80-120
482.
An Assortment of OO Gauge PartBuilt Brass Locomotive Bodies, including
LSWR T9 class 4-4-0 with provision for
tender-mounted motor, GWR 94xx class
0-6-0PT, two Stanier LMS 2-6-4T ‘2500’ class
bodies, an unidentified 0-6-2T with Belpaire
firebox, all unpainted brass, some including
chassis frames/kits and together with various
other components, mostly F-G, none appear
complete (qty) £60-90
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487.
An Assortment of OO Gauge Rolling
Stock Kits and Parts, including an ABS (exVarney) Liverpool ‘Green Goddess’ tram kit,
sealed in original box, a boxed GEM L1-type
4-4-0 chassis kit, Phoenix models 12-wheeled
LMS dining saloon kit, an LNER ‘Deadnought’
coach kit, part-made, ABS SR water tank (exAdams tender), two made-up kit tenders, a
Bullion van kit and various other components,
mostly G-VG (qty) £70-100
483.
An Assortment of OO Gauge Small
Locomotives and Stock, comprising an
outside-cylindered 0-4-0T in ochre-brown
livery as no 12, on Hornby chassis, a kit-built
LSWR B4-style 0-4-0T with original cut-away
cab in green/red, a kit-built Hunslet ‘Austerity’
0-6-0ST in green with red wheels, a scratchbuilt 0-6-0T no 65 ‘St Anselm’ in lined blue
incorporating some kitmaster parts, and
three repainted Triang-Hornby open-balcony
4-wheel coaches, varying F-VG (7) £70-100
484.
An Assortment of OO Gauge Small
Locomotives and Kit, comprising LNER class
Y5 (ex-GER) outside-cylindered ‘coffee-pot’
0-4-0ST no 7230 in weathered black (some
boiler fittings to re-fix), ex-NER class Y8 0-40T as BR 68091 in heavily-weathered black,
together with a Roxey Mouldings kit for a
K&ESR Hawthorn Leslie 2-4-0T ‘Tenterden’,
body and chassis part-built, motor partdismantled, not checked for completeness but
appears to include some additional parts, in
original kit box with instructions, F-VG (3)
£70-100

488.
A Stewart-Reidpath or Similar OO
Gauge SR W class 2-6-4T Locomotive and LMS
2P Locomotive only, the 2-6-4T with brass
body and finished in unlined SR black as no
1918, G-VG, in possibly original box, together
with a cast-bodied LMS 2P 4-4-0, also an
early OO Gauge commercial product, possibly
Bond’s, in basic flat black, P-F, lacks tender
£70-100

489.
An Early OO Gauge ‘Britannia’ Class
Locomotive and Tender possibly by Exley
or Stewart-Reidpath, of finely-made brass
construction, well-finished in late BR green
with slightly over-sized totem, as no 70054
‘Dornoch Firth’, G-VG, a few chips to paint
finish especially front of tender, in possibly
original box (2) £70-100
485.
Two Scratch-built OO Gauge
Southern Area Locomotives and Tenders,
comprising an SECR ‘O’ class 0-6-0 in black,
un-numbered with etched SECR plates,
original Stirling cab and boiler, possibly on
early Bond’s or similar chassis, G, together
with an unpowered LB&SCR Stroudley 2-2-2
no 329 ‘Stephenson’ made and finished to
earlier standards in green-lined pale yellow, F,
no motor (4 inc tenders) £70-100
486.
An Assortment of OO Gauge
Locomotives and Parts, mostly commercial
or adapted items, including Wills kit-bodied
LBSCR E6 class 0-6-2T (with H-D R1 chassis),
a kit-built GWR 7803 ‘Barcote Manor’ 4-6-0,
both F-G, a part-dismantled Triang ‘Britannia’
with other body parts, blue Hornby L6995
0-4-0T body, together with a Hornby ‘Schools’
powered tender in SR malachite green, an
Airfix powered LMS tender in lined crimson,
and an unpowered Mainline LMS tender, also
crimson, varying F-VG (qty) £70-100

490.
Kit-built and Modified HO Gauge
Continental Steam Locomotives, comprising
German (DB) Pacifics 01 001 and 18 316,
both with scratchbuilt/modified bodies with
commercial tender-drive units, a repainted
Rivarossi Italian (FNM) 0-6-0 Tank locomotive,
together with three unpowered plastic kitbuilt models including two DB 2-10-0’s, and a
4-8-2 turbine-powered locomotive, all P-F (6)
£60-90
491.
Continental HO Gauge Steam
Tank Locomotives by Eastern Bloc Makers,
comprising two ‘Sachsen’ 2-6-2T’s by Gutzold
or similar, both in lined green as no 1831, a
2-6-4T no 66 002 in DB black/red by unknown
maker, together with two DR 0-6-0T’s by Piko
or similar as nos 89 262 and 89 265, the latter
with replacement chimney, otherwise all G-VG
(5) £70-100

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price

492.
German (DR) HO Gauge Steam
Tender Locomotives by Eastern Bloc Makers,
comprising a DR 2-10-0 with condensing
tender, and a 4-6-2 no 01 0503-1 with semistreamlined casing and ‘boxpok’ wheels, both
by Piko and with tender-drive, and a 2-6-2 as
DR 23 001 by unknown maker, all F-G, some
small parts missing (6 inc tenders) £60-90
493.
German (DR) HO Gauge Steam
Tank Locomotives by Rivarossi, comprising
‘Engerth’ type 2-6-4T no 77 114 and ‘Mallet’
type 0-4-4-0T no 98 009, both G-VG, (2)
£60-90
494.
German (DB) HO Gauge Steam
Locomotives by Trix Liliput and Roco,
comprising Trix 2-6-0 and tender no 54 156,
Liliput 2-6-2T no 75 1118 (driving wheels
retouched) and Roco 2-10-0 no 58 2059,
tender locos both with tender-drive units, all
G-VG, (3) £70-100

495.
German (DB) HO Gauge Steam
Locomotives by Marklin (2-rail), comprising
‘Mallet’ 2-6-8-0 and tender no 53 0001,
and 4-6-2 and tender no 18 478 (with some
weathering applied) both G-VG, (4 inc
tenders) £80-120
496.
German (DB and DR) HO Gauge
Steam Locomotives by Fleischmann,
comprising DB 4-6-2 and tender no 01 220
(with tender drive), and DR 0-10-0T no 94 956,
both G-VG, (3 inc tender) £60-90
497.
German HO Gauge Steam Tank
Locomotives by Fleischmann, comprising
DB 2-8-4T no 65 014 in traditional black/red,
and Jung 0-6-0T no 205 ‘Carl’ in yellow-lined
green, both to Fleischmann’s earlier ‘oversize’
style, both G-VG, (2) £60-90
498.
German (DB) HO Gauge Electric
and Diesel Locomotives by Liliput and
Fleischmann, comprising Liliput class E10
Bo-Bo electrics no E10 1242 in blue/cream
and E10 1312 in red/cream, together with
Fleischmann steeple-cab 0-4-0 electric no
169 003-1 in DB crimson, (some paint loss to
body), and 0-6-0 diesel shunter no V60 1199
also in crimson, mostly G-VG, (4) £70-100

Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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499.
European HO Gauge Electric
Locomotives by Lima and Piko, comprising
Lima DB class E310 Bo-Bo electric no E310 001
in green/black, and SNCB (Belgian) no 125012
also in green with silver band, together with
Piko ?SD (Czech) Bo-Bo electric no ES499.0010
in sky blue/white, all G-VG, (3) £60-90
500.
European HO Gauge Commercial
and Kit-built Steam and Electric Railcars
by M&F and Lima, comprising M&F ‘Kittel’
Steam Railcar in plain green, un-numbered,
both axles driven, a Dutch Railways ‘PTT Post’
electric railcar no 3002 with kit-built body
and Tenshodo power bogie (one pantograph
loose), and Lima FS (Italian) electric motor
coach no 68517 in grey, all G-VG, (3) £80-120
501.
Belgian (SNCB/NMBS) HO Gauge
Steam Locomotives by DJH and Permot,
comprising a kit-built Type 40 4-6-0 and
tender from a DJH kit, reasonably wellmade and painted in green but un-decalled,
together with Permot 2-6-0T no 93 011, also
in green, both G-VG, latter with one headlamp
surround missing, both in original boxes (2)
£60-90
502.
Italian (FS) HO Gauge Steam
Locomotives by Rivarossi, comprising Crostiboilered 2-8-0 and tender no 241-142, (shaft
drive from tender needs realigning), an
overpainted FS 4-6-2 and tender no 691 022,
in original box, together with 2-8-2T no 940
014, all in black, F-VG, tank loco has some
fatigue to front pony truck, box P-F (3)
£80-120
503.
HO Gauge Danish (DSB) Diesel and
Swiss Steam Locomotives by Fleischmann
and Liliput, comprising Fleischmann metalbodied Co-Co Nohab diesel no MY1108,
in DSB crimson with yellow lining, G-VG,
together with Swiss 4-6-0 and tender no 604
by Liliput, appears over-painted in plain grey,
otherwise F-G, (2) £70-100
504.
Kit-built HO Gauge Continental
Steam Locomotives from DJH Kits or similar,
comprising motorised PLM Atlantic no
221A9 with 6-wheeled tender, VG-E, with
un-motored NS (Dutch) 0-6-0 and tender no
3306, and DB 2-8-2 locomotive only no 41
213, both G-VG, all nicely made but unpainted
(5 inc tenders) £80-120

505.
Hornby-Acho and Electrotren
HO Gauge Steam Tank Locomotives, H-A
2-6-2T no 131TB42 in plain SNCF black, VG-E
except both couplers missing, together with
an Electrotren Sharp Stewart 2-4-0T in lined
green as MZA (Madrid-Zaragoza-Alicante) no
179, appears converted to DC operation, VG,
chimney cover missing (2) £60-90
506.
French HO Gauge Steam
Locomotives by Jouef, comprising class 231K
4-6-2 with bogie tender in lined SNCF green,
140C class 2-8-0 and tender no 140C180 in
lined SNCF black, both with tender-drive units,
together with a 040 TA class 0-8-0T no 112 in
plain black, all G-VG, (5 inc tenders) £70-100
507.
Commercial and Kit-built French
HO Gauge Steam Locomotives, comprising
Rivarossi class 231E 4-6-2 with bogie tender in
lined SNCF black, VG, front buffers supplied in
packet, a Roco 150C class 2-10-0 and tender
no 150C824 in SNCF black, G-VG with tenderdrive unit and drawbar repaired/modified,
together with a white-metal kitbuilt 140G
class 2-8-0 no 1241 in plain black, F, needs
some attention, (6 inc tenders) £60-90
508.
French HO Gauge Diesel and
Electric Locomotives by Various Makers,
comprising A1A-A1A diesel no 68001 in twotone blue SNCF livery by Fleischmann, with
cast metal body, G-VG, a Paris-Orléans Bo-Bo
electric in PO green as no E-BB.63 by unknown
maker, G, lacks couplings, together with a
Mehano 0-4-0 diesel shunter in green/yellow,
f, two buffers missing (3) £70-100

510.
French HO Gauge Electric and
Diesel Locomotives by Jouef and Another,
comprising Co-Co electric CC7107 in two-tone
SNCF green, a three-car Budd-style electric
unit in silver, and a DB Bo-Bo class 110 in blue/
black livery as no 110 234-2, all by Jouef, all
G-VG, together with an unidentified (NOT
Hornby-Acho!) A1A-A1A in blue-grey and
cream as SNCF 060 BD-5, with brass wheels,
G, coupler and buffers at one end missing (6)
£80-120
511.
Trix HO Gauge 2- or 3-rail ‘Dutch’
3-car Electric Units, one repainted in NS
yellow/blue livery with ‘Willem II’ and
‘Concordia’ publicity, Marklin-type 3rd-rail
skate fitted to motor unit, as repaint G-VG,
together with a green/cream similar unit, end
cars appear original, centre car part-stripped
from previous repaint, with three loose bogie
frames, some fixing screws and pantographs
missing, overall F-G, together with a Marklin
AC 3-rail 0-6-0T steam locomotive, F (10 inc
bogie frames) £70-100
512.
Trix HO Gauge 2-rail German
Electric and Diesel Locomotives, comprising
ref 22442, a DR type EP5 2-B-B-2 pantograph
locomotive in DR crimson as no 21530, ref
2439 class E05 no 002 in DR grey/black,
together with ref 2464, a DB 0-6-0 diesel
shunter in black as no V36 257, all VG, in
original boxes, boxes F-G (3) £80-120
513.
Trix HO Gauge 2-rail German Steam
Locomotives and Coaching Stock, comprising
ref 2412, a DR class 92 0-8-0 tank locomotive
no 692 in DR black/red, a Bayern class P1
4-6-0 and tender no 3894 in Bayern green (in
non-original box), together with brown/cream
Wagons-Lit coaches ref 23790 (2), 23791,
23792 (2), 4-wheeled Bayern coaches ref 3716
and 3717, and packwagen ref 3760, all VG,
most in original boxes, boxes G (10) £80-120
514.
Hornby OO Gauge Locomotives
and DMU, comprising Chinese-made R2403
‘Derwent Grange’ no 6862 in BR black, and
Railroad series R2879 Deltic ‘St Paddy’ no
55 001 in yellow-nose blue, together with
Margate-made R350 ‘Mallard’ no 60022 in
BR green, R337 class 29 diesel no 6142 in BR
blue, and R698 3-car DMU in ‘reversed’ white/
blue livery, all G-VG, boxes G (5) £100-140

509.
French HO Gauge Steam
Locomotives by Jouef, all in red-lined SNCF
green livery, comprising 4-6-4 class 232U 1,
‘Mountain’ 4-8-2 class 241P 7, and 2-8-2’s
nos 141P 102 and 141R 1264, the latter
overpainted, all with tender-drive units, all
G-VG except 141R, F, (8 inc tenders) £80-120

515.
Bachmann OO Gauge Scenecraft
Buildings, in original boxes, comprising
Hampton Heath Colliery Winding House, Pit
Head Lift, and Fan House (ref’s 44-025/6/7),
all VG, boxes G, with an unboxed Explosives
store and other small pieces in bag (4) £50-70
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516.
Factory-made and Kit-built HO Scale
Buildings by Model Power, many including
lights and personnel, including Hoffa Cement
Factory, Agro Grain Depot, Silos and Grain
Elevator, Water works building, Gulf Gas tank,
all VG, boxes G, and various other industrial
buildings made-up from Model Power kits,
spare components and other items, mostly G,
some small parts detached (qty in 2 boxes)
£80-120

522.
Commercially-made OO and TT
Gauge Trains, including Triang and Hornby
‘Jinties’, 4 Triang/Hornby LMS coaches, two
more by Mainline, two Hornby-Dublo, with
a quantity of Super 4 track, river bridge,
turntable, Hornby-Dublo Island platform,
H&M ‘Duette’ controller and other scenic
items, together with a TT gauge Triang
‘Boadicea’ locomotive and small collection
of other TT items, varying P-VG, some items
boxed (qty in 2 boxes) £70-100

517.
Piko HO Gauge German Steam and
Electric Locomotives, comprising class Br86
2-8-2Tno 86 1800-1 (weathered), class 52
2006 2-10-0 with condensing tender in nonoriginal box, and Bo-Bo electric no E44 131 in
green/red, all G-VG, two boxes F (3)
£60-90

518.
Piko HO Gauge Continental
Steam and Electric Locomotives, three later
examples comprising class Br95 2-10-2T no
95 0028-1, KPEV 0-8-0 with tender no 5216 in
green/red, and 1-Bo-Bo-1 electric no 12323 in
Swiss railways green, all G-VG, two boxes F (3)
£70-100
519.
Piko and Lima HO Gauge German
Steam Locomotives, comprising Piko class
Br38 4-6-0 no 38 234, ‘Pacific’ class 01 1518-8
and another identical in incorrect box, all in
DR colours, together with a Lima DB class 18
4-6-2 no 18 505, all G-VG, boxes F-G (4)
£70-100

520.
Piko and VEB HO Gauge German
Diesel Units, comprising Piko 3-car SVT 137
set, with 2nd class (powered) centre car in
purple/cream and 1st class end cars in red/
cream, a 2-axle VT 135 railbus in DR crimson,
and VEB (Zwickau) 190 EM14/5 two car unit in
blue/cream, all G-VG, boxes F (3) £60-80
521.
Piko HO Gauge Continental Steam
Locomotives and Stock, including KPEV Oldtimer train pack with 0-8-0 and tender no
5216 in green/red and 3 freight wagons, a Br
86 2-8-2T, bogie vans in Romanian and Czech
liveries, and 4 DR four-wheeled coaching
stock, all G-VG, boxes F (8) £70-100

526.
Unmade OO Gauge Coach Kits and
Made-up Coaches and Wagons, Unmade kits
including 11 LNWR coaches with pre-printed
sides by PC models, two by Ratio and two
(White-metal) 4-wheelers by K’s, all VG in
original packaging, unchecked, together with
approx. 8 made-up or part-made LNWR/MR
coaches, 13 wagons and an assortment of
bogies and other components, mostly F, some
damages/loose parts (qty) £100-140
523.
A Collection of Unmade GEM
OO Gauge LNWR Locomotive Kits and
Accessories, Kits including ‘Precursor Tank’,
‘Watford Tank’, ‘Chopper Tank’, ‘Crewe
Special Tank’, 4’6” 2-4-2 Tank, ‘Cauliflower’,
‘Precursor’, ‘Precedent’ and G1/G2 0-8-0,
together with two 4-4-0 chassis kits, three
0-6-0, one 0-8-0 and one 2-4-0 (for Chopper
Tank), 3 K’s motors, one Romford Bulldog, 3
packs LNWR number/nameplates, assorted
wheels and other parts, mostly VG in original
packaging, most appear unopened but none
checked for completeness (9 loco kits +qty
other items) £150-200
524.
Unmade OO Gauge Locomotive
Kits and Accessories by Various Makers,
including K’s LNWR ‘Problem’ class 2-2-2 with
motorizing kit, K’s Ex-Midland Rly Kirtley 0-6-0,
Mallard Models LNWR 0-6-0T, M&L kits LNWR
‘DX’ goods 0-6-0 (with K’s motor), Craftsman
Models MR Johnson 0-4-4T body kit only,
Ratio Johnson 4-4-0 and tender mostly madeup, Jidenco models LNWR ‘Claughton’ (with
chassis and wheels) and ‘Coal Tank’ body kits,
with pats of a K’s Fowler 2-6-2T and a partmade K’s 6-coupled chassis, mostly G-VG, in
original boxes but unchecked (9 kits + other
items) £120-160
525.
A Collection of Unmade OO Gauge
Wagon Kits by Various Makers, including
one 4-wagon and four 2-wagon sets by Ratio,
3 single wagons by Slater’s, Jidenco LNWR
fruit van, four ‘MAJ’ kits, 1 ‘Three-Aitch’, 1
Sutherland models, 1 GEM LNW brake van,
6 by Cooper Craft and various other items,
G-VG, most appear sealed in original packs
but unchecked (qty) £70-100

527.
A Quantity of OO Gauge Track
Components and Scenic Items, including
various Points by Peco and others (one 3-way),
box Peco flexitrack, various rail sections and
sleeper materials for track-building, trackpins,
20+ Peco Point motors, Airfix Engine Shed kits
(4), other lineside kits by Ratio, ‘Superquick’
card kits, scatter materials, lichen and other
items, mostly G (qty) £50-70

528.
Hornby OO Gauge Locomotives and
Coaching Stock, comprising R315 LMS 8F 2-80 in black as no 8193, R357 class 31 diesel in
gloss BR green D5572, both VG-E in VG boxes,
together with a blue class 37 diesel no 37 130
with 4 blue/grey mk 2 coaches in part of a
set-box, and an additional coach, mostly VG (3
locos, 5 coaches) £60-90
529.
A Collection of Kit and Scratch-built
Buildings for OO Gauge or Larger, unmade
kits include Ratio GWR Signal box and two
wagons, all G but unchecked, together with
an assortment of buildings mostly wood with
brick paper covering, including main station
with canopy, Island platform, small station,
signal box, tunnel and others, and several
unopened bags of scenic materials, mostly G
(qty) £40-60

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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530.
A Collection of Unmade and Made
OO Gauge Kitmaster and Airfix Kits, including
unmade Kitmaster ‘Stirling Single’ and
‘Stephenson’s Rocket’, Airfix Diesel Railbus,
Shop and Flat, Footbridge, Detached House
in original packaging, together with 14 later
Airfix scenic accessory boxes, some unmade,
some made-up, including engine shed, girder
bridge, signal box, footbridge and others, kits
not checked for completeness (qty in 2 trays)
£70-100
531.
Hornby OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising R376 LMS
compound, R311 LMS Patriot, R301 ‘Jinty’ and
unboxed Fowler 4P 2-6-4T, all in LMS crimson,
together with R300 GWR 0-6-0PT, R380 SR
malachite green ‘Schools’ class ‘Stowe’, a
special edition R304/R5644 BR green class 5
no 44932, and a Weetabix van R728, all bar
one in original boxes, all VG, boxes G (7 locos
+ van) £120-160
532.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail and
2-rail Track and Accessories, much in original
boxes, including 3-rail turntable, points and
other track sections, 2-rail points and track
pieces, a Fruit D van, approx. 16 buffer stops,
switches, insulating tabs and other small
accessories, mostly G (qty) £50-80
533.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge Converted
3-rail and 2-rail Locomotives, three converted
for 2-rail running, comprising gloss BR
green ‘Duchess of Montrose’, matt BR green
‘Mallard’ and BR black 2-6-4T no 80054,
together with original 2-rail BR green ‘Cardiff
Castle’, all F-G (7 inc tenders) £80-120

534.
Wrenn OO Gauge Locomotives,
comprising no 2226 ‘City of London’ in BR
crimson, with original Tri-ang-Wrenn box,
G-VG, box G, some graffiti and labels, (packer
no 6), W2218 BR black 2-6-4T no 80033 with
weathering/detailing applied, F, box G, W2205
R1 class 0-6-0T no 31337 in BR black, F-G,
box F-G, and an unboxed 0-6-0DS no D3763
in badly-faded BR green, P-F, faded and paint
flaking to cab roof (4) £100-140
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om

535.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge Converted
3-rail and 2-rail Rolling Stock, including a
boxed breakdown crane set (2 jacks missing)
otherwise G, box F, 2-rail mail coach set in
3-rail box, additional 2R mail coach, Super
Detail sleeping car W2402 and full brake
E81312, both VG, unboxed, 5 red/cream
express coaches (one boxed), 1 LMR crimson
coach, 3 crimson short suburban coaches, and
approx. 14 assorted wagons, except where
shown mostly varying P-G, some with P-F
boxes, some wagons especially tankers faded
(qty) £70-100

536.
Hornby and Other OO Gauge
Trains and Accessories, including ‘Duchess
of Sutherland’ and two LMS coaches, R868
SR M7 tank locomotive, R866 LNER B12
locomotive, a Gutzold East German diesel
locomotive, Hornby ‘Golden Arrow’ coach,
two 6-wheel vans, various other freight
stock, H&M ‘Clipper’ transformer and
supplementary controller, weathered Hornby
track, boxed tunnel, boxed H-D signal box and
footbridge, and various other scenic items,
most locos and stock in original boxes, varying
F-VG (qty in 2 boxes) £90-120
537.
Assorted OO Gauge Trains and
Accessories by Hornby-Dublo Trix and Others,
including H-D station, two footbridges (one
boxed), two colour light signals and various
semaphores, 3 wagons, Trix various wagons,
one plastic and one tinplate coaches, various
switches, Graham Farish assorted wagons
(some with boxes) and spare parts, two Jouef
BR coaches and other items, varying P-G (qty)
£40-60
538.
Triang and Triang-Hornby OO Gauge
Rolling Stock, approx. 22 assorted coaches
and 20+ wagons (some by other makers),
suitable for spare parts or repairs, P-F (qty)
£40-60
539.
Triang and Triang-Hornby OO Gauge
Transcontinental and Other Rolling Stock,
including 7 boxed T/C series coaches (2 blue,
2 red/silver and 3 silver), 3 more unboxed,
together with boxed Pullman ‘Jane’, a BR
black ‘Princess’ loco only, 4 wagons (some
damaged) and several empty boxes, varying
P-VG (qty) £70-100

540.
Early Triang OO Gauge Trains
with British and Continental Scenic Items,
including Triang R3x set with Jinty 0-6-0T,
series 2 track and wagons, Triang and T/H
stations, inclined piers, Mail sets (2), Hornby
system 6 track and other items, together
with two boxed Erzgebirge building kits by
H Auhagen (unchecked), brick papers and
5 large-scale German card building kits
including Schreibers Modellierbogen models
of St Stephen’s Cathedral, Vienna, and Ulm
Münster, varying P-G (qty in 2 boxes)
£50-80

541.
Triang and Other OO Gauge Trains
and Scenic Accoutrements, comprising
Triang R3P Train set with BR green ‘Princess
Elizabeth’ (loco VG-E) coaches and series 3
track, 3 individually boxed Triang coaches and
2-6-2T locomotive in black (F), together with a
Replica Railways GWR 0-6-0PT locomotive and
Lima class 09 diesel shunter in BR green, with
5 Peco points, box of approx. 15 Nickel-Silver
SL100X Flexitrack lengths, 12 ‘Seep’ PM1 point
motors, Gaugemaster electronic track cleaner,
unmade building kits by Dapol, Cooper Craft
and Ratio, and other scenic materials including
2 scratchbuilt houses, much in original boxes/
packaging (qty in 2 boxes) £80-120
542.
Hornby and Other OO Gauge Trains,
comprising R058 ‘Jinty’ no 47458 in BR black,
17 assorted wagons (mostly Private Owners)
by Hornby, Mainline and Dapol, including a
3-wagon Dinnington Coke set, all in original
boxes, G-VG, boxes F-VG, together with four
unboxed BR crimson Mk 1 coaches, all G (22)
£70-100
543.
Hornby OO Gauge LNER
Locomotives and Coaching Stock, locos
comprising boxed R284 class B12 no 8579,
unboxed B17 class no 2848 ‘Arsenal’ and A3
no 4472 ‘Flying Scotsman’, all in LNER green,
with three teak ‘clerestory’ coaches, four
boxed Gresley coaches and five unboxed
(three with roofs repainted grey), and an
unboxed Thompson coach, all G-VG, boxes P-G
(8 boxed +10 unboxed inc tenders) £120-160
544.
Lima and Hornby OO and HO Gauge
Locomotives Stock and Track, including Lima
HO Gauge LMS red 4F locomotive and three
coaches (one missing bogies), OO gauge class
J50 0-6-0T in LNER green with 6 asstd wagons,
Hornby including GWR 0-4-0T no 101 and
approx. 20 wagons, a large quantity of mostly
boxed Lima track, and a Corgi Edinburgh tram,
mostly G-VG (qty) £60-90
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545.
Mainline OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising ‘Dean Goods’ no
2516, Churchward ‘Mogul’ no 5322 and
Manor class no 7819 ‘Hinton Manor’, all in
GWR green, together with BR standard class 4
no 74001 in lined BR green, all VG, boxes F-G
(4) £70-100
546.
Unboxed OO Gauge GWR Steam
Locomotives by Various Makers, comprising
Hornby ‘King Edward IV’ no 6024 and 0-6-0PT
no 8751 (missing chimney top), Mainline
‘Dean Goods’ no 2517, Airfix ‘Prairie’ no 6110
(missing rear pony wheels), Lima 0-6-0PT no
9400 and American-style 0-4-0T no 148, all in
Great Western green, F-G (8 inc tenders)
£60-80

547.
Hornby OO Gauge Steam
Locomotives, comprising boxed ‘9F’ no 92220
‘Evening Star’, and ‘Black Five’ no 45021
in lined BR black, both VG, boxes P and G
respectively, together with BR standard class
7’s no 70000 ‘Britannia’ with late totem and
no 70021 ‘Morning Star’ with early motif,
both in lined BR green, both G-VG, (6 inc loose
tenders) £70-100
548.
A Bachmann OO Gauge ‘Jubilee’
Class Locomotive and Various Pullman
Coaches, the loco ref 31-251 rebuilt no 45736
in late BR green with cabside stripe, VG-E, box
VG, together with two boxed Wrenn Pullmans
‘Aries’ and ‘Car No 73’, boxed Triang R228
‘Mary’ with unboxed ‘Jane’ and ‘Ruth’, boxed
Hornby R223 and R233 coaches, and three
more unboxed, mostly VG, boxes G-VG (6
boxed + 5 unboxed) £80-120
549.
Hornby OO Gauge Southern
Railway Locomotives and Coaching Stock,
comprising boxed ‘Schools’ class no 928
‘Stowe’ and unboxed ‘BoB’ class no 21C159
‘Sir Archibald Sinclair’ (with etched ‘plates),
both in malachite green, with BR black class
M7 no 30027 in part-box and ‘retro-LBSCR
liveried’ 32635 ‘Brighton Works’, all VG, boxes
P-G, together with boxed coaches R431,
R441 (2) and R445, three more unboxed in
SR green, one in BR (SR) green and ‘Golden
Arrow’ coach S309S in BR blue/grey, all G-VG
(14 inc loose tender) £120-160
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554.
Hornby ‘Skaledale’ OO Gauge
Buildings and Scenics, including ‘White Cliffs
Cottage’, ‘Derelict House’, Car Service & Repair
Garage, Country Police Station, Greenhouse,
Garden Shed, straight and corner wall
sections, modern telephone box, tarpaulined
cars and wire foliage branches, all VG-E, most
appear unopened, boxes VG-E (12) £70-100

550.
Triang-Hornby OO Gauge ‘SingleDriver’ Locomotives and Coaching Stock,
comprising R354 GWR ‘Lord of the Isles’
locomotive and tender in gloss green and
R553 Caledonian Railway no 123 in CR blue,
both in yellow plastic insert-type boxes, both
VG-E, boxes VG, together with three R428
Caledonian Brake Coaches in crimson/white,
all VG-E, boxes VG (5) £90-120
551.
Airfix Dapol and Lima OO Gauge
GWR Steam Locomotives Railcars and
Coaching Stock, comprising Airfix/GMR
‘Pendennis Castle’ no 4079 in BR green, Airfix
0-4-2T renumbered 1411 and Dapol ‘County
of Worcester’ no 1029 both in GW green, Lima
GWR brown/cream railcars no 22 and (parcels)
no 34, together with 6 ‘Centenary’ stock (1
in BR crimson), two ‘Autocoaches’ and one
‘B-set’ coach, all G-VG, most in boxes, boxes
F-VG (14) £100-140
552.
Hornby OO Gauge LMS & LNER
Steam Locomotives and Coaching Stock,
comprising boxed R871 LMS Crimson ‘King
George VI’ no 6244, VG-E except one tender
wheel broken, boxed LMS blue ‘Coronation’
coaches R422 and R423, both VG, boxes VG,
together with unboxed LMS crimson ‘Duchess
of Sutherland’ no 6233, LNER green ‘Flying
Scotsman’ no 4472, six assorted LMS crimson
coaches, Royal Mail TPO van, and a BR
carmine/cream Gresley Sleeping Car, all G-VG
(15 inc loose tenders) £90-120

553.
A Collection of OO Gauge Trains
and Track Items by Hornby and Others,
comprising Hornby ‘Albert Hall’ no 4983 in
GWR green and open-cabbed 0-6-0PT no
2747 in GWR black, both VG-E, boxes G-VG,
unboxed ‘Smokey Joe’ 0-4-0ST no 56025,
boxed GWR restaurant car, BR (WR) Autocoach
in crimson and Replica Railways Collett coach
in BR maroon, two R446 coaches, 10 assorted
freight stock, GW Royal Mail coach, box of
Peco Streamline N/S flexitrack metre lengths,
various other track pieces including boxed
R361 siding pack, H&M ‘Duette’ controller and
other items, mostly G-VG (qty) £90-120

555.
A Panorama of OO/HO Scale Scenic
Accoutrements, including 4 boxes pre-painted
Preiser people, made-up churches (one
plastic, one card), various other kit buildings,
an arboretum of trees, shrubbery, hedges,
scatter materials, 3 Base-Toys Leyland lorries
and many other items, many in original
packaging, all G-VG (qty) £70-100

556.
Two Wrenn OO Gauge Locomotives
and an unmade Kibri Oil Depot Kit,
comprising W2238 rebuilt Merchant Navy
Class no 35028 ‘Clan Line’ in BR green and W
2226 ‘City of London’ no 46245 in BR crimson,
both VG-E, boxes G, slight staining to W2238,
together with an unmade Kibri ref 9810 ‘Aral’
oil depot kit, VG (3) £160-220
557.
Triang-Hornby and Jouef OO
and HO Gauge Trains and Scenic Effects,
including Triang ‘Britannia’ locomotive and
tender, slightly modified 0-4-0 diesel shunter
and Jouef Bo-Bo electric no 13001, with an
incomplete Lima DMU power car, boxed
Triang green Engineer’s coach, pair of madeup CKD coaches, Pullman brake coach, battle
space helicopter car with cream ‘chopper’, an
assortment of freight stock, together with a
modest quantity of track, control equipment,
elevated piers and scenic buildings and parts,
and a copy of Henry Greenly’s ‘Model Electric
Locomotives & Railways’ (pub Cassell Ltd, April
1922), and other items, varying P-G (qty in 2
boxes) £70-100
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558.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge 3-rail ‘St
Paddy’ Locomotive and Other Items, the
Deltic ref 3234 in two-tone green as no D9001
in original box, loco F, some damp damage,
one coupling missing and tyres u/s, box P-F,
an overpainted black 0-6-2T (P), breakdown
crane set (missing all jacks), UD 6-wheel
tanker, Saxa Salt wagon and cable drum
wagon, together with a plastic buffer stop and
type A2 controller, mostly F-G (qty) £70-100
559.
Hornby and Bachmann OO Gauge
Trains, including Hornby R866 class B12
locomotive, R2151 ‘Austerity’ 0-6-0ST no
157 in Longmoor blue livery, a 4-car class
91 Inter-city electric set (cheaper set type
sans pantograph), a 3-wagon W E Wise of
Mortimer set, Ketton Cement wagon and
Bachmann bogie bolster, with three other
items, mostly in original boxes, G-VG, boxes G
(12) £70-100
560.
Hornby and Bachmann OO Gauge
Trains and Scenic Items, modern image items
including Hornby class 92 026 ‘Britten’ in Red
colours, class 47 844 in Virgin colours and
class 06 shunter in ECC quarries livery as no 8,
all VG, boxes VG, together with 2 Bachmann
hopper wagons with added loads, a Peco kitbuild MPD, various other buildings and scenic
items, varying F-G (qty) £70-100
561.
Triang OO Gauge Locomotives
and Rolling Stock, many with original boxes,
including ‘Winston Churchill’ locomotive
and tender, 3-car DMU (in individual boxes),
Jinty 0-6-0T, BR maroon/cream coaches and
assorted wagons, with several TC series
including helicopter car and snowplough (both
with some damages), together with unboxed
‘Flying Scotsman’ no 60103 in BR green with
uncommon green-backed nameplate, Blue
Pullman centre car (only - no end cars), and
other items, mostly G-VG, boxes P-G (qty)
£120-160
562.
Triang OO Gauge RDX Set Girder
Bridge Set Track and Accessories, the RDX set
containing BR black 2-6-2T locomotive and
freight stock, R260 Girder Bridge presentation
set with wood-based bridge and piers, a large
collection of series 2,3 and 4 track, much in
original boxes, with an operating mail coach
set, stations, platforms and many other scenic
items varying P-VG (qty in 3 boxes)
£100-140
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563.
Hornby (China) OO Gauge LNER &
Ex-LNER A3 Class Locomotives, comprising
LNER green no 2505 ‘Cameronian’, R2152 in
BR green as no 60085 ‘Manna’ with ‘German’
smoke deflectors, and R2054, no 60103 ‘Flying
Scotsman’, all with non-corridor tenders, all
VG-E, boxes VG, 2505 missing card details
insert (3) £120-160
564.
Hornby Lima and Mainline OO
Gauge Locomotives, comprising Hornby R322
class 86 electric in RES red livery (G, some
black smudges to one end), class 47 diesel
D1520 in 2-tone green, with Lima L204613
class 37 057 ‘Viking’ in EW&S maroon/yellow,
and Mainline Collett 0-6-0 and tender no 2213
in lined BR black, G-VG, boxes P-F (4)
£70-100

567.
Hornby (Margate) OO Gauge ‘Flying
Scotsman’ 1972-1975 Sets and Dublo 3-rail
0-6-2T Locomotive, the sets comprising R098
containing LNER green ‘Flying Scotsman’ no
4472 with green and blue/grey tenders, set
R089 with three blue/grey Mk IA coaches,
G-VG, boxes P-F with damp damage, together
with a Hornby-Dublo BR black 0-6-2T no
69567 in original box, P-F, some damp damage
and splits to lid (3) £60-90

568.
Hornby and Mainline OO Gauge
GWR Locomotives and Tenders, comprising
no 6008 ‘King James II’, Hall class renumbered
as no 4911 ‘Bowden Hall’ with etched plates
and incorrect smokebox door, both by Hornby,
and Mainline Collett 0-6-0 no 3205, all G-VG (6
inc tenders) £50-80
565.
Hornby OO Gauge Passenger and
Freight Stock, the majority in original boxes,
including 3 LNER coaches, 3 GWR coaches, BR
(SR) Mk 1 brake coach, Siphon G and H vans,
Millenium 2000 chromed 100-ton fuel tan
wagon, open 3-wagon set ‘Spencer’, 4 smaller
boxed wagons, together with two unboxed BR
maroon coaches and a collection of approx.
10 unboxed wagons, mostly G-VG (one lacking
wheels), boxes F-G (16 boxes + 12 loose)
£70-100
566.
Bachmann OO Gauge Passenger
and Freight Stock, all in original boxes,
comprising 2 Bullied coaches in BR (SR) green,
two dittos and a BR Mk 1 in carmine/cream
and two suburban coaches in WR maroon,
together with GWR ‘Crocodile’ wagon, two
Berry Wiggins tankers, South Durham Steel
hopper wagon and 6 others, mostly VG, boxes
mostly G, some missing card inserts (17)
£90-120

569.
Trix Twin Railway OO Gauge 3-rail
AC American Locomotive and Other Items,
ref 9/525, American 0-4-0 switcher locomotive
with tender and instructions, G-VG, two
driving wheels fatigued, together with a
BR lined black 0-4-0T no 48, G, moderate
playwear, two BR red/cream scale-length
brake coaches with lights, LMS brake van and
a Whistling Signal box set (missing switch),
mostly G-VG in original boxes, a post-war 7”
LNER coach in non-original box, VG and postwar ac controller (8)
£50-80
570.
A Modest Collection of mostly OO
Gauge Catalogues, including 3rd and 4th
edition Wrenn catalogues, both G-VG with
price lists, Hornby Minitrix N Gauge 1981,
Wills Finecast kits, Ratio models, P&D Marsh,
W&H 1983 and numerous other catalogues,
with a small number of layout construction
booklets, mostly G (qty) £20-30
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571.
Hornby-Dublo OO Gauge Trains
with Master Models and Other Accessories,
including converted-to 2-rail 0-6-2T no
69567 in matt BR black, three super-detail
WR coaches (all VG), red/cream tinplate
Restaurant car, Fruit D van, cattle wagon and
11 other H-D wagons plus three by Peco or
similar, together with a collection of Scenic
items including Dinky Figures (approx. 12),
Dublo footbridge, level crossing, signals,
Master Models LT bus shelter, WH Smith
kiosk and others by Merit and Wills cigarette
posters, all G-VG and contained in a wooden
cabinet (qty) £90-120
572.
Hornby-Dublo and Hornby
(Margate) Trains, comprising H-D 3-rail 2-6-4T
Locomotive no 80054 in BR black, superdetail BR (ER) maroon composite coach and
brake/2nd, with WR tinplate Restaurant car
and signal box, all in original boxes, G, boxes
P-G, together with a Hornby R550 class 9F
locomotive and tender in BR black as no
92166, VG, box G-VG (6) £50-80
573.
Dapol Airfix and Hornby OO
Gauge Trains and Assorted Diecast Models,
Locomotives comprising an Airfix ‘Scot’ in
LMS lined black as no 6103 ‘Royal Scots
Fusilier’, Dapol ‘County of Stafford no 1027
in late BR green and GWR ‘shirtbutton’ green
0-4-2T no 1420, all G-VG, boxes F-G, a Hornby
R4095 12-wheel LMS dining car, a Corgi ‘OOC’
Southdown Plaxton coach, two Corgi Classics
1:50 scale lorries and two Burago car models,
all G-VG, boxes F-VG (9) £70-100

574.
Boxed Hornby-Dublo 2-rail 8F
(repainted) and Other OO Gauge Trains,
comprising ref 2224 8F Locomotive and
tender repainted in gloss black as LMS 8474,
as repaint G, box VG, 4300 Blue Spot fish van,
4301 Banana, 4305 Fruit D van, 4312 W brake
van, 4320 refrigerator van, 4323 SR Utility van
and 4657 UD milk tanker, all VG-E, boxes VG,
with Wrenn W4627P Cerebos salt wagon, a
Kitmaster motorised box wagon nicely made
up and painted as an ‘Enparts’ van, TriangHornby pair maroon full brakes from CKD
kits, R16 and R561 wagons, boxed controller
and two continental-style Plasser & Theurer
track machines by RMM, all VG, boxes VG (15
boxes) £100-140

575.
Jouef and Marx OO/HO Gauge
Trains, including two Jouef ‘Nord’ 4-6-2
locomotives and tenders with two uncommon
BR blue/grey liveried coaches, two clockwork
0-4-0T locomotives (both working) and six BR
wagons, a quantity of track including points,
controller, stations and other items, together
with two Marx blue/white diesel locomotives,
both incomplete, and two 3-coach sets,
mostly F-G, several items with damage (qty)
£50-80
576.
A Hornby OO Gauge Inter-city Train
Set and six Unmade Airfix Kit Locomotives,
the set R686 containing class 37 diesel in blue
with four blue/grey coaches and track, all G,
set box F, together with unmade Airfix kits for
Rocket, Harrow, Evening Star, City of Truro,
Biggin Hill and BR Mogul, mostly sealed in
original packs, VG (7) £70-100

577.
Assorted OO Gauge Locomotives
Parts and Stock by Triang Hornby and Others,
comprising boxed T-H R866NS B12 class in
LNER green as no 8509, boxed Piko Belgian
Railways 0-8-0 and tender no 81340, unboxed
Hornby class 25 diesel and weathered
Mainline LMS 6100 ‘Royal Scot’, together with
two ‘Jinties’ and a blue 0-4-0T with motors
but lacking rods or couplings, and incomplete
(lacking motors and other parts) ‘Winston
Churchill’ and tender, ‘Sir Dinadan’ without
tender, 3F 0-6-0, uncommon ‘Swedish’ 0-4-0
Diesel loco in red (G), various loco bodies
including Flying Scotsman and an A4 pacific,
loco chassis including H-D 0-6-0DS without
motor, assorted tenders and other parts, three
boxed Triang BR maroon coaches and four
wagons, some items weathered or retouched,
varying P-G, many incomplete or damaged
(qty) £100-140
578.
Hornby OO Gauge Trains and Tomy
‘Atomic Pinball’ Game, Trains including LMS
crimson ‘Duke of Sutherland’ no 5541 with
tender and 2 LMS coaches, 3-car High Speed
Train, LNER ‘teak’ Sleeping Car, class 25 diesel
in green as D7596 and four wagons, small
quantity of track and scenic items, mostly
F-G, damage to 5541’s valve gear and other
playwear, together with a boxed Tomy Atomic
Pinball machine, G, box F-G (qty) £50-80

579.
Hornby OO Gauge Trains and
Accessories, including a GWR Freight set with
0-6-0PT locomotive, wagons and track, LNER
green Flying Scotsman locomotive and tender,
class 31 diesel in 2-tone green, 2 BR red/
cream mk 1 coaches, T/C-style BR blue/grey
Mail Van, boxed station and footbridge, H&M
Clipper controller and other items, mostly G,
moderate playwear, boxes P-F (qty) £60-80
580.
Triang and Trix OO Gauge Trains
and N Scale Buildings, comprising a boxed
R259S ‘Britannia’ and Tender, unboxed ‘Jinty’
0-6-0T, various coaches and wagons, some in
original boxes, elevated piers, station, signal
box and track pieces, a small group of pre-war
Trix three rail items including incomplete LMS
0-4-0 no 6200, three LMS 7” coaches, 4+ kitbuilt wagons from Hamblings papers (with Trix
wheels), together with approx. 20 Continental
N scale buildings made from Faller and other
kits, the majority F-G (qty) £60-80

581.
Hornby and Bachmann 00 Gauge
Locomotives, Hornby R3229 BR green Star
Class 4021 ‘British Monarch’ and R2218 BR
green West Country Class 34041 ‘Wilton’,
Bachmann 32-828A BR black (weathered) Ivatt
Class 2MT 46526, 31-802 BR black Class 93XX
9308 and 31-636 BR black Class 64XX Pannier
Tank 6417, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes
F-VG (5) £120-180
582.
Hornby Lima Bachmann 00 Gauge
Locomotives Rolling stock Accessories Track
and Vehicles, Lima 205133 BR crimson/cream
Railcar, Hornby R4125D SR Coach, Skaledale
R9776 Signal Box (poor), Bachmann BR WR
Mk1 coaches (3) and open truck, Oxford
Rail Truck, all in original boxes, unboxed
Bachmann Pannier Tank 3751, Tri-ang Coaches
(5) and blue Utility Vans (2), Hornby red/
cream Coaches (2), Hornby wagons (5), Gauge
master Combi Controller, empty Wrenn box
W2202 for NTG Tank,, EFE buses (2), Oxford
Omnibus (3), Trackside ERF with Boat load,
Days Gone (4), all in original boxes, various
accessories including Stone walling, Fencing,
Signals and large quantity of Peco Track
including 25 points and 30 pieces of various
length of track (some used), P-E, boxes F-VG
(large qty) £100-150

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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Lot 594

583.
Hornby 00 Gauge BR Black 5
whitemetal Traction Engine kit and Trix
Station Platforms, Black 5 unboxed F-G lacks
nameplates, Prime Pork Van (lacks roof),
South Eastern Finecast kitbuilt Traction
Engine, finished to a good standard, lacks
chimney, unpainted, may be lacking some
small parts, Trix Manyways narrow Platforms
(2), Platforms with Canopies (2), Ramps (2)
and Glasgow Station sign and seats (2), F-G
(qty) £50-70
584.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail
2-6-4 Goods Train Set and Accessories, Set
including BR black 204-4 Tan Engine, three
trucks, oval of track and 1954/5 catalogue, in
original set box, together with Signals (2, one
electric), electric points (7), Buffer stops (2),
various switches and qty of track, F-G, box F ,
lid lacks one side and label on side, (qty)
£50-70

587.
A South Eastern Finecast 00 Gauge
Kitbuilt GWR ‘County’ Class and Nucast
Kitbuilt GWR 78XX ‘Manor’ Class Locomotive
and Tenders, SEF GWR green 3827 ‘County
of Gloucester’, body and chassis built and
painted to a fair-good standard, in original
box, G, box G, Nucast GWR green 7808
‘Cookham Manor’, built and painted to a fairgood standard, in original box, VG, box G (2)
£60-80
585.
Hornby-Dublo 00 Gauge 3-Rail
‘Silver King’ Passenger Train Set and
Accessories, comprising BR green 60016
‘Silver King ‘ Locomotive and Tender, two
BR blood and custard coaches, oval of track,
in original box, F, box P-F, both lid ends
unattached, together with D1 Through
Station with both ramps and Type A3 Power
controller, F (5) £50-70
586.
Tri-ang 00 Gauge repainted SR EMU
and Ratio and Hornby-Dublo rolling stock,
2-Car EMU re-painted GWR brown and cream,
Ratio kitbuilt 4-wheel coach and Dublo Horse
box repainted chocolate and cream and doors
replaced, F, Trailer car with damage around
one window (4) £30-50
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588.
00 Gauge Kitbuilt 14xx Tank
Locomotive and Autocoach and other GWR
Coaches, DJH/K’s or similar GWR green 0-4-2
Tank and kitbuilt GWR chocolate and cream
Auto-coach, both built and painted to a fairgood standard, G-VG together with kitbuilt
chocolate and cream Suburbans, all built and
painted to a fair-good standard, G-VG (4)
£80-120
589.
Phoenix 00 Gauge Kitbuilt 4 CEP
Southern Railway green 4-Car EMU and
Comet Models kitbuilt BR SR Mk1 Coaches,
Phoenix EMU comprising Power ( not
motorised), Trailer, Centre coach and Buffet
coach, built to a good standard, painted to
a fair standard G, Comet kitbuilt all First,
Restaurant Car and Brake/2nd, all built to
a good standard, painted to an amateur
standard with a gloss finish, G (7) £60-80

590.
A DJH 00 Gauge Kitbuilt BR green
‘West Country’ Class rebuilt Locomotive and
tender, 34047 ‘Callington’, built and painted to
a good standard, in original box, VG, box G
£40-60

591.
South Eastern Finecast 00 Gauge
Kitbuilt A4 Locomotive and Tender, finished in
LNER green 4486 ‘Merlin’, built and painted to
a good standard, in original box, G-VG, valve
gear incomplete, various spares in box, box G
£40-60
592.
A South Eastern Finecast 00
Gauge Kitbuilt GWR ‘King’ and Castle Class
Locomotives and tenders, GWR green 6009
‘King Charles 11’, and GWR green 5014
‘Goodrich Castle’, both bodies and chassis
built to a fair-good standard and painted, to
an amateur standard, both in original boxes,
F-G, boxes G £60-80
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593.
An Ever Ready 00 Gauge
Underground Set, comprising Power Car
and two Passenger coaches, 12 curved rails,
battery Transformer and photocopies of
instructions, in original box, VG, some fatigue
to power driving wheels, box VG £80-120

600.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR green Lord
Nelson Class Locomotives and Tenders, BR
green ‘Lord Rodney’ re-numbered 863 (in 31401 box), 31-406 30850 ‘Lord Nelson’ and 31403 30861 ‘Lord Anson’, all in original boxes,
G-E, boxes F-VG (3) £80-120

594.
Graham Farish Hornby and Trix 00
Gauge Rolling Stock, GF, circa 1950’s open
wagon, Van and Guards van, in original boxes
with three empty boxes, Hornby 1980’s
repainted SR green coaches (3) and Trix plastic
1960’s BR WR coaches (2) and BR maroon (2)
together with unmarked LMS maroon 7055
parcels coach, F-VG, boxes G (14) £30-50

601.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR green Lord
Nelson Class Locomotives and Tenders, 31402 30851 ‘Sir Francis Drake’, 31-406 30850
‘Lord Nelson’ and 31-405 30852 ‘Sir Walter
Raleigh’, all in original boxes, E, boxes F-VG (3)
£80-120

595.
Bachmann 00 Gauge SECR
and Southern Railway Locomotives in
Presentation boxes, Class N 2-6-0 Southern
green No 1863 and SECR grey 810, in original
wooden presentation box and Ltd Edition
2893/3000 9ct Gold Plated nameplate
Southern green 850 ‘Lord Nelson’, in original
wooden presentation box with outer card
despatch box, E, boxes G-VG (two boxes, three
locomotives) £80-120
596.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR green Lord
Nelson Class Locomotives and Tenders, 31405 30852 ‘Sir Walter Raleigh’,31-403 30861
‘Lord Anson’ and 31-409 30865 ‘Sir John
Hawkins’, all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG
(3) £80-120

602.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR and
Southern Railway N-Class 2-6-0 Locomotives
and Tenders, 32-162 BR black 31401, 31-155
SR green 1864 and 32-160 SR olive green
1406, all in original boxes. E, boxes G-VG (3)
£80-120

597.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR green
Lord Nelson Class Locomotives and Tenders,
31-408 30850 ‘Lord Nelson’, 31-405 30852
‘Sir Walter Raleigh’ and 31-403 30861 ‘Lord
Anson’, all in original boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG
(3) £80-120

603.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR 9f and 4MT
Standard Tank Locomotives and Tender, 32850 Heritage Range in association with NRM
BR green 92220 ‘Evening Star’ Locomotive
and Tender, 32-350DC BR black 4MT 80009
and 32-357 4MT 80079 2-6-4 Standard Tank
Locomotives, all in original boxes, E, boxes
G-VG (3) £80-120
604.
Bachmann 00 Gauge BR Class A4
and Class 4 Locomotives and Tenders, 31-102
BR black ‘75073’ and 31-105 BR black ‘75078’
4-6-0 Standard Class 4 Locomotives and
Tenders together with 31-951A BR green Class
A4 60009 ‘Union of South Africa’, all in original
boxes, E, boxes G-VG (3) £80-120

598.
Bachmann 00 Gauge Southern
Railway green Lord Nelson Class Locomotives
and Tenders, 31-404 855 ‘Robert Blake
Maunsell’, 31-401 864 ‘Sir Martin Frobisher’
(2) and olive green 31-404 855 ‘Robert Blake
Maunsell’, all in original boxes, E, boxes F-VG
(3) £80-120
599.
Bachmann 00 Gauge Southern
Railway green Lord Nelson Class Locomotives
and Tenders, 31-404 855 ‘Robert Blake
Maunsell’, 31-407 856 ‘Lord St Vincent’
and 31-401 864 ‘Sir Martin Frobisher’, all in
original boxes, E, boxes F-VG (3) £80-120

606.
Bachmann 00 Gauge 63’ Bullied
BR green coaches, 34-501, 526, 551, 554 and
577, all in original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (5)
£40-60
607.
Tri-ang Hornby and Hornby BR
and SR Locomotives Blue Pullman and other
Pullman Coaches, Hornby R154 SR green Class
N15 795 ‘Sir Dinadan’, in original box, unboxed
Tri-ang 3-Car Blue Pullman, in later blue
(power car has poor roof), BR green ‘Princess
Elizabeth’, T/H SR green M7 327, Hornby SR
green Schools Class 921 ‘Shrewsbury’, LNER
green B12 8509, Mainline BR black 0-6-0
68745 0-6-0 Tank Engine, Hornby chocolate
and cream Pullman coaches ‘Lucille’, ‘Car No
88’ and ‘Agatha’ and Inter-City blue /grey
coach, generally G-VG, box G (qty)
£100-140
608.
Various makers 00 Gauge Goods
wagons and Tri-ang Hornby accessories
including Turntable, Tri-ang R77 Bridge
Supports, T/H R405M Colour Light Signal,
R394 Buffer Stop, R496 Double Track Level
Crossing, various T/H AND Hornby points,
Diamond crossing and a few pieces of track,
in original boxes, unboxed Turntable, Various
goods vans by Dapol (6), Bachmann Queen
Mary Guards Van, Airfix kitbuilt wagons,
all in original boxes, unboxed wagons by
Hornby (12), Lima (2) and Peco kitbuilt (4),
Bradford Exchange Don Brecon ‘A Special
Treat’ Wedgwood plate, in original box and
Superquick Hotel low relief buildings unmade
card kit, in original packet, F-VG, boxes F-G
(45+) £60-80
609.
Graham Farish Trix Lima Tri-ang 00
Gauge Locomotive Rolling Stock Accessories
and Buildings, GF 1950s GWR green 0-6-0
Pannier Tank, Trix 1163 BR blue ‘Western
Enterprise’ and BR green ‘Western Explorer’,
Hornby R332 High Speed Train set comprising
Power and Dummy cars and chassis of centre
coach, R394 Buffer Stops, Lima 9051 Car
Unloading System, 60 0951 Coach Wash, Jouef
5482 repainted coach (lacks one bogie) all
in original boxes, unboxed repainted Tri-ang
Jinty, three TC wagons and flat truck, Victorian
Station and platforms and various card
buildings, P-G, contents not checked boxes F
(qty) £60-80

605.
Bachmann 00 Gauge 63’ Bullied
BR crimson and cream coaches, 34-502, 503,
503A, 527, 528, 528A, 552, 553, 553A and
576, all in original boxes, E, boxes VG (10)
£80-120

Buyers Premium: 17.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
Internet Buyers Premium: 22.5% plus Value Added Tax making a total of 27% of the Hammer Price
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614.
Tri-ang Hornby Mainline Peco Lima
00 Gauge Good wagons, Hornby (23, including
six S&C and seven Bolsover), Hornby-Dublo
(1), Airfix (1), Dapol (5, all cattle trucks),
Lima (5 including four Buxton), Mainline (8
including three NE Loco trucks), Bachmann (1)
and Peco (2, one boxed), generally VG, box F
(46) £70-90

610.
Trix Twin 00 Gauge American and
UK outline Train Set and Accessories, set
comprising BR black 0-4-0 Tender Locomotive
and BR black 0-4-0 Tank Engine, blood and
custard coaches (3), well wagon with boiler,
white and maroon American Box Cars and
Caboose, two controllers, in set box, 640
Tank Wagon and 600 3-plank wagon, both
in original boxes, large qty of loose Bakelite
track, Transformer and assortment of
literature including various Trix Gazettes No
6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 15, 1950’s Catalogues
(3), Permanent Way Manual, Instructions,
Trix Letter with special offer, Power Supply
Units and Train Whistle leaflets, F-G, both
locomotives require extensive repairs, boxes
P-F (qty) £40-60
611.
Hornby 00 Gauge Thomas Train
Set and Locomotives Lima Railcar and
Accessories, R181 Thomas Electric Set
comprising 0-6-0 Thomas, Annie and Clarabel,
three trucks, track and controller, in unopened
box, E, box G, R392 GWR green 3821 ‘County
of Bedford’ and GWR green Pannier Tank
2744, R456 and R457 GWR Coaches, Lima
205132 GWR Railcar, Mainline Trucks (2),
Fleischmann 6750 Transformer, Points Peco
(6), Hornby (2), qty of Hornby loose track,
Wrenn No 3 Catalogue and Mainline 1979
Catalogue, generally VG-E, boxes F-G (qty)
£100-140
612.
Hornby ( Margate and China) 00
Gauge Tank Locomotives, Margate R302 BR
black Jinty repainted LMS black, R052 LMS
maroon Jinty 16440, R396 GNR green J13
Saddle Tank 1247, R057 Caledonian blue
0-4-0 Saddle Tank 270 and China R2324
BR weathered black Class J83 68450, all in
original boxes and unboxed LMS maroon
16037 Saddle Tank, F-E, boxes F-VG (6)
£60-80
613.
Tri-ang and Hornby 00 Gauge
maroon coaches, Tri-ang R424 Buffet Car and
Utility Van, in original boxes (Utility in wrong
box). Mk 1 coaches (6), Royal Mail coaches (4),
Suburban (2), maroon and cream (1), Hornby
R4100A Autocoach and R4095B LMS Dining
Car, both in original boxes, unboxed Mainline
Buffet Restaurant Car and unmarked Corridor
coach and Graham Farish early Suburban,
G-E, boxes F-VG (19) £70-90
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615.
Hornby 00 Gauge Station and
Goods Yard and other Buildings, including
R8007 Booking Hall, R506 Goods Shed, R592
Main Line Station, R510 Platform Shelter,
R196 Bungalow Kit, Footbridge, Signal Boxes
(3), Water Tower, various Platforms, Steps,
Fencing, Canopies and supports, many in
original boxes, G-VG, boxes F-G (qty) £50-80

619.
Hornby (Margate and China) 00
Gauge Southern Coaches and Utility Vans,
Margate R431, R432 (2), R486, R487 and
R4057 Utility Van, China, Maunsell Coaches (6)
and 4-wheel Passenger Brake van, R4056 and
R4535 Utility Vans, all in original boxes, VG-E,
boxes G-VG (15) £100-140
620.
00 Gauge Plastic and Card
unmade kits by various makers, Keil Kraft
West Ham Type ‘A’ Tram, Tower Models
Blackpool Balloon Tram, Faller 587 Bus/Tram
Shelters and 180581 Fountain, Dapol Deltic
Locomotive, Superquick Low Relief Hotel,
Offices and Restaurant, Four Terraced Houses,
Four Cottages, Two Detached Houses and
Railway Terminus/Through Station, Builder
Plus Bridge and Public House, all in original
boxes/ packaging, VG, all appear complete
although not checked, boxes G (qty) £30-50
621.
Hornby-Dublo and Wrenn 00
Gauge 2-Rail Locomotives and Rolling Stock,
Dublo 4313 Gunpowder Vans (2) and 4627 ICI
Salt wagon, in original boxes, unboxed, two
repainted Wrenn green 0-6-0 Tank Engines,
Dublo Breakdown Crane (restrung, no jacks),
Saxa Salt Van, Mobil Tank wagon, open trucks
and other wagons, F-VG, boxes F £50-70

616.
Various makers 00 Gauge Lineside
Accessories and Airfix Kits, Bachmann 36404 Station Staff 1940’s-50’s, Merit Pigs and
Trough, Brawa 5361 Station Clock, Wills Small
Gents Kit, Dundas Parkside Wagon Loads
(2), Peco LK-2 Water Cranes kit (2), Model
Scene Loco Crew and three Station figures (in
wrong pack) and eight Airfix unmade Platform
Canopy kits, in original yellow boxes, generally
VG-E, boxes/packets , G-VG (qty) £50-80
617.
Hornby (China) 00 Gauge Transrail
and YGB Seacow wagons, Transrail R6287D
and R6287A in blue and R6287E and R6287F
weathered (4), Departmental YGB R6288A
(3) and R6288C (3 weathered), all in original
boxes, E-M, boxes VG-E (12) £100-140

618.
Hornby (China) 00 Gauge Southern
Class T9 Locomotive and Tender and 1938
Suburban Coaches, R2711 SR class T9 ‘729’,
R4378 Southern Suburban 1938 ‘Coach Pack’
comprising SR green 1st, 3rd and Brake /3rd
coaches, in original boxes with outer sleeve
and R4299B SR Maunsell Composite coach no
5141, in original box, E, boxes VG (one loco
and four coaches in 3 boxes) £80-120

622.
Large collection of 00/HO Gauge
cars and Vans by various makers, including
Jouef (20+), Wiking (22+) and others generally
G-VG, a few have been repainted (199)
£50-70

623.
Wiking and other makers 00/
HO Gauge Commercial Vehicles including
Seefische artic, Thermos Lorry and Trailer,
Tram Cars (2), Coach, Esso and Aral Tank
Lorries (4), Wiking Transport Lorry and other
Lorries, Coca Cola Lorry and Refuse Truck and
others, generally VG (36) £60-80
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624.
Large quantity of 00/HO Gauge
Vehicles and kits, including Wiking artic
Lorries, Roco 1529 Trailer Set (boxed), various
container Lorries and qty of loose containers,
dismantled Wiking buses, other lorry kits and
various items by different manufacturers, F-VG
(qty) £50-70
625.
HO Gauge Model Railway
Accessories by Roco Faller and other
makers, including Faller 513, 515 and 516
backdrops, Roco 40296 Point Motors (2),
40292 Uncoupler, 10520 Switches, , 10623
Wire (2), 42609 manual uncoupler, Gulli Bleu
Trolley kit, D & R Station Bell, all in original
packaging, various kitbuilt buildings including
Saw Mill, Houses, Sheds and other building,
various items spares and Platform accessories
individually bagged, Oil Pump, Tug and Barge
and other items, generally VG, boxes G (qty)
£60-80
626.
00 and HO Gauge Locomotives
spares Coaches and Accessories, Mainline
0-6-2 Chassis, Tri-ang 0-6-0 chassis with
kit built Prairie body, two DB black diecast
motorised HO gauge Tenders, Fleischmann
038 547-8 Tub tender and Piko 0115188 8-wheel tender, SBB CFF FFS 10101
Electric Locomotive body with Pantographs,
Bachmann Hong Kong American outline
yellow Union Pacific 6922 Diesel Locomotive,
Lima Hopper wagons (2), unmarked Ferry
wagon and two open wagons with loads,
Roco BLS 1st Class coach body and Liliput DB
cream/blue 2nd Class coach body, eight part
dismantled Bachmann, Mainline and other
makers BR outline coaches, large collection of
spares in various small bags including wheels,
chassis, wire, resistors, Marklin wheels,
Coach/wagon bogies, Pantographs, F-VG (qty)
£60-80

627.
HO Gauge Locomotives and
bodies by various makers, Fleischmann
metal body SBB CFF green twin pantograph
electric Locomotives (2) and plastic SBB CFF
11688 and 11603 bodies and pantographs,
DB maroon 212 380-0 Diesel body (lacks cab
roof), black 64518 Tank engine body, HAG red
and cream 10035 Diesel body, Roco 89940.U
Loco Modules? (2) and other detailing spares
and Fleischmann DB black 4-wheel ‘Anna’
Tender, F-G (qty)
£80-120
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628.
Gaugemaster and other makers
controllers and Peco Track, Gaugemaster
Model Q 4-Track Controller, in original box,
H&M Duette (unboxed), Clipper and two
Multipack DC Control Units, in original boxes,
24 lengths of fixed Hornby full length straight
track and 18 full lengths of Peco flexi track,
both in original boxes and all appear unused,
G-VG, boxes F-G (qty) £60-80
629.
Hornby 00 Gauge China and
Margate 2-10-0 9F Locomotives and Tenders,
Margate R550 BR black renumbered 92103
with blackened wheels and China Railroad
series R2785 BR green 92220 ‘Evening Star’,
both in original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (2)
£60-80
630.
Hornby 00 Gauge (Margate) Tank
Locomotives and Diesel Shunter, R150 L&Y
black 0-4-0 Saddle Tank 627, R057 Caledonian
blue 0-4-0 Saddle Tank 270, R396 GNR green
0-6-0 J13 Saddle Tank 1247 and R054 BR InterCity two tone grey Class 08 Diesel Shunter, all
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (5)
£70-90

633.
Trix 00 Gauge Manyways Station
and Accessories, 3006 Through Station, 3004
Island Platforms, 32 Goods Shed, 732, Remote
Control Home Signal, 777 Block Signalling Set
comprising four Colour Light Signals and spare
bulbs, Station Staff Personnel, Merchandise
and Passengers sets (maybe mixed up) and
Wardie 34 Watchman’s Hut, all in original
boxes, unboxed Buffers, Ramps and Platform,
various pre and post-war instructions,
catalogues and manual, together with
unmade Airfix Fencing Kits (2), Britains Fir
Tree, kitbuilt Airfix Buildings (3), Girder Bridge
and Peco/Merit Tunnel Mouths (2), F-VG,
boxes F-G (qty) £50-70
634.
Large quantity of Trix 00 Gauge
Track Points and Controllers, huge qty straight
and curved Bakelite Track, various manual
and electric points, uncoupling sets, Diamond
crossings, Transformers and controllers, many
boxed and unboxed wires, switches (13,
generally F-G (large qty in four boxes),
£60-80
SMALLER GAUGES

631.
Bachmann American HO and
Playcraft BR HO Gauge Locomotives,
Bachmann CB & Q Burlington Route black
4-8-4 Locomotive and 16-wheel Tender,
VG, Playcraft repainted green D6100 Diesel
Locomotives, F-G (2) £50-80
635.
Triang TT Gauge Boxed ‘Merchant
Navy’ Class Locomotive and Unboxed Rolling
Stock, the locomotive ‘Clan Line’ with tender,
both G-VG in VG boxes, together with green
and red utility vans, an SR green suburban
coach, and quantity of assorted wagons,
mostly G-VG (30+) £80-120

632.
Trix 00 Gauge Locomotives and
Rolling Stock, 2/510 LMS black 0-4-0 Tank
Engine No 63, 1/567, 1/577, 1/587 BR scale
coaches, 1/570 (2), 4/570, 1/560 BR and LNER
coaches, 615 Crane Truck Set and 13 other
wagons, all in original boxes, 4/314 Train Set
box with black LNER 0-4-0 Tank engine, 8 Pre/
Post war bogie coaches, three LNER 4-wheel
coaches and eight goods wagons including
Crane truck, F-E, boxes F-VG (qty)
£80-120

636.
Repainted Modified and Kitbuilt TT
Gauge Rolling Stock, mostly modified Triang
or on Triang chassis, including assorted brake
vans, cattle wagons, open wagons and vans,
mostly F-G (50+) £100-140
637.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
Rolling Stock, mostly from Peco or other Kits,
some on Triang chassis, many private owner
coal wagons and a few vans, G (30+) £50-80
638.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
GWR Locomotives, comprising re-finished
Triang ‘Pendennis Castle’ and tender, and
2-6-2T no 6145, together with kit-bodied
Collett 0-6-0 and tender no 2248, 0-6-2T no
5612, 0-6-0PT no 5704, all in GWR green
with etched brass ‘plates, 5704 in original
GEM kit box, and an un-numbered black 97xx
condensing 0-6-0PT, all G (8 inc tenders)
£100-140
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639.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
LNER and BR Locomotives, comprising kitbodied class O4 2-8-0 and tender no 3654
and ex-GNR 0-6-0 and tender no 4284, both
in LNER black, together with two kit-built
4-wheeled LNER full brake vans, and repainted
Triang class 31 diesel D5501 in green/white,
0-6-0DS no 13026 in BR black and a plain black
‘Jinty’ 0-6-0T, all G (9 inc tenders) £100-140

640.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
SR Black Tender Locomotives, comprising T9
class 4-4-0 no 120 with ‘watercart’ tender
(front bogie mount needs attention), class S15
4-6-0 no 825 with bogie tender, and Q1 class
0-6-0’s nos C5 and C21, latter with dent to
right side of tender, otherwise all G-VG (8 inc
tenders) £100-140

644.
Kitbuilt and Repainted Triang
TT Gauge BR-era Locomotives, comprising
kit-bodied BR ‘Standard’ class 5 4-6-0 and
tender no 73005 in lined BR black, nicelyrepainted Triang ‘MN’ class no 35028 ‘Clan
Line’ in lined BR blue, another repainted
Bullied in green as no 34057 (un-named), and
re-finished ‘Britannia’ class no 70004 ‘William
Shakespeare’, together with a kit-built
Longmoor Military Railway 0-6-0DS no 8230
and matching Triang brake van, both in LMR
blue, mostly G-VG (10 inc tenders) £140-180
645.
Triang Kitbuilt and Modified TT
Gauge Rolling Stock and Kits, including
boxed Triang T275 tank wagon, T72 and T170
wagons, and two maroon coaches, one SR
green coach, two partially-repainted Pullman
cars (Eagle and Falcon), 15+ other Triang
coaches repainted in red/cream and other
liveries, a small quantity of Peco or similar
track, collection of kit-or part-dismantled
coaches, Triang engine shed, various empty
Triang boxes, unmade loco body kits for SR N
class and E2 class, and other items, varying
P-VG (qty) £100-140

649.
A Large Quantity of N Gauge Track
Layout Equipment Scenic Accessories and
Tools, including Arnold Flexitrack lengths,
points, turntable kit, turntable control
unit and two Morley twin-track controllers
mounted into a console, Arnold bridge piers,
Preiser people, Unmade Continental station
kits by Pola, Faller and others, various madeup buildings, Wiking road vehicles, wiring,
switches and other layout components,
together with various tools including a 15w
soldering iron, clip-stand and other items,
varying P-G (qty in 3 boxes) £70-100
650.
Continental N Gauge Rolling Stock
by Fleischmann Piko and Others, including 9
DB red/cream express coaches by Fleischmann
and three by Minitrix, four DB ‘silverfish’
coaches by Fleischmann (3) and Arnold, plus
9 others in DSB, Touropa and other colour
schemes, together with freight stock including
8 Piko tank wagons, and various others by
Minitrix, Atlas and Arnold, and 5 UK-issue
Lima wagons, the majority in original boxes,
mostly G-VG (50+) £100-140
O GAUGE & LIVE STEAM MODELS

641.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
SR Black Tender and Tank Locomotives,
comprising C class 0-6-0 no 1694 and tender,
class H 0-4-4T no 1274, and E2 class 0-6-0T
no 2104 and G6 no 162, all on Triang-based
chassis, together with a fine kit-built ex-LSWR
Beattie 2-4-0WT as no 3298 all G-VG (6 inc
tender) £120-160
642.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge
SR Green Tank Locomotives, comprising
Billington ‘Baltic’ class 4-6-4T no 2331 in
Maunsell green, class M7 0-4-4T no 251 in
Malachite green, and E4 class 0-6-2T no 2468
in olive green, all on Triang-based chassis, the
former with scale wheels, all G-VG (3)
£80-120

643.
Kitbuilt and Modified TT Gauge SR
Malachite Green Locomotives and Coaching
Stock, comprising kit-built Marsh ‘Atlantic’
class 4-4-2 and tender ‘The Needles’ (number
not applied), nicely-repainted Triang ‘WC’
class no 21C102 ‘Salisbury’, together with four
scratch-built bodies SR coaches (including
two ‘birdcage’ brake coaches), all in malachite
green, all G-VG (8 inc tenders) £80-120
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646.
Narrow-Gauge 009 (HOe) Trains
by Egger-Bahn and Others, comprising
boxed E-B steam railcar no 10 in blue/cream,
VG, a repainted Minitrains 0-4-0ST, four kit/
scratchbuilt/repainted diesel locomotives
including Fowler 0-4-0 ‘Peldon’ and an O&K
0-4-0 by Liliput, four coaches and seven
wagons, most rather indifferently painted
£70-100
647.
N Gauge Trains by Graham Farish
and Others, including Farish ‘Jinty’ 0-6-0T
repainted in unlined BR black as no 47413,
two BR crimson coaches and another by
Trix, with 8 wagons by Farish and Peco, F-G,
one wagon weathered, one coach missing
couplings (12) £40-60
648.
Roco Minitrains Graham Farish
Arnold and other makers 009 and N Gauge,
009 2-6-0 tank engine ‘Odin’ kitbuilt body
on GF chassis, 0-4-0 ‘Anna’ Loco body on a
Kato 0-4-0 chassis, three sets of Roco Coal
mining type trucks, (two trucks with amended
coupling and five trucks lack hoppers), Roco
1599 set comprising green Schwarz 0-6-0
Diesel Shunter, six trucks, Lorry, trailer and
track, in oginal box, Arnold 6823 electric Silo,
in original box, Meridian Models Talyllyn
Coach and Brake Van kits and Codar Speed
control unit together with a few spares,
generally G-VG, boxes F-VG (qty) £60-80

651.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork
Southern 0-4-0T Locomotive and Stock, No 1
locomotive SR green no 29 in green, with key
and lamps in period tin, with brake van and
open wagon, all G-VG, mech tested ok, front
coupler damaged and some paint loss to left
side cylinder, (4 inc tin with key and lamps)
£60-90
652.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork
Locomotives and Stock, including No 101 LMS
0-4-0T no 2270 in crimson, BR black no 60199
0-4-0 with tender, both F-G, mechs tested ok,
some corrosion to buffers, together with three
tank wagons (OAG Pratt’s, T3 Redline and
Shell), No 0 NE Fish van lacking roof, various
brake vans, open wagons and others, mostly F,
some missing roofs and/or wheels (qty)
£70-100
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653.
Hornby and Bing O Gauge
Clockwork Locomotives and Coaching Stock
Projects, including incomplete Hornby No 2
Tank Locomotive in GWR green, and tinprinted
GNR 0-4-0 in green as no 1452, together with
two Bing 4-wheel LMS 1st class coaches, both
missing roofs, and LNER bogie saloon coach
no 2568, overall P-F, all with parts missing or
other damages (5) £70-100
654.
An Incomplete Burnett Ubilda
Tinplate ‘Tower Bridge’, of pre-war design,
P-F, several major parts missing (11) £40-60

655.
An Incomplete but Uncommon
Wells of London O Gauge Clockwork
Mickey Mouse Train, comprising Silver Link
locomotive no 2509 in silver, ‘Mickey the
Stoker’ tender, Mickey Mouse Band wagon,
and a Brimtoy 12t van, all P-F, various small
parts missing or damaged (4) £70-100
656.
Hornby O Gauge Smaller Clockwork
Locomotives and Stock, including No 30 0-4-0
and tender, three BR coaches and a van, no 20
0-4-0 and tender, 6 MO wagons complete and
various others without wheels, a battered red
M1 locomotive and red/green MO loco, both
without tenders, varying P-G, mechs tested
ok, (qty) £40-60

657.
Hornby Bassett-Lowke and Other
O Gauge Track Accessories and Components,
including a quantity of Hornby clockwork
track, points, viaduct base and ramps, 2 level
crossings, assorted old buffers, together with
a quantity of B-L 3-rail track with flat brassstrip 3rd rail and big hook connectors, various
signals, telegraph poles, a Bub station roof
and various other parts, varying P-G (qty in 3
boxes) £50-70
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658.
Boxed Hornby O Gauge SR
Breakdown Van Single Wine Wagon and
Hall’s Distemper Men, the breakdown van
with blue underframe roof and crane, and
green bogies/van body, G, some damage to
crane jib and one spacer missing, box F, both
lid ends loose, (one with original SR label), an
uncommon Single Wine Wagon on OAG base,
G-VG, small dent to vigie roof and distortion
to Hornby transfer, box G-VG, some rusting to
staples, together with Modelled Miniatures
No 13 Hall’s Distemper Advertisement, ‘Blue’
and ‘Green’ men in original box, VG, missing
advert plank, box G-VG with ‘Old Swan’
address (3) £100-140
659.
Bub and Bing O Gauge Trains
and Hornby No 2 Tunnel, comprising a
Bub Continental-style 0-4-0 clockwork loco
and tender in red-lined black, mech needs
attention otherwise G-VG, together with two
Bub tan/crimson British-market coaches, two
Bing LMS ‘1927’ open wagons, cattle wagon
and barrel wagon with 4 barrels, a Bing buffer
stop and two Bub signals (one with tripledoll), all G-VG, and a part-boxed Hornby no 2
straight tunnel, F-G, box F, lid is replacement
(12 in 2 boxes) £60-90

660.
French and UK Hornby O Gauge
Layout Accessories, comprising a French ‘Gare
No 1 (Halte)’ station, and M series ‘Passage
a Niveau’, with British No 1 tunnel, level
crossing (an uncommon printing in April 1940
box), footbridge with signals, all in original
boxes, and an unboxed pre-war platform
crane, mostly G-VG, some minor damages/
playwear, boxes P-F, flaps missing and many
tears, together with a 1939-40 ‘Hornby Book
of Trains’ with Oct 1940 price revision label to
front, G, some minor damages esp to cover (7)
£70-100

661.
Two Scratchbuilt O Scale
Locomotives, comprising a 2-rail LMS ‘Black
Five’ and tender no 2890, together with a
GCR-style ‘Atlantic’ 4-4-2 and a mismatched
LNER-type corridor tender, all made from
brass with finescale wheels, bodies reasonably
well-made but mechanisms crudely finished,
the LMS with larg-ish ‘can-type’ motor, GCR
with Triang X03 (OO Gauge!) motor, overall
P-F (4) £50-70
662.
Hornby O Gauge Clockwork
Locomotives and Stock, including two type
50 locomotives and tenders in BR black, both
no 60199, F-G, mechs tested ok, with keys,
4 coaches, 9 goods trucks, LNER container,
a Dinky Supertoys 973 crane, telephone and
Police boxes, an assortment of lead figures
and other items, varying P-VG, locos missing
3 control knobs, two pieces with boxes, some
scenic items in dismantled form (qty)
£70-100
663.
A Boxed Mamod TE1a Traction
Engine and MM1 Stationary Engine, the
TE1a with spirit burner, water level plug,
steering extension and funnel, overall G, slight
corrosion to firebox top and roof grubby, box
F-G, together with unboxed MM1 engine with
uncommon ‘slim’ vaporising burner, overall F,
grubby, flaking to firebox paint (2) £50-80

664.
A Large-scale Kibri Tinplate Station,
suitable for Gauge 1 or possibly O, with highlevel platform, twin buildings with canopy
between, newsagent’s kiosk and side fences,
finished in painted/stencilled yellow/grey
brickwork, platform with ramp to one end
overall length 27”, F, various minor damages,
grubby and some surface corrosion to
platform £40-60
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665.
Hornby O Gauge Bogie Freight
Stock and Scenic Items, Stock comprising no 2
GW Loco Coal wagon, 2 French Hornby ‘Arbel’
Hopper wagons (one with metal bogies, one
plastic), Scenic items including a post-war No
3 station with one ramp, pe-war ‘SR-style’
green/yellow signal box, platelayers hut, early
Home and Distant junction signals with RAF
blue and black trim respectively, and a Chad
Valley junction signal, varying F-VG, several
small damages (10) £90-120
666.
A Collection of Kit-built O Scale
Buildings Signals Finescale Track and Other
Items, buildings including 2 signal boxes and
various signal components, all P, in need of
major renovation, together with a modest
quantity of finescale flexitrack lengths, a
framed London Transport diagram showing
Tunnel Cleaning Train and other items, varying
P-G (qty in 2 boxes + bundle track) £40-60
667.
A Collection of Finescale O Gauge
Kit-built Rolling Stock for Renovation, the
majority requiring greater or lesser amounts
of TLC(!), including LMS 12-wheel Dining Car
10423, LMS composite sleeping car, LMS 50’
full brake, Midland clerestory 6-wheel coach, a
BR blue/grey buffet car, NE and GW bogie flat
wagons, 100 tonne bogie tank wagon (mostly
dismantled), GW 6-wheel milk tanker, a
modified Lima ferry van, and a box of assorted
bogies and other components, varying P-G
(qty in 2 boxes) £140-180

668.
A Lionel O Gauge 3-rail American
Bo-Bo Diesel Switcher Locomotive, in
Southern Railroad green/white as no 8802,
with twin motor units, G, slight corrosion to
footplating £50-80

669.
A Scratchbuilt Semi-Finescale O
Gauge 3-rail Southern Railway Class U1
Mogul and Tender, heavily constructed of
brass sheet with a substantial motor, made
to a good standard and finished in SR olive
green as no 1896, F, right side smoke deflector
missing, left side valve linkage partially
disconnected, makeshift 3-rail pickup fitted,
various other damages and chips to paintwork
(2) £140-180

673.
A Scratchbuilt Finescale O Gauge
BR Class 20 Diesel Locomotive by Lawrence
& Goddard, substantially made with motor
bogie to bonnet end, finished in BR green as
no D8002, with D. Lawrence/L.W.Goddard
inscription under footplate, and engraved
plate ‘Lawrence Collection No 99’, overall F-G,
various damages including roof grille, bending
to handrails and ‘gaffer’ tape applied to cab
roof, some areas (esp cab end) retouched
£100-140

670.
A Commercial Semi-Finescale O
Gauge 3-rail LMS Stanier Class 8F 2-8-0 and
Tender, well constructed by unknown maker,
with a substantial motor, made to a very good
standard and finished in LMS black as no
8053, G, Bassett-Lowke type pickups fitted,
surface rusting to rear driving wheels, some
minor damages and small chips to paintwork
(2) £300-500

674.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 37 Diesel Locomotive, in BR blue as
no 37 043 ‘Loch Lomond’, with twin motor
bogies, overall P-F, three headcode boxes
detached, one fuel tank loose, various
roofstrips and one corridor end missing, one
buffer beam damaged and cab glazings loose/
missing, various paint scratches and chips
£100-140
671.
A Kit-built Finescale O Gauge 2-rail
LNER J72 Class 0-6-0 Tank Locomotive, the
body possibly kit- or scratch-built, chassis
appears kit-built, reasonably well constructed
but rather thickly painted in L&NER green as
no 8734, G, some small chips to paintwork,
dusty £80-120

675.
A Scratchbuilt Finescale O Gauge
BR Class 45 Diesel Locomotive by Unknown
Builder, metal-bodied in BR green as no D62,
with twin Lima motor bogies and appears to
have motor to roof fan, overall F, one buffer
beam detached, several minor damages,
various paint chips £100-140

672.
A Kit-built Finescale O Gauge 2-rail
Ex-Midland Railway Class 1F Open-cabbed
0-6-0 Tank Locomotive, reasonably well
constructed with Pittman motor, finished in
matt LMS black as no 1793, F-G, some small
damages including loss of lamp irons, slight
rusting to wheels, wear/chips to paintwork,
dusty £80-120

676.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 47 Diesel Locomotive by Norman
Wisenden, metal-bodied and finished by P G
Greer (dated 3/9/93) in BR Railfreight ‘Sector’
livery as no 47 207, with single motor bogie,
overall G, one battery box cover loose and
two missing, one buffer head loose, cab end
glazings loose £150-200
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677.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 47 Diesel Locomotive by Unknown
Maker, metal-bodied and finished in BR
‘large-logo’ blue livery as no 47 484 ‘Isambard
Kingdom Brunel’, with twin flywheel-fitted
motor bogies, overall G, one nameplate loose
(supplied), slight rusting to wheels, slight dent
to one roof grille, cab end glazings loose, in a
purpose-made wooden carrying box
£200-250

678.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 47 Diesel Locomotive by Unknown
Maker, metal-bodied and finished in BR blue
livery as no 47 901, with single motor and
prop-shaft drive to bogies, overall F-G, slight
rusting to wheels and buffers, fuel tank unit
and one cab window loose, several scratches
to paintwork £150-200
679.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge
BR Class 55 (Deltic) Diesel Locomotive by
Unknown Maker, metal-bodied and finished
in BR two-tone green livery as no D9000
‘Royal Scots Grey’, with twin ‘can’ motors each
driving a single axle in each bogie, overall P-F,
one nameplate missing, two bogie frames
detached from bogies, bogie mountings
detached from body and various other
damages to body and paintwork £100-140

680.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 56 Diesel Locomotive by Unknown
Maker, metal-bodied and finished in BR
‘large-logo’ blue livery as no 56036 with handpainted decals, twin motor bogies, overall F,
two bogie side frames detached, some cab
glazings loose £120-160
681.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 58 Diesel Locomotive by Unknown
Maker, metal-bodied and finished in BR
‘large-logo’ grey/red/yellow Railfreight livery
as no 58024, with Buhler motor and chain
connection to a second driving axle, overall
F-G, most cab glazings loose, a few small chips
to paintwork, dusty £150-200
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682.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 59 Diesel Locomotive from an RJH Kit,
metal-bodied and finished in Yeoman silver/
blue livery as no 59001 ‘Yeoman Endeavour’,
with twin can motors each driving a single
axle, overall F-G, three bogie side frames and
one battery box loose, a few minor damages
to paintwork, in original kit box £150-200
683.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge BR
Class 59 Diesel Locomotive from an RJH
Kit, metal-bodied and finished in ARC lime
green/grey livery as no 59 104, with twin can
motors each driving a single axle, overall F-G,
two bogie side frames and two battery boxes
loose, a few minor damages to paintwork, in
original kit box £150-200

684.
Two Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge
GWR Coaches, comprising Composite
Restaurant Car no 9674 and Autocoach no
221, both in GWR ‘shirtbutton’ chocolate
and cream, with interior detailing, both F-G,
9674 with one corridor connection detached,
small dent to one side, various small damages
to roof and sides with some retouching,
221 missing two buffers, three roof vents
and some handrails/door handles, several
scratches to paintwork (2) £100-140

687.
Two Picture Pride ‘Portrait’
(Vertical) Display Cabinets, both measuring
33” x 17” over front door x 3½” (internal
width) each with seven glass shelves, both in
brown wood finish, both VG (2, shelves inside)
£50-80

688.
A British Rail Cast Aluminium
‘Double Arrow’ Motif, measuring 18½” x 11”
overall, presumed to be ex-locomotive, with 8
countersunk fixing holes, the front in polished
finish, the rear with slightly raised cast-in
spigots, VG £50-80

685.
A Kitbuilt Finescale O Gauge 3-car
‘Brighton Belle’ Set, comprising powered
motor coach no 91, driving trailer no 90 and
centre car ‘Alice’, all F-G, some distortion to
white metal bogie stretchers, minor damages
to bodies including loss of numerous window
dividers (3) £200-260
686.
Four Picture Pride ‘Landscape’
(Horizontal) Display Cabinets, three
measuring 42” x 22½ “ x 3½” (internal width)
each with three glass shelves, two brown
wood finish and one green, the fourth 42”
x 20½” x 2½” with 5 shelves (brown wood
finish), all with gold borders, all VG (4 + glass
shelves) £80-120

689.
A Group of South London BR
1980’s Railway Signs, including white-onblack station signs ‘Brixton’ and ‘Wandsworth
Common’, both on 1’ deep plastic channel
section, measuring 47” and 83” long
respectively, both in ex-station condition with
minor damages, together with a Network
South-East suburban line map dated May
1988, 43” x 12” in hardwood unglazed
frame, VG and a white-on-black wooden
train indicator board for the line Kensington
Olympia - Manchester Piccadilly, measuring
48” long, G (4) £70-100
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694.
A Mamod MM2 Stationary Steam
Engine and Hornby O Gauge Items, the
MM2 engine with spirit burner and polishing
wheel, both attached to a wooden base, F-G,
together with 8 Hornby wagons, No 2 signal
cabin, buffers and three pieces of track, most
with original boxes, mostly F-G, some damp/
rust damage, boxes P-F (12) £50-80

690.
A Collection of Railway Hardware,
including an unusual small industrial tramwaytype rail chair, a standard-sized fishplate, a
Doulton BR (S) third-rail insulator, aluminium
plate ground signal face only, aluminium
warning sign for ‘Reversible Lines - Look Both
Ways’, together with plastic signs for ‘Station
Manager’, two ‘Danger - Overhead Live Wires’
plaques, one with ‘do not lift stove pipe’
supplementary message, and two German
carriage destination boards from Dortmund
area, varying F-VG (10) £70-100
691.
A Collection of Officially-Published
Railway Timetables and Other Ephemera,
including Southern Railway summer 1939
timetable and 1943-4 timetable, both F-G,
BR (SR) suburban timetable May-Sep 1948
(2 copies), LMS Northern Div WTT 1946-7,
GWR Welsh Lines service T/T’s appendix 1943,
various other Working TT’s, Excursion notices,
traffic notices and other items from various
railways, F-VG (qty) £50-80
692.
A Collection of Official and
Enthusiast-Published Railway Notices Tour
Itineraries and Other Ephemera, including
20” x 12” LNER 1946 timetable poster for
the Darlington-Richmond line, and similar BR
1949 poster for Malton-Whitby, both G-VG in
clipframes, a framed period print of ‘Cock O’
The North’ from ‘The Locomotive’, frame 20”
x 9½”, together with a large quantity of 1960’s
LCGB and other railtour itineraries including
IoW ‘Vectis’ tour 1964 and last steam (1966),
many with the relevant tickets, and booklets,
leaflets, maps and notices from BR and other
UK railways, mostly G-VG (qty) £70-100
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701.
A Metafot marine high
performance Steam Turbine, produced for
ships 1-3 metres long, built-in valve control
for forwards, reverse, stop and regulation,
single servo unit, shaft diameter 4 mm, length
48mm, width 81mm, height 110mm, together
with a Metafot 4-page catalogue, G (2)
£30-50

695.
A pair of ‘portrait’ wall mounted
Display Cases, constructed in wood, laminate
and glass, each 110cm high, 66cm wide x
20cm deep, , F-G (2) £20-40
696.
A pair of ‘landscape’ wall mounted
Display Cases, constructed in wood, laminate
and glass, each 70cm high, 94cm wide x 22cm
deep, F-G (2) £20-40

702.
Hornby Railway Books Matchbox
Dinky Britains and other makers Catalogues,
The Art of Hornby by Richard Line. Along
Hornby Line by B Huntington, Hornby The
Official Illustrated History by Harrison and
Hammond, History of British Dinky Toys
1934-1964 by Gibson, Collecting Dinky
Toys Miniature Model Aircraft, Dinky Toys
Catalogue 7th Ed 1959 and repro 1957,
Matchbox 1974, 1985 and 1991, Wrenn
Instruction Manual, Britains 1975 and Almark
reproduction of Britains 1940 catalogue,
generally VG (qty) £30-50

697.
Five ‘landscape’ small wall
mounted Display Cases, constructed in wood,
laminate and glass, three, 73cm wide x 40cm
high x 8cm deep and two 68cm wide x 47cm
high x 8cm deep, F-G (5) £50-70
698.
Five ‘landscape’ medium wall
mounted Display Cases, constructed in wood,
laminate and glass, three, 93cm wide x 73cm
high x 17cm deep and two 93cm wide x 73cm
high x 20cm deep, F-G (5) £50-70

693.
A Collection of London Transport
Maps, including Trolleybus & Tram, and
‘Railways’, both January 1950, Coronation
Day services 2 June 1953, World Cup services
1966, combined map 1970, ‘Sightseeing’ and
Country Area bus maps, both 1971, and five
other more recent tube and bus maps, all
G-VG (14) £50-80

700.
Four ‘landscape’ wall mounted
Display Cases, constructed in wood, laminate
and glass, two 93cm wide x 72cm high x 22cm
deep, 93cm wide x 72cm high x 17cm deep
and 94cm wide x 53cm high x 27cm deep, F-G
(4) £40-60

703.
Fulgurex Tie Clips Railway Lamp
and Others, a collection of seven 1980s/90s
Fulgurex tie clips some with enamelled detail,
together with a reproduction brass emblem
for ‘Internationale Des Wagons Lits’ (CIWL),
a reproduction railway signalling lamp and a
boxed Coalport collector’s plate depicting ‘The
Bristolian’ 1992, G-E, (Qty) £30-50

END OF AUCTION
699.
Four ‘landscape’ small wall
mounted Display Cases, constructed in wood,
laminate and glass, , 65cm wide x 54cm high
x 16cm deep, 65cm wide x 52cm high x 21cm
deep, 55cm wide x 49cm high x 22cm deep
and another, F-G (4) £40-60
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plus Value Added Tax together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon
his authority. In these Terms of Sale the words 'you', 'yours', etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the
Auctioneer. English Law shall govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own
risk. They shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof
of identity and billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place
before entering the auction room to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are
responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing
a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and
authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the
room, telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid; an additional 5% premium will be charged for all bidding via the online
platform; c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that
VAT is payable by the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer's premium. VAT will be chargeable at
the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European
Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates
that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently
20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price and buyer's premium]. The
rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer price. This
is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers' Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as
input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash
(maximum £10000), debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone,
online and commission bidders via email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and
shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on
shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this
service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and personally collect or arrange your
own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following the day of the
auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period,
you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller
warrants to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell
the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims;
and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid
and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will
be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot
(for which we are not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of
each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the
Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of
any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot.
Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held and accept liability for
opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for
the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot
in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed.
We will give indications of provenance where stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots
that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser.
Subject
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